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ABSTRACT
The four 1991 issues of the newsletter "Development

Communication Report" are primarily concerned with the use of
communication technologies in developing countries to educate the
people'. Evaluation is the theme of the first issue, which contains
the following articles: "Evaluating Communication Programs: Means and
Ends," "Making a Splash: How Evaluators Can Be Better Communicators,"
"Choosng the Right Tools: A Guide to Data Collection,"
"Commumication as a Data Collection Tool," "Do's and Don'ts for
Interviewers," "Designing Questionnaires," "Radio Enriquillo: An
Experience with Self-Evaluation," "Who Interprets? Who Decides?
Participatory Evaluation in Chile," and "Eight Ways to Make
Communication Evaluation More Useful." The second issue features
articles contributed by readers. It includes: "Community
Communication: Getting Beyond Information Overflow, Communication
Undernourishment," "Participatory Radio in Bolivia," "Harnessing a

White Elephant: How an Audiovisual Facility in Malawi was Redirected
To Meet Local Needs," "Picture Perfect: Generating Graphics
Electronically," "Demystifying Technology through Solar Power,"
"Guidelines for Producing Training Films and Videos" "Motivating
Economic Action," and "The Overmarketing of Social Marketing." The
lead article in the third issue sets the theme: "I%digenous
Communication and Indigenous Knowledge." Other articles inclvde:
"Reinforcing Campesino Wisdom in the Andes," "Anal)gy in Health
Education: Using the Familiar To Explain the New," "The 'Fertilizer

Bush' Drama," "Tips for Documenting and Transferring Local
Knowledge," "Challenging Tradition in Nigeria," "Sacred Messages for

AIDS Prevention," "An African Healer Speaks Out on AIDS," and

"Weaving Together Folk Media and Mass Media." Information technology

is the focus of the last issue: "Information Technology: What About

the Plain Old Telephone?" "Packet-Radio--The 'Missing Link'?"

"SatelLife: Lifelines throughout Africa," "Econet: The Environmental

Computer Network," "When Disaster Strikes: Communications Technology

in the Sky," "When Disaster Strikes: Making Decisions on the Ground,"

"The (Solar) Power To Communicate," and "The Information Revolution

Need Not Exclude the Poor." (DB)



Development Communication Report

To Our Readers
Yes, this is still the DCR!
The content hasn't changed.
We simply gave it a facelift,

with help from graphic designer Sue Wood.
If you have comments about our new
design, write to us. We like getting feedback.

This DCR looks at evaluation. As a result
of investigating this topic, we can make two
broad observations. First, evaluation of com-
munication programs faces many of the
same issues as evaluation of all development
programs. Many of the lessons and techni-
ques discussed here can be applied to non-
communication programs.

Second, there are as many schools of
thought on evaluation as there are on
development communication, or for that
matter, on development. A review of evalua-
tion models reveals fundamental differences
on the purpose of evaluation, whether to em-
phasize qualitative or quantitative methods,
measurable outcomes or project processes,
and whether to rely chiefly on project par-
ticipants or outside evaluation experts.
Rather than attempt to resolve these differen-
ces, we present a variety of perspectives on
the question. We invite your reactions.

- The Editor

Evaluating Communication Programs:
Means and Ends
by N ina Ferencic

Communication is a critical com-
ponent of many development
projects. In some cases, it may be
the only intervention. Therefore, in

order to impir :e the effectiveness of a
project and to maximize its results, com-

munication should be carefully and sys-
tematically evaluated.

Yet evaluation of communication
programs is rare. Good and timely evalua-
tien which is helpful to the program is rarer
still. To encourage more evaluation but also

(continued on p. 2)

Making a Splash: How Evaluators
Can Be Better Communicators
by Michael Hendricks

IIIf a tree falls in the forest and no one
hears it, did it make a sound? If an
evaluation report falls on someone's
desk and no one reads it, did it make a

splash? None whatsoever, yet we evaluators
still rely too often on long, jargon-filled texts
to "communicate" our analyses, findings,
and recommendations. We can, and must,
do better.

Why? Because the only reason for
doing evaluations is to make that
splash, to have that impact, to change
situations in a desired direction. Some
call this "Speaking Truth to Power,"
but what good is speaking Truth if
Power isn't listening? Unless we help

(continued on p. 1W
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Means and Ends, continued from p. 1

avoid wasting time, resources and effort, it
is essential to understand evaluation's role
and to carefully build it into project ac-
tivities from the beginning.

What is Evaluation?
There is no single, universally accepted

definition of evaluation and the word
probably means different things to different
people. Furthermore, there is no single type
of evaluation. A range of activities and
models collectively form what could be
called "evaluation research."

Evaluation research can be described as
the systematic use of research methods and
techniques to make decisions or judgements
about a program..Fhis broad definition en-
compasses activities that are tremendously
varied in scope and purpose. For example, it
includes informal spot checks to ensure that
the quality of a radio announcement is clear
and audible. It also includes detailed sur-
veys to determine whether the goals of a
mass media campaign to promote condom
use, are actually being achieved, to locate
the barriers to the achievement, and to dis-
cover the consequences ot program actions.

Why Evaluate?
Evaluation research is conducted for

many reasons and it may serve many pur-
poses. It may have a legitimation role, bY
helping a program gain recognition, or an
advocacy role, bY building policy makers'
support for a particular program or strategy,
once its effectiveness is demonstrated. It
may serve strictly academic research pur-
poses by testing certain hypotheses or
theories (or as a justification to attend inter-
national conferences!). Evaluation research
can also be used to boost the motivation ot
program staff by showing program achieve-
ment, and it may serve to justify further
funding of a program.

However, the most important tunction of
evaluation research is to help program staff
make informed decisions that will result in
communication programs that reach more
people with information they want and can

in well-implemented programs that
change in response to iww information, and
in development communication policies that
make a difference.

Day-to-day development conamunication
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program decisions should be based on
evaluation results whenever possible. This
carries two implications. One is that
programs are fkxible enough to adapt to
new insights and recommendations result-
ing from evaluation research. The other is
that evaluation research is straightforward
enough to provide timely feedback for pro-
gram decisions.

Wh -n to Evaluate?
F.\ iluation is otten thought of as some-

thing :)t comes at the end of a program.
I er, evaluation research that feeds
back into an ongoing program in order to
improve it is at least as or more important
than end-of-project evaluation. To be useful,
evaluation should provide information that
is timely, rekvant, credible and readable
(that is, presented in a simple way).

A development communication program
has different intormation needs at different
stages of its project cycle. Various forms of
evaluatIon research should be able to fill
those needs accordingly.

The boxes (pages 3-4) outline the three
main categories of evaluation formative,
process, and summatiye which are used at
the beginning, middle and end of a project,
respectively. Each serves a different pur-
pose, explores different questions, and is
likely to be used bY different people.

Who Should Evaluate?
Should evaluation be carried out by pro-

gram participants or by outside evaluators?
This decision depends partly on who will
use the information. Process evaluation. for
instance. is best conducted by program im-
plementors rather than outsiders because
they are tlw ones who will use the inforrna-
tion to reorient their programs. For example,
they may discover that people are not receiv-
ing radio messages because they are no
being broadcast at times when the audiifice
is most likely to listen, implying a need to
reschedule broadcast times.

A summatiye evaluation, which is usual-
ly submitted to projed tunders or policy
makers, often serves political functions and
can provide information tor keeping a
project alive. In this sense, there mav be
political necessity in using an evaluator v ho
is independent of the program and is there-



tore perceived to be more credible Outside
evaluators also may have more expertise
and are more competent in evaluation
design and methods than project statt How-
ever, outside evaluators are often not
familiar enough with the program to know
where the main problems are, which aspects
need evaluation, and where to look tor the
answers, fhey otten do not spend enough
time with the project and even mo. "ten
do not recognize all the ditficultic the
staff had to surmount to accomplish all that
has occurred In addition, eval ,ation by out-
siders i otten resented bY program staff
who view it as a threat to their jobs, not as a
tool for the improvement of the program.

Evaluations involving project par-
ticipants, on the other hand, are usually
reported to have a large positive effect on
morale and enthusiasm of the local person-
nel. Program staff are more informed about
program specifics, but because of their close
involvement with the program, they may
lack the perspective needed for an objective
assessment and are seen as less credible and
as biased toward showing positive results.

The choice of evaluators will ultimately
depend on a variety of factors, including the
purpose of the evaluation, staff expertise,
time-frame and funding. In many cases,
however, a combination ot outside
evaluators and program staff is most ap-
propriate since their mutual collaboration
will give evaluators fuller insight into the
program and avoid statt misconception
about the evaluator's role - and thus, benefit
the program.

What to Evaluate?
The pressure to provide relevant, useful

and timely information that can be incor-
porated into program decision-making is in-
creased when limited time, financial and
personnel resources are available for evalua-
tion which is usually true. Therefore, it
makes sense to collect information on those
aspects ot the program which most otten ex-
plain program success or failure.

Exposure to information and comprehen-
sion of the messages are probably the first
places to look at when trying to assess the
progress, success or failure of an educational
intervention or information campaign.

At a project's early stages, assessing ex-

posure to information means finding out,
irst of all, the existence of specific channels
ot intormation and the proportion of the
audience that has access to them. Com-
munication channels include the mass
media, institutional and interpersonal chan-
nels. The research may also examine the
audiences preferences for information sour-
ces, which languages are understood, and
levels of written or visual literacy. At the im-
plementation stage, it means tinding out
whether the communication channels are
being used as planned. Have the radio or TV
messages been aired? flow many and how
otten? Have the posters or pamphlets been
distributed? How many and where? Have
the training workshops been organized?
Clearly, the specific questions will vary from
intervention to intervention depending on
w hich information and education channels
were used.

At project end, assessing exposure to in-
formation means asking who, or what
proportion ot the target audience, was ex-
posed to what spocific messages through
which channels and how often. Clearly, as-
sessing whether the program reached the
desired target audience's is the most impor-
tant thing to find out about a program. If
only a small proportion of the target
audience was reached by the program, how
can it be expected to have anv impact? It is
also necessary to find out who was exposed
to the information. Who has seen the
posters, heard the radio messages or lee:-

(contutued OH I). 4)

41.
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When Conducted
At the initiation or plan-
ning stage of a project

Purpose
To gather information
for shaping the project
strategies

Typical Questions
For example, in a com-
munication campaign
designed to promote
the use of oral rehydra-
tion therapy (ORD
when children suffer
from diarrhea,

What are existing at-
titudes and beliefs
about diarrhea?

.* What are the major
barriers to adopting
oral rehydration
therapy? Which ones
can be addressed
through communica-
tion?

Which channels of
communication,
mass media as well
as interpersonal, are
likely to reach the tar-
get group?

Devebpment Communication Report, no. 72



:eans _ma Enas. continued from p. 3

When Conducted
During project im-
plementation

Purpose
To determine whether
activities are proceed-
ing according to plan

Typical Questions

Were radio messages
about the broadca3t?

Were health staff
trained in ORT proce-
dures and com-
munication
techniques?

Was communication
coordinated with the
distribution ot oral
rehydration salts?

I .

When Conducted
At project end

Purpose
To determine whether
the program has
achieved its objectives,
and to demonstrate its
effectiveness

Typical Questions

Do mothers under-
stand how to
prepare and ad-
minister ORT?

Have attitudes about
treatment ot diarrhea
changed?

I lave child deaths
due to dehydration
decreased?

tures, read the pamphlets? What were the
characteristics ot those exposed to the infor-
mation? What proportion of the desired tar-
get audience was exposed, to which
messages, and how otten? Information
about exposure also includes data on ex-
posure to unintended sources of informa-
tion, e.g., exposure to information through
newscasts, foreign press or media and other
sources not directly linked to the program.

Although exposure to messages may
have occurred, comprehension does not
necessarily follow. At the tormatiye stage,
message pretesting can look at whether
people in the target audience understand
the meannw ot a message and its behavioral
implicationsind whether they perceive it
as relevant. 'Ellis exercise can be repeated on
a larger scale at the end ot a project to dis-
cover whether the communication cam-
paign changed knowledge and attitudes.
For example, do people understand that
they have to take their child to be im-
munized or provide ORT or adopt certain
new practiLes such as using a new condom
with every episode ot sexual intercourse?
Do they understand where they can obtain
the services or supplies such as ORT pack-
ets, condoms, etc.?

In addition to assessing knowledge or at-
titude change, it is important to collect infor-
mation on whether practices or behavior
changed following exposure to information.
Are those who are exposed to the develop-
ment messages and who understand them
more likely to adopt the recommended prac-
tices than those not exposed?

It should be noted that change in be-
havior is always harder to achieve (and
document) than changes in attitude or
knowledge and, while it is the ultimate
criterion tor success, it is not the only
criterion. Changes in knowledge and at-

tudes in one period may lead to changes in
practices only later. Attitude and knowledge
changes might indicate that an information
or education campaign had the immediate
effect expected but that changes in practices
were impeded by factors beyond the control
ot the Lommunication program such as
poor services, inadequate supplies or other
structural and/or cultural factors. It is there-
fore essential that evaluation results be inter-
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preted keeping in mind the broader context
in which the program operates.

How to Evaluate?
Several articles in the following pages

discuss different research designs, methods
and tools for carrying out evaluation and I
will not elaborate turther on them here.
However, it is important to note that just as
there is no single definition of evaluation,
there is no single "right" way ot conducting
an evaluation. The choice of methods and
approaches depends on a variety ot factors,
including the intormation needs, the goals
and desired outcomes ot the evaluation, the
nature ot the programs being evaluated, the
circumstances under which the evaluation is
being conducted, and whether the quesJons
can be answered with the research tools and
funds available. For example, an innovative
pilot project that may later be expanded on
a large scale may require extensive survey
methods that offer precise measurements
and a high degree of reliability. On the other
hand, a tried and true approach may only re-
quire simple, rapid assessment procedures
!icing kev intormants and focus groups to
make sure the program is on track.

As Judith McDivitt points out (see p. 5),
what is needed is not the highest quality ot
evaluation but the nwst appropriate quality,
given the human and financial resources
available. There is often a trade-ott between
an evaluation's level ot sophistication and
the cost, time and expertise it requires.

In general, evaluation ot development
communication programs should be kept
simple and to the point. Since it is impos-
sible to tind the answers to all research ques-
tions in a single study, it is necessary to give
priority to those questions that meet the fol-
lowing criteria: whether the program is
ready fi make use ot the information in a
significant way; areas where previous ex-
perience suggests there is likely to be
trouble; and those that can be answered
with funds and tools available.

Nina N COnInIIIIIIiatIOn and
Rt',4Caren Sn't'11111St In the interi'elltwn

INTelOrnlent and Support Unit, Global Program
:in AIDS, World I lealth ( )rganization. She can be
contacted at WIIO'GPA. CI I 1211 GeinTa 27,

untzerland. Tefrphone: (41-22)7.30-3b8.
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Choosing the Right Tools:
A Guide to Data Collection

PrincqM,s into Pr ictice .

by Judith A. McDivitt

Iollecting data is probably the most
visible though not necessarily the
most important - activity in the
evaluation process. It may sometimes

involve the most time and expense. To
choose an appropriate and useful method,
one must consider the wide variety of re-
search tools available, the objectives of the
evaluation and of the communication pro-
gram, the level of precision needed to pro-
vide useful data and the costs of collecting
these data.

Methods, Not Madness
Many data collection methods are avail-

able to the evaluator. They can be loosely
grouped into observation, self-report
measures, and review of existing docu-
ments. Each method can be used in a variety
of studies small or large, simple or complex.

Observation consists of systematically
watching and recording what people do. Ex-
amples of techniques range from observing
staff behavfor in a family planning clinic
over several weeks, to ;lying in a village and
carrying os.c an anthropological study of the
inhabitants and their environment, to asking
mothers to demonstrate their skills in
mixing oral rehydration solution. Observa-
tion has the advantage over self-reports of al-
lowing the researcher to see what a person
actually does in a situation, but there is al-
ways the worry that the subject changed his
or her usual behavior because someone was
watching. There is also a possibility of lack
of objectivity - the observer may notice only
some aspects and not others.

Self-report measures are the most com-
mon data collection tool in evaluations of
communication projects. They include in-
dividual interviews or questionnaires [e.g.,
the widely used knowledge, attitude and
practice (KAP) survey], tests of skills, and
diaries of activities (e.g., foods eaten). Each
individual method can use a simple or com-
plex instrument (unstructured discussion,
focus group discussion, structured but open-
ended interview, or highly structured inter-
view or questionnaire with pre-coded
response categories). Each can be used with
samples that are large or mnall, and more or
less representative. Their advantage over oh-

servation is that the researcher can measure knowledge, beliefs and attitudes
in addition to behavior. Possible problems are that the respondents may not
understand the questions as intended. In developing countries, few people
are used to educated outsiders sitting with them individually and asking
them what they think or do. Another problem is that respondents may not
answer them truthfully. For instance, because they want to please the inter-
viewer, they may say that they visit the health clinic, but they may not ac-
tually do it.

Existing documents or statistics can also provide useful evaluation data.
Sources include government statistics (both national and local), activity
records kept by, for example, health centers or extension offices on number
of patients seen or number of adopters of farming methods, sales records
from pharmacies or agricultural suppliers, broadcast logs at radio stations,
administrative records produced by the program, and data collected for
other studies. Since such records ne part of a data collection system that al-
ready exists, they can save time and money and provide critical background
information. Several disadvantages are that the information collected may
not match the data needs closely enough to be useful, the records may be in-
accurate or out of date, or the data may be limited. Yet sometimes the data
can be modified to be made more useful as an evaluation tool.

How to Choose
One crucial task for the evaluator is to choose from among the research

designs and methods those that will best answer the evaluation questions
within the resources available. This is not simply a choice based on the rela-
tive merits of a method. It also is guided by a clear understanding of the ob-
jectives of the program and of the evaluation, the audience for the
evaluation, the level of precision required for credible results, and the resour-
ces available to carry out the evaluation.

First, one must know the purpose of the evaluation. Will the research pro-
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Choosing the Right Tools, continued from p.

vide information to develop or guide the program (formative evaluation), to
assess the operations of the project (process evaluation), to assess the impact
or effectiveness of the communication activities (summative or impact
evaluation), or a combination of these? At a more detailed 1 vel, the
evaluator also must know who needs the information, what kinds of
decisions they must make, and how they might use the data. It is especially
important to consider whether the program is open to making changes in
response to the findings or if the results will simply be
put on a shelf to gather dust in which case one might
want to spend the evaluation budget elsewhere.

Second, the evaluator must have a clear under-
standing of the objectives and processes of the com-
munication or education program. The evaluator cannot
design a useful evaluation or choose an appropriate
method without knowing how the program expects to
lead to its goals, including other influences or barriers to
reaching these goals.

Take a simple example of a communication project
that disseminates radio messages about family planning
in order to convince listeners to go to the family planning
clinic, where they will be persuaded to try contracep-
tives, and continue using them after the first visit. This
model makes many assumptions. Three are that the
audience has radios, that a family planning clinic is acces-
sible, and that exposure to radio messages will influence
their behavior. If the evaluator has a picture of the
process of change, he or she can examine more than the
question "Did use of contraceptives increase?" and can
understand what happened during the program and
how the process did or did not lead to the desired out-
come.

It is particularly important in a large survey to plan
ahead so as to reduce the chances of getting unusable
data, but it is also important for even the smallest data collection activity. For

xample, one could go to a clinic and just observe vaccination activities, but
the information gathered would be more useful if one had thought ahead
about whom and what kinds of behavior to observe.

tive methods. Representative 3amples allow
one to make inferences about a larger part of
the population with greater confidence.
More complex research designs with
before/after samples and control groups are
more likely to allow the evaluator to pin-
point change in behavior and the influences

on this change. However, col-
lecting data of greater
precision means additional
time and expense.

The quality of the data also
influences how precisely it can
be interpreted. To obtain reli-
able data, it is extremely impor-
tant to spend sufficient time
developing the research instru-
ment and to pretest it exten-
sively with people in the target
audience to make sure it
measures what is intended and
the potential respondents un-
derstand and can respond to
the questions. It is also impor-
tant that field workers ask
questions, observe behavior
and note responses in a stand-
ardized way, in the same
order, without adding extra ex-
planations (in the case of
closed-ended questions). To do
this, they need careful training,
intensive practice, and con-

tinuous supervision.

How Precise Must the Data Be?
Evaluations provide information for decision-making. Some decisions

will require data of great precision (with minimal sampling error, high
reliability and validity), others can be made with less precise information.
Again, the evaluator needs to consider the evaluation goals and audience
and the program objectives. For example, in developing a communication
program or pretesting materials, an implernentor will generally be able to
make good decisions with narrative data (rather than percentages) from
semi-structured interviews or focus group discussions with reasonably
(rather than strictly) representative groups. On the other hand, an implemen-
tor who wants to justify large expenditures by a donor agency or govern-
ment to expand a communication program will want more precise numbers
to show changes in behavior, to provide evidence that the changes were the
result of the program, and to show that extending this program to other
regions will produce similar changes in behavior.

On the whole, quantitative methods tend to be more precise than qualita-

Onmeni ininntinn Dannr4 'In 70

Keeping Costs Down
Part of the evaluation process is weighing

the balance between precision, irefulness,
and cost. The evaluator has to choose the
best design and data collections methods
that fit within the human and financial
resources available but also provide the in-
formation required by the decision-maker.
In many cases, a simpler study can provide
useful information for decision-making. For
some programs, a rapid assessment by ex-
amining project records and conducting
short interviews in several villages will be
sufficient. However, to determine impact,
more precise information is generally re-
quired for planners to believe the findings.

One way to cut costs is to scale down the
evaluation by reducing the sample size or
choosing a less representative sample, col-
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lecting data less often, or reducing the
length of the interview or the observation
period. A major cost in conducting surveys
is transportation (particularly gasoline) and
daily expenses. Choosing a sample that is
less geographically disperse or choosing to
sample fewer areas will save money. One
could also choose a smaller sample, using
contrast groups rather than randomly
chosen individuals. Relatively more rapid as-
sessment procedures would save time over a
full-scale anthropological study. In making
these choices, one must consider what will
be lost in the precision or usefulness of the
data.

Collecting data as part of general pro-
gram operations by developing a manage-
ment information or monitoring system can
also provide useful data at lower cost.
Another relatively low-cost method is to up-
date or add categories to the forms already
used by health or family planning clinics or
extension systems to make their content
more useful for project evluation.

Contrary to popular wisdom, data collec-
tion is not necessarily the most expensive
and time-consuming phase of an evaluation.
Deciding on the questions to answer and
later analyzing and interpreting the findings
is or should be. Before collecting data, it is
essential to spend time carefully thinking
through what one wants to know and what
one will do with the results. The greatest
avoidable expense in evaluation is waste
collecting data that are never used because
they don't answer relevant questions, be-
c ause they aren't precise enough or are of
poor qw.iity, because the program or policy
isn't actually open to change, or because the
data aren't analyzed and reported in a use-
ful and useable format.

There is no one right way of carrying out
data collection. But following these general
guidelines will help evaluators select an ap-
propriate method for their needs.

Judith 114cDivitt ha.; evaluated communication
projects in Africa, Asia, the Middle East, and the
United States. She is currently a Research Assis-
tant Professor at the Center for International,
Health, and Development Communication at the
University of Pennsylvania. For further infortna-
t ion, contact her at 3620 Walnut Street, Philadel-

phia, PA 19104, LISA. Telephone: (215) 898-6371.

Fax: (215) 898-2024.

Communication as a Tool for Data Collection
Informal media and communication techniques can be creative instru-

ments for eliciting information, opinions or data in an evaluation or needs
assessment. They can be especially useful in village settings, where people
are not used to being asked to talk about their opinions or practices or are
reluctant to tell their true thoughts. In such cases, culturally appropriate
media serve as a device for helping participants project reality outside
themselves. Below are a few ideas for tools for use with groups.

Poster series. A
facilitator can present a
series of posters with depic-
tions of local settings or
events, which respondents
can put in any sequence to
explain their history,
problems, beliefs, practices,
and values. Through inter-
views and informal discus-
sion around the posters, a
facilitator can assess a
group's progress to date, as
well as its long-range goals.

Maps and mapping. Par-
ticipants might be
presented with maps of the

Source: Karla Kayneel World Education

community, and asked to indicate important places, resources, problems
or other aspects relevant to the development process. Or they might be
asked to draw their own maps.

Pocket charts. Facilitators can present illustrated charts with pockets to
identify knowledge, beliefs or practices related to a specific issue. For ex-
ample, participants might be presented illustrations of different foods and
be asked, "Which food do you think a pregnant women should eat?" They
respond by inserting slips of paper into the pockets.

Self-drawing. Participants can be asked to draw themselves, their
families, or key relationships in the community, using newsprint, the sand,

or other locally available materials.
Open-ended stories. Facilitators pose a problem through a story that

has no ending and ask participants to complete the story, reflecting their
own views or experience. Any manner of presentation can be used, includ-
ing audiocasette tapes or posters.

Visual dialogue. Participants might be filmed in their course of ac-
tivities related to the project, and then asked to comment or react to the
film. In Chile, this techr .lue was used between two Indian communities,
with each group commenting on the images and recorded statements of

the other.
Creative arts. Participants can take part in or create their own mini-

drama, mime, dance, role play, puppetry or poetry recitations. These art
forms, which are part of the folk culture in many countries, are usually
quite popular and evoke humorous, accurate and spontaneous expression.

Adapted from Participatory Evaluation: A Users' Guide by Jacob Pfohl (1986).

See page 20 for information on ordering the book.
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In order to get reliable responses through interviews, it is important to fol-
low careful procedures. In a structured interview, it is essential that all inter-
viewers ask the same question, in the same order, in the same mann( r. liven
in unstructured interviews, the interviewer should take steps to minimize his
or her role and maximize accurate, specific re3ponses. Below are some
general instructions for all interviewers.

Give a clear statement ot the pur-
pose ot the interview. This will
help legitimize Your presence and
put respondents at e- .(e. Respon-
dents may want to know the pur-
pose ot the study, how they were
"elected, and if they can see the
results.

Fmphasize the confidentiality ot
the material.

Ask respondents it they mind your
taking notes. iNarla kaunee, lVorld

Record omments or remarks just as they are given. The exact words
people use to describe their teehngs are important. If the comment is
kmgthy and you cannot write every word, make notes that give the sense
and style ot the comment. Use abbreviations that are understandable.

Keep talking as you write. Ask the second question as you record the
response to the tirst. Keep the pencil and interview guide as incon-
"picuous as possible. Keep eve contact with the respondent and do the
writing unobtrusively.

Focus respondents' attention on the question. If they want to talk about
,omething else, politely but firmly reter them back to the questions.
smile and say, "That's interesting ... now what would you say about this
question?"

( ;et all the information you are asked to get. That means ask every ques-
tion and record every answer in the correct place. Check over the inter-
view guide at the end of each interview before you leave. SaV, "Now let's
"ee it we've got everything," to allow you to look over each question to
"ee that it is answered and the answer recorded correctly.

Watch for vague, qualified or ambiguous answers. Never accept "Well,
that depends" or "ves, but ..." answers to a question. When you receive
"iich anSwers, probe tor a more complete answer.

Be flexible it unexpected problems arise.

Offend the respondent in any way.

)tfer comments which seem to place a Value judgment on the
respondent's answers

IAA your tone betray You thoughts keep an even tone.

Cut the person off in mid-answer, even if the answer doesn't seem com-
pletely relevant to the question.
A-Leriqe(l from Evaluation Sourcebook for Private and Voluntary Organiza-

tions. Marti bu Panwl Santo Pu.tro (1983). Sec page 20 tor ordermx information.
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Evalualion-weaK
Evaluation documents are often filled

with jargon and statistical terminology in-
comprehensible to all but the most highly
trained specialists. The brief glossary of
evaluation terms below is intended to help
the uninitiated begin to decipher evalua-
tion gobbledly gook.

Bias: The degree to which a subgroup of
the population is disproportionately rep-
resented in a project or in an evaluation,
relative to the entire target group.

Control Group: The segment of the target
population not receiving services being
evaluated, against which the effect of
providing services to an experimental
group is compared.

Experimental Group: A segment of the tar-
get population that receives project ser-
vices. The impact of the intervention on
this group is measured and compared
with that of the control group.

Indicators: A measure that yields informa-
tion or evidence about a problem or con-
dition.

Inputs: The material resources, skills, ef-
fort and other ingredients that go into a
program to achieve the objectives.

Needs Assessment: A type of evaluation
used to appraise the fundamental con-
cerns of a group or constituency, in
order to guide program priorities, topics
or strategies.

Outcome: The effects of a project, both in-
tended and unintended, in terms of
materials produced, knowledge gained,
attitudes changed, and actions taken.

Response Rate: The proportion of persons
who respond to a request for informa-
tion compared with the total solicited.

Reliability: The consistency of informa-
tion received from respondents and in-
vestigators. Reliability would be low if,
for example, the same question elicited
two different responses from individuals
with essentially similar experiences.
Reliability can be increased by pilot-
testing the research instruments.

Triangulation: Using different sources to
confirm a report or single source of
evidence.

Validity: The degree to which the
proposed evaluation methods will do
what they intend to do. Validity is high
if the conclusions reached can defensibly
he made on the basis of the approach
taken.
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Notes to Readers
We would like to thank all readers

who returned the survey mailed with
DCR no. 71 and urge others to return it as
soon as possible. The response so far has
already given us many new ideas for
ways to change the publication in order
to better serve your interests and informa-
tion needs. We will report the full find-
ings in a future issue.

The next OCR (no. 73) will be a
"readers' issue," featuring some of the ex-
cellent articles voluntarily contributed by
readers over the past year. Unlike this
and recent issues, it will have no special
theme. We invite additional contributions
in the form of articles, case studies, book
reviews, notices of resources or events,
editorial commentary or letters to the
editor. Materials might address field ex-
periences, research findings or opinions
on topics related to development com-
munication. llowever, we cannot guaran-
tee publication of all submissions.
Articles that present an original ex-
perience or analysis on a communication
topic ot interest and that are written in
clear, concise prose are more likely to be
accepted. Also, we will give priority to
contributions from Third World authors
working at a grassroots level.

Contributions ,:hould be brief - 1,200
words or less tor articles, 750 words or
less for editorial commentaries and book
reviews - and should be accompanied bY
a brief description of the author, as well
as complete contact address, telephone
and fax numbers, if available. We also
welcome photographs or illustrations to
accompany written materials. We will ac-
cept materials written in English, French
or Spanish. Please submit all materials by
May 1, 1q91, to the Editor, at the address
and phone numbers listed on page 2.

-The Editor

:esicninc :1;uesticnnaires

Questionnaires are one ot the most common tools tor evaluation. But

composing a good questionnaire is more difficult than most people realize.
If questions are badly constructed, the chances of getting a response that is
accurate and easy to interpret are greatly reduced.

One should expect to draft many more questions than will be used in the
final version. Many hooks on research methods provide detailed guidelines
on selecting and formulating questionnaire items. Below are a tew basic
rules of thumb and a model format tor constructing questions, using the
hypothetical example ot a communication program designed to encourage
small farmers to adopt pesticide safety and agricultural conservation
methods.

I Avoid superficial questions that encourage stereotypical uniform respon-
ses (e.g., Do you like attending the workshops on conservation techni-
ques?).

Avoid double-barrelled questions, since respondents may not know
which part to answer (e.g., Do vou practice composting and terracing?).

1 Avoid questions that presume knowledge, oxperiences, or past practices
that respondents may not have (e.g.After the workshop, did you con-
tinue to use pesticides without protective clothing?).

I Avoid technical words that respondents may not fully understand
Are the materials helpful in explaining sustainable agriculture?).

Avoid questions that do not adequately detine the ,,ndent ot detail or the
degree of thoroughness desired (e.g., What did you like about the radio
program?).

Model format for questionnaire items

Iti IlIt't1511re (11111P;C:

As a result ot listening to the radio programs, to what oxtent did You
learn more about the causes ot soil erosion and flooding?

Greatly Moderately Slightly Not at all

rt) t

flow much do you favor measures to protect trees and hushes in your

community?

Greatly Moderately Slightly Not at all

rO WaSIIII

As a result ot attending the training ivorkshops, to what extent have vou
learned skills or techniques to prevent soil erosion?

Greatly Moderately Slightly Not at all

Can you name and describe some ot these techniques?

0 /I/east/re ,,c(rai-ror !Hot,vs:

since participating in die workshops, how often do vou practice conserva-
tion techniques when von farm?

Regularly Occasionally Not at all Don't Know

:Wapted from How Are 4Ve Doing? A Framework for Evaluating Development
Education Programs, l?.1/ Roland Cire 11987). See yaw 20 tor orderzn information.
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Making a Splash, continued from p. 1

our audiences to listen, all our good works will go for
naught.

We can do better in at least two ways. First, we can
employ more interesting techniques to communicate our
findings; thick reports simply won't work anymore, if they
ever did. Second, we can remember a few guiding prin-
ciples to enhance all our messages. Let's first consider some
better techniques:

Final Reports
If we must produce final written reports (and surprising-

ly often these reports are not required), then for everyone's
sake, let's make them:

I shorter no more than 15 to 20 pages per report, and al-
ways with art executive summary;

I more true-to-life perhaps including direct quotes, per-
sonal incidents, short case studies, metaphors and
analogies, and especially photographs whenever pos-
sible;

I more powerful using active voice and present tense,
featuring the most important information first, and
using the sorts of graphics discussed below; and

I visually appealing using modern graphics design
principles, desktop publishing, and high-quality
materials.

Other Written Products
In addition to final reports, other written products can

be even more useful. Draft reports, for example, can be
especially effective, precisely because they are still subject
to change. I sometimes deliberately include material in a
draft report that I have no intention of including in a final
report, usually to raise sensitive or even controversial is-
sues that are not receiving enough attention.

Other written products include interim progress reports,
talking papers, question-and-answer statements, memoran-
da, written responses to other documents, press releases,
"op ed" items in newspapers, speeches, written testimony,
newsletters, and even articles in association or professional
journals. In short, we evaluators have plenty of oppor-
tunities to present our findings, but we must be more crea-
tive at using these opportunities.

Graphics
Using graphics is not a presentation technique by itself,

but they are so useful they deserve special attention. Pie
charts, historical timelines, maps, small multiples, and pic-
tographs are an effective communication technique tor
several reasons. They allow a large quantity of data to be
displayed and absorbed quickly, they reveal patterns not
otherwise apparent, they allow easier comparisons among
data sets, and they can have a strong impact. Furthermore,
we can use these graphics not only for presentations to

Develooment Communication Report no. 72
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audiences at the end but also to help guide our ownanalyses
as we progress.

However, a book on "How to Lie with Graphics" could
easily include sections on clutter, incorrect proportions
(especially by the gratuitous use of three-dimensional ef-
fects), an overemphasis on artistic effects, broken or shifting
scales, and failure to place findings in perspective or to ad-
just accordingly Any of these errors could easily confuse or
even mislead our audiences, so graphics must be used care-
fully.

Two overall suggestions might be useful. First, remember
that selecting the proper graphic is not the first step in
moving from data to graphics. The first step is for you, the
evaluator, to determine your measage. What specific point
do you want to make? A second suggestion is to maximize
the amount of "graphic ink" which presents actual data and
to minimize the amount which presents grids, titles, and
legends. Unfortunately, too may graphics are now cluttered
with extraneous ink.

Personal Briefings
Briefings are almost always more effective than written

reports for presenting evaluation findings, and they should
almost always be used. True, they can be risky, since a poor
presenter, poor selection of material, scheduling delays,
audience moods and external events can affect the presenta-
'ion. (I once saw a single briefing interrupted three times by
phone calls from the White House.) But the strong ad-
vantages to briefings more than offset these risks.

For example, briefings involve all relevant actors in a
common activity, allow these actors a much-needed forum
for discussion, and create a ( rtain momentum for action.



lviost importantly, however, briefings fit the way managers
normally operate. Managers rarely sit and read documents
for long stretches of time, so why should we ask them to
change their management style for us? Instead, we
evaluators need to tailor our communications to fit our
audience's style, and personal briefings fit very nicely.

To plan an effective briefing, limit the audience to a
select group, select only the most important information,
prepare 6-10 large briefing charts (or overhead transparen-
cies or slides if you prefer), select a team of one presenter,
one assistant, and one high-level liaison with the audience,
study the audience's interests and likely questions, and
practice, practice, practice exactly as you plan to present
the briefing and using a stop watch.

To conduct an effective briefing, distribute materials in
advance, don't overlook the lighting and seating arrange-
ments, immediately grab the audience's attention, avoid
using a microphone or notes, provide individual copies of
all briefing, this means that the formal presentation should
finish within 20 minutes; the remaining 40 minutes are for
general discussion, the first and most important purpose of

a briefing.

Other Techniques
All evaluators use written reports and personal briefings

to present our findings. But how many of us use less tradi-
tional techniques that may be even better at feeding our
findings into ongoing decision-making?

I once worked for the Inspector General (IG) of the US
Department of Health and Human Services, helping to su-
pervise national-level evaluations. The 1G, as part of his nor-
mal routine, regularly held one-on-one private lunches
with the Secretary and other top agency officials. Naturally
we wanted him to discuss our evaluations at these lunches,
but it was unrealistic to expect him to carry along a
progress report.

So we began providing the IG with one pocket-sized
index card for each of the evaluations which might be
relevant for his luncheon partner. Because these cards were
convenient, the IG looked at them on the way to lunch, and
he usually found ways to interject our information into the

discussion. As a result, top
agency officials routinely
discussed the IC's evalua-
tions, not just on special oc-
casions.

Carefully selected com-
ments at relevant meetings
or "chance" hallway en-
counters can also be useful,
and more modern methods
include videotaped and
computerized evaluation
presentations. The US Food

1 4,`)

and Drug Administration, for example, uses computer
graphics to present captivating on-scieen slide shows. In

addition to allowing professional wipes, fades, and other
transitions, this program allows an evaluator to build text
charts line by line, make the bars of a bar chart grow, move
the lines of - :ine chart across the screen, and add the slices
of a pie one by one. This technique also allows an audience
to view the message over and over, and at his or her leisure.

With these different presentation techniques in mind,
let's now consider six guiding principles for using these
techniques most effectively:

I Remember that the burden for effectively com-
municating our findings is on us, the evaluators, not
on our audiences. It is our responsibility to convey our
messages, and it is our failure when this does not occur.

I As Thoreau would say, "Simplify, simplify." Our
typical audience is usually very busy and being pulled
in many different directions, so we need to pare ruth-
lessly to reach our few key points. If these create inter-
est, we can always follow-up with more details.

Know our audience. Do the homework necessary to
learn their backgrounds, interests, concerns, plans, pet
peeves, etc. Even something as simple as selecting ex-
amples from the home region of a key audience mem-
ber can help maintain interest in a report orbriefing,

I Be action-oriented. Our audiences are rarely interested
in background knowledge; they almost always want in-
formation that will help them right now. Often this re-
quires us to offer effective recommendations for
actions by taidng the time to establish a receptive en-
vironment and then carefully develop, present, and tol-
low-up on our advice.

Use multiple communication techniques. Rather than
limit ourselves to one technique or another, we can
produce stweral written products, give a personal brief-
ing, develop a Screen Show presentation, produce a
videotape, etc. - all filled with powerful graphics and
helpful recommendations.

I Be aggressive. instead of waiting for audiences to re-
quest information, we mmt actively look foi chances to
present our information. This implies that we will com-
municate regularly and frequently, appear in person it

at all possible, and target multiple reports and brief-
ings to specific audiences and /or issues.

In conclusion, we evaluators can be enormously useful
in many different ways, but only if our findings have an
impact. How we communicate our findings is often the dif-
ference between creating a tiny ripple. or making a proper

splash.

Michael Hendricks, PhD, is an independent consultant ;pectahz-

ing in program planning and evaluation. For further inOrrnatittn on

any of these topics, contact him at the US Embassy, Shantz Path,

New Delhi, incha 110021.
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Radio Enriquillo: An Experience With Self-Evaluation
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by Miriam Camilo, Maria Mata
and Jan Servaes

Radio Enriquillo, one of five Catholic
radio stations in the Dominican
Republic, was founded in 1977 with
the goal of creating a communica-

tion channel for local peasant and com-
munity group3, to support their
development initiatives and encourage their
cultural expression. The station is located in
the southwest, a poor, sugar-growing region
which has traditionally been ignored by the
national media and neglected by govern-
ment programs.

Over the years, Radio Enriquillo has
developed a highly participatory working
style, involving youth, women, and peasant
groups in the identification of themes and
content of programs ranging from news,
debates, folk music, poetry and drama.
Using local correspondents, it often broad-
casts "live," and therefore completely un-
edited, interviews with local people about
everyday realities, problems and opinions.

The station consciously strives to support
grassroots organizations in their social and
economic demands. In fact, observers agree
that Radio Fnriquillo was instrumental in
the tremendous growth in the number of
peasant associations and women's groups in

Chnnnri. rtn 7

the decide after its founding. As one elde..y
listener once remarked, "The first and only
school we have is Radio-Enriquillo." Ap-
propriately, the station calls itself "La
Amiga del Sur," or Friend of the South.
However, because of its clear identification
with the poor, those in power have accused
it of "agitating" and generating conflict.

Building In Regular Evaluation
From the start, Radio Enriquillo has em-

phasized the importance of periodic review
of its programming and organizational
structure. For example, regular meetings are
held to examine the station's relationships
with local and regional citizen's organiza-
tions. In 1982, the station ondertook an 18-
month research-action project with the
assistance of the Latin American Associa-
tion of Radiophonic Studies (ALER), an
Ecuador-based group that specializes in par-
ticipatory research for community radio sta-
tions. The evaluation proved very
worthwhile in helping the station explore
the so.irce of its popularity and to define
ways to better serve the information and
educational needs of local people.

Since that time, changes have occurred at
the station with the departure of original
staff members and the addition of new mem-
bers. In addition, national elections brought
important political changes which had im-
plications for the station and community or-
ganizations. As a result, in December 1988,
the station staff decided to undertake
another comprehensive self-evaluation to ex-
amine its achievements, limitations and
problems. One of the station's funders, the
Netherlands-based Catholic Agency for
Development Aid (CEBEMO), also ex-
pressed interest in the evaluation and
agreed to give it financial support.

Radio Enriquillo's five-member elected
council invited the same evaluator from
ALER to participate in the study because
she could bring continuity with previous
evaluation and because ALER had
developed an evaluation methodology used
in other community radio projects. They
also decided that representatives from the
station and from the Dutch funding agency
should be involved. We, the three authors of
this report, were selected as the coordinat-
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Gathering Evidence
Five methods were used to collect data:
Surveys. Following a training

workshop on survey and interview techni-
ques; the local correspondents of Radio En-
riquillo carried out a survey with 415
listeners residing in the broadcast area.
The sample was selected to include equal
representation of men and women, lis-
teners in urban centers as well as rural
areas, and those who participated in com-
munity organizations as well as those who
did not. Separate surveys and interviews
were also conducted with organizers of
church, educational and development or-
o0anizations, and with all station staff.

Community meetings. Fourteen meet-
ings were held with community organiza-
tions in order to explore the radio's
relationships with them. More than 200
people participated, representing 51
peasant associations, 30 Christian groups,
7 labor unions, 3 neighborhood groups,
and 8 health, human rights, and other or-
ganized groups. In addition, five debates
were conducted with churchand popular
education groups that collaborate with
Radio Enriquillo. They focused on issues
such as whether Radio Enriquillo's
programming should give greater em-
phasis to political analysis or music and
culture, or whether the staff's increasing
professionalization risked leaving them
out of touch with the community.

Analysis of radio programming. In
group meetings, program producers and
other station staff analyzed a sample of the
radio programs currently aired. In addi-
tion, the station conducted a two-week on-
the-air contest, asking listeners to enter a
drawing by writing and identifying the
programs they liked best. In all, 1,268 let-
ters were received.

Document analysis. The station coor-
dinators reviewed existing documents, in-
cluding letters from listeners,
administrative and financial reports, and
reports from past evaluations.

Observation. The evaluation team ob-
served the daily work of the station, attend-
ing staff meetings and examining normal
program production operations,

- MC, MM, JS

ing team. The evaluation process began in
August 1989 ad concluded in March 1990.

A Democratic Process
Since Radio Enriquillo had always em-

phasized democratic participation in its
operations, the station staff were naturally
inclined toward a participatory approach to
evaluation. Also, everyone agreed that if
stff were direcly involved in the determina-
tion of evaluation results, they would also
be more committed to carrying out the
recommendations. Thus the staff was in-
volved at various stages of the evaluation
process selection of objectives, develop-
ment of the methodology, data collection
and analysis. However, the process at-
tempted to La lance their in-depth
knowledge of the station's operations with
our evaluation experience and independent
perspective.

Through joint discussion, we decided on
a series of evaluation objectives, including
those below:

to re-examine Radio Enriquillo's objec-
tives in light of recent developments;

to assess the radio station's relations
with community groups in the region;

to examine the coherence and quality of
the station's programming and the de-
gree to which it met the information
and educational needs of the audience;

to examine the level of coordination
between Radio Enriquillo
and other educational,
church and development or-
ganizations in the region;

to review Radio Enriquillo's
organizeion, administra-
tion, and financial manage-
ment.

Afterward, we produced a
detailed outline identifying in-
dicators for each objective, and
types of data collection for
gathering evidence.

Sounding Out the Audience
Data collection was carried

out with the involvement of sta-
tion staff and village correspon-
dents between September and
November 1989. (See box for a
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Radio Enriquillo, continued from p. 11

Some standards

of data

collection, such

as a high degree

of statistical

reliability, could

not be met in

the self-

evaluation.

decription of data collection activities.) We
recognized that some standards of data col-
lection, such as a high degree of statistical
reliability, could not be met. This was the
case, first, because most data was gathered
by associates of Radio Enriquillo, rather than
by independent observers and, second, be-
cause many of them were inexperienced in
the protocols of data collection, although we
provided some training. However, we
agreed that problems with quantitative
measurements could be corrected through
more in-depth qualitative research, and care-
ful data analysis and interpretation. We also
believed that the qualitative data would
broaden the findings suggested by the statis-
tical data.

During the next two months, we
analyzed data and produced a preliminary
report in consultation with the elected coun-
cil. Extensive discussions with the entire
staff of Radio Enriquillo resulted in sig-
nificant changes to the report. In the final
stage, conclusions and a lengthy series of
short-, medium- and long-term recommen-
dations were reached. The most significant
related to reorienting programming to the
particular needs of different groups of lis-
teners, giving more emphasis to daily con-
cerns than to consciousness-raising, and
shifting some decision-making power from
the church-appointed director to the elected
coordinating team. We agreed to follow up
on the implementation of recommendations
within a year.

Evaluating the Evaluation
Just as the evaluation was an opportunity

for Radio Enriquillo staff to learn more
about their strengths and weaknesses, so too
with the evaluation process itself. In a spe-
cial final session, we met with the station
staff to reflect on the value of the evaluation
process.

The staff agreed that the evaluation
presented an opportunity to raise issues that
normally wouldn't be discussed with com-
munity groups, collaborating organizations
and among the radio staff itself. They found
the exp-rience highly democratic. They also
appreciated that we ensured that the evalua-
tion established trust between all parties,
was completed in a timely manner, and col-
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lowed carful methods. For our part, we
voiced appreciation for the chance to
facilitate an investigation into the station's
role in the context of the popular movement.

But the evaluation process was not
without problems. For example, the repre-
sentative from the funding agency was ini-
tially viewed with suspicion. It took time for
the station staff to trust that he would fully
cooperate with the participatory process.
Also, taking part in a large-scale evaluation
while still carrying out daily tasks required
staff members to put in long hours. It was
testimony to their commitment that they
maintained this schedule throughout the
full six months. Finally, several of the
debates with collaborating groups exposed
Radio Enriquillo staff to harsh criticism,
which sometimes went beyond the scope of
the evaluation to personal attacks. Such
problems were expected in a participatory
process, if difficult to remedy.

Conclusion
Why does the community have such

trust and support for Radio Enriquillo? "Be-
cause the people that work with it are valu-
able resources." "Because they have the
support and acceptance of the people." "Be-
cause they make continual efforts toward
improvement, as in this evaluation." These
were the three answers most frequently
cited by respondents during the evaluation.
As we see, they are the three basic elements
by which an organization like Radio Enri-
quillo can transcend its limitations, redefine
its strategies, and continue pursuing its
vision: a team that values people, works to
revise its practice, and ensures that the lis-
teners recognize this radio as their own.

Miriam Camilo is associated with the
Dominican Center of Education Studies in Santo
Domingo. Maria Mata works with the Lain
American Association of Radiophonic Studies in
Quito, Ecuador. Jan Servaes is a Professor of Inter-
national Communication at the Catholic Univer-
sity of Nijmegen in the Netherlands, and visiting
professor at Cornell University in the United
States. TIgether, they coordinated Radio
Enriquillo's evaluation. For further infonnaiion,
write Radio Enriquillo, Apartado 99, Tamayo
(Bauruco), Dominican Republic.



Who Interprets? Who Decides?
Participatory Evaluation in Chile

by Floracio Walker

I. hrough 25 years of working with the
poorest sectors of the Chilean popula-
tion, the Centro de Investigación y
Desarrollo de la Education (CIDE

Center for Educational Research and
Development) has learned that taking the in-
formation and experience of beneficiaries
into consideration in the design, implemen-
tation and evaluation of social programs is
more likely to lead to a positive outcome.

CIDE conducts education and training
programs that permit poor people in Chile
to develop communication, technical,
management, and organizational skills. In
the course of our work, we have developed
participatory practices that allow the
beneficiaries to gain control over their en-
vironment. These practices have increasing-
ly been incorporated by many of the 300

Chilean non-governmental
organizations that control
an important share of the
non-public resources for
development programs.

Cross Purposes
Development projects

can point to numerous ex-
amples of failure from not
taking the "other point of
view," or benefi-
ciaries' perspective, into ac-
count. In CIDE's
experience, this is par-
ticularly clear in projects re-
lated to agriculture, health,
and sexuality, three areas
where popular knowledge,
myths and beliefs strongly

affect the way people understand a problem
and behave.

Our educational field work and research
demonstrate that the development professional
and the beneficiary usually differ in the way
each defines a social problem, their motivation
for participating in an educational program,
and the results they expect. The fundamental
difference is rooted in the fact that profes-
sionals see educational programs as a formula
for changing society; they perceive objectives
that go beyond those established for the

specific project. The beneficiaries, on the other
hand, see projects as a resource and an oppor-
tunity to reach the circles of power (profes-
sional, institutional, or political) and become
part of society as they understand it.

Participatory Evaluation
One of the most sensitive areas of differen-

ces in perspective is evaluation. Evaluation in-
volves interpretation of what has occurred in a
project and how well it went, and interpreta-
tion is inevitably influenced by power rela-
tions. That is, some people will have greater
power than others to decide what is good and
bad about a project, or are in a better position
to influence others.

In view of these differences, it is appropriate
to create the conditions for smooth communica-
tion and cooperative work between profes-
sionals and beneficiaries. We view
participatory evaluation as a series of activities
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Who interprets?continued from p. 15

which allow professionals and beiteficiaries, together, to share their perspec-
tives about the results of a given intervention in order to collectively reach
decisions leading to the improvement of program strategies.

Participatory evaluation presents an opportunity for compiling opinions,
view points, conflicts, contradictions, and illustrative ex-
amples of how projects operate. It is specifically concerned
with questions such as the following. For each of the various
actors involved in a project, what does the program repre-
sent? How does it operate? How do the people involved
describe the problems being addressed? What concepts and
theories do they use to classify their experiences? What are
the perceived problems and benefits of the project? What
modifications should be introduced?

In C.IDE, we use the term "illuminate" to suggest how this
evaluation approach brings light to issues that aren't always
obvious or apparent. As a result, the meaning of the educa-
tional process is better understood by the participants. At the

same time, the evaluation process
gives beneficiaries greater
visibility among development
professionals and donor agen-
cies. Beneficiaries' identification
with and interpretation of the
project is communicated through
their own daily knowledge and
common sense understanding.

Participatory approaches emphasize
qualitative information and techniques, but
not to the exclusion of quantitative ones.
Without qualitative data, the evaluation does

not know what it is counting.
Without quantitative data,

The process of

discussion

oenerally
cs

leads to a

consensus on

the facts or

iudgments.

Carrying It Out
Participatory evaluation can be practiced in

different degrees. At one extreme, participation
is limited to answering questions in semi-struc-
tured interviews, whereby a professional
qualitatively interprets the beneficiary's
opinion, and makes decisions accordingly.
Generally, this approach is taken when the pur-
pose of the evaluation is to gain in-depth
knowledge of a problem and when it is carried
out by an external evaluator who uses the prin-
ciples and procedures of qualitative evaluation.
This approach mav be preferred when the
evaluation assesses programs of a technical na-
ture, such as seed cultivation methods or cer-
tain healffi care interventions.

At the other extreme, participation consists
of soliciting participants' views on the various
aspects of project implementation and using
group processes which elicit shared values,
beliefs, opinions, and knowledge in relation to
the specific project. The results should give way
to adjustments or modifications in day-to-day
program operations. This broader form of par-
ticipation may be more practical and desirable
in programs related to organization, com-
munication and culture.
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evaluation don't know the size
of the change.

The evaluation process
should fit easily into the normal
activity of a project. It should
correspond to what participants
are ahcady doing, for example,
in regular discussion groups,
and pose questions in terms
they already understand. Seen
in this way, participatory evalua-
tion becomes part of and enhan-
ces the educational and
communication processes,
rather than disrupts them.

Simulation Games
CIDE has developed a set of

techniques which make it pos-
sible to engage beneficiaries in assessing
educaticnal programs. The most successful
are simulation games, which offer a recrea-
tional method for critical analysis of a prob-
lem and the search for solutions. Simulations
involve board games, role-play, group dis-
cussion and other methods designed to elicit
reseaich questions, priorities, or qualitative
assessment of a project.

For example, we divide bent into
two groups and ask one to brain
what went well in a project, the titnci to
brainstorm on what went wrong. We then
ask each group to create a short skit based On
their findings, and perform it to the entire
group. Afterward, they engage in discussion
to analyze why positive or negative out-
comes occurred.

Another approach, used in place of sur-
vey methods in a project training pea!-:ant
farmers in accounting procedures, relies on
what we call "verbal images." These are ob-
tained by asking a small group of informants
to make descriptive or evaluative statements,
in their own language, which presem a pic-
ture of what occurred in a project. For ex-
ample, "Participants in the education project
are mostly people that cannot read or read
very little. They are people with scarce
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resources." A series of nine or ten statements
are then taken to local groups of
beneficiaries, who are asked to agree or dis-
agree and amend the statements as they see
fit. The process of discussion generally leads
to a consensus on the facts or judgments. The
final statements from each group are
presented verbatim in the final
evaluation.

We have developed more
than 200 simulation games that
address problems such as
"myths about sexuality," "fami-
ly conflicts," "duties and rights
of citizens," "grassroots or-
ganizations," and "organic
vegetable gardening." The use
of these techniques has suc-
ceeded in promoting the ex-
change of experiences among
groups, group cohesion and col-
lective learning of new concepts.

Possibilities and
Limitations

Participatory evaluation is

ibiltswilliiAa.cemlimmmEm

well suited to education projects that aim to change be-
haviors, attitudes, or cultural norms in relation to a
development problem. However, in contrast to standard
evaluation which often focuses on individual change in at-
titudes or behavior, our participatory approaches em-
phasize changes in group or social norms and practices. For
example, a project may try to break down "machismo" at-
titudes and promote value of equality in male/female rela-
tions. The evaluation would attempt to explore how
attitudes had shifted and modified practices in the com-
munity at large.

Participatory evaluation shows its best potential when
applied in small-scale programs. The techniques used and
the compilation of information require extensive time and
resources, which may be difficult to reproduce on a large-
scale basis. Participatory evaluation achieves best results
when it is applied to non-formal educational programs. It

is also especially effective when applied to programs focus-
ing on innovation and experimentation. For example, it is
appropriate in pilot programs that will later be adapted on
a large scale. Our use of par-

ticipatory evaluation in an experimental pre-school
education project allcwed use to incorporate parents'
and children's views in redesigning the program for

expansion in many rural areas.
However, in the light of our experience, it is

worth pointing out that indiscriminate use does not
necessarily lead to positive results. It is not the most
appropriate approach for the collection of quantita-

tive or statistical information, such

Indiscriminate
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participato ii
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lead to posithy

successful in gathering qualita-
tive information in order to arrive' at in-
depth knowledge about an experience. It can
illustrate the progress of a program,
beneficiaries' level of participation, and their
relations with professionals. It is especially

11.

as cost-benefit analysis. There is also
little experience with its use in
programs at the national govern-
ment level or on a large scale, or
with formal education programs.

Participatory evaluation often
puts more emphasis on the educa-
tional process than on the final
results of a program. This has led to
the frequent criticism that the
process is valued as the clearest in-
dicator of success, to the neglect of
more objective indicators of the
achievement of goals. Therefore, it is
necessary for participatory
evaluators not to lose sight of the
goals and to understand how the
process relates to the goals.

Horacio Walker, Director of the Win American Informa-

tic,n and Documentation Network for Education, has designed

and carried out numerous evaluations of popular education

programs. For further information, contact CIDE at Erasino

Escala 1825, Casilla 13608, Santiago 1, Chile. Telephone:

(562)698-6495. Fax: (562) 718-051.
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'Truth' in Evaluation: Negotiating Competing Interests
. Now Boo.k.

1
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Fourth Generation Evaluation by Egon
G. Guba and Yvonna S. Lincoln. Sage
Publications (2111 West Hillcrest Drive,
Newbury Park, California 91320, USA).
1989. 294 pp. US $29.95.

by Randal Joy Thompson
Fourth Generation Evaluation could trans-

form the way evaluation for social programs
is carried out worldwide.

Authors Cuba and Lincoln, both profes-
sors of education at US universities, have
long been pursuing an evaluation approach
appropriate for social programs, contending
thai. corNentional evaluation approaches
work best for laboratory-based scientific ex-
periments. Building on their previous model
known as "naturalistic inquiry," the fourth
generation evaluation model is based on the
belief that evaluators should help
"stakeholders," or the various actors in a
project, construct a shared reality about the
project and help them negotiate solutions to
issues through a collaborative process. The
method is particularly useful for the evalua-
tion of development projects, since their
complex political and social nature eludes
the controlled, deterministic framework
often assumed in standard evaluation ap-
proaches.

Beyond Scientific Method
Fourth generation evaluation, according

to Guba and Lincoln, is based on the asser-
tion that evaluation goes beyond science -
just getting the facts - to include the human,
political, social, and cultural context sur-
rounding any human endeavor. It is based
on the philosophical belief that social reality
is not a "given" to be discovered by a
detached scientist, but rather it is "con-
structed" by stakeholders who are actively
involved in the object of their inquiry. These
stakeholders - for example, the donors,
managers, and beneficiaries of a develop-
ment project each have a unique perspec-
tive and their various perspectives must be
taken together in order to obtain a full and
unbiased understanding of the situation at
hand.

Evaluation, therefore, must be par-
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ticipatory, with an emphasis on all
stakeholders communicating their claims, con-
cerns, and issues. Evaluation outcomes are
not descriptions of "the way things are" but
rather represent meaningful constructions of
actors to "make sense of" the situations
within which they act. Evaluators, therefore,
are not objective outsiders who set cut to dis-
cover the truth about a situation, to judge its
worthiness, and to recommend actions.
Rather, they are best characterized as
facilitators who help stakeholders construct
a shared reality about the project being
evaluated, make group judgments about
project accomplis.hments and problems, and
negoi-iate solutions to the major issues which
stakeholders themselves identify.

Guba and Lincoln argue that the ap-
proach contrasts markedly with those of the
past three generations of evaluation, which
have often alienated project participants and
so have reinforced the non-use of evalua-
tion. According to their schema, first genera-
tion evaluation, dating back to the early part
of this century, focused on measurement.
The evaluator was a technician who
measured a variable which the client iden-
tified. In second generation evaluation,
which took hold after World War I, the
evaluator described the patterns of strengths
and weaknesses of a particular project or
program with respect to certain stated objec-
tives. In the third and current generation of
evaluation, predominant since the 1950s and
the approach most often used ' welop-
rnent projects, the evaluate. ..ses whether
project or program objectives have been met.

These prior evaluation methods, the
authors argue, all erroneously assumed that
information and hence findings and con-
clusions can be "value-free" and "true and
objective," and that evaluators should be
relied upon to determine the truth about an
activity. For example, they could lead an
evaluator to conclude that a project failed be-
cause it didn't work according to its original
design and objectives, when in reality impor-
tant developments that suggest new project
directions were overlooked.

Some readers may question whether
"fourth generation" isn't simply a fancy
term for participatory approaches that have
been part of international development



rhetoric and practice for more than a
decade. In fact, participatory methods often
do not go far enough in rejecting underlying
assumptions about who determines the
evaluation outcome. For the first time, Guba
and Lincoln offer a comprehensive concep-
tual framework for arguing why full par-
ticipation is methodologically sound, and
they elaborate on procedures for implemen-
tation. Their work also gives those
evaluators committed to participatory
methods a justification for what they have
been doing all along.

Putting it into Practice
Fourth generation evaluation requires

that evaluation be carried out in a very dif-
ferent fashion than in the past. Evaluators
are selected not only for their technical
skills, but even more for their skill in
facilitating group processes. They begin the
process by interviewing different groups of
stakeholders in an open-ended dialogue, al-
lowing them to freely express their claims,
concerns, and issues about the project.
Evaluators use the views and perceptions of
all stakeholders to construct a vision of the
project and to determine where consensus
exists and where disagreement and problem
areas remain. The tark Cor evaluators then is
to collect new information io bring light on
unresolved issues. At this point, they may
rely on traditional quantitative and qualita-
tive data collection methods, such as litera-
ture reviews, observation, surveys and
interviews, as well as their own experience.

But data gathered is not framed in terms
of the evaluator's own findings and recom-
m?ndations, as in standard evaluations.
Rather, it is introduced into a negotiation
process in which stakeholders attempt to
reach consensus. The negotiations continue
until consensus on all issues is achieved, or
until certain issues are deemed intractable
and are put aside for further negotiation,
atter more implementation experience may
provide greater insights. Therefore, the
evaluation process does not stop with a
report, but with agreement among
stakeholders. Reports are written as case
studies which provide readers with a
"vicarious experience" of the evaluation
process rather than abstract findings and

one-sided proclamations. Thus, the evalua-
tion goes beyond the question "Did the
project get there?" to ask "Why or whv
not?" and, even more important, "What are
the consequences if it did?"

A Case in Point
In 1990, Creative Associates Internation-

al, a consulting firm based in Washington,
DC, used the fourth generation approach to
evaluate USAID's 'involvement in the
Malawi Human Resources and Institutional
Development Project. Now in its third year,
the project is designed to improve manage-
ment skills, processes and human resources
across a range of Malawian government
agencies by 1995. The opening for using the
fourth generation approach occurred when
officers in the USAID mission in Malawi ac-
knowledged having diverse perceptions
and opinions about the project, and invited
an open process to examine these differen-
ces.

The evaluation team held a series of ini-
tial consultations with stakeholders who
were not limited to those suggested by
USAID to determine what they hoped to
gain from the evaluation. After research in-
struments were designed, a series of in-
dividual and group interviews were
conducted with different groups of
stakeholders. In daily meetings, the four
evaluation team members pieced together a
picture of the project based on the
stakeholders' individual and collective per-
ceptions. A final session with all project
stakeholders allowed everyone to refine and
modify the composite picture of the project,
negotiate differences, and come to a com-
mon agreement about future directions. At
the end, all project stakeholders participated
in a two-day retreat to plan next steps from
a position of mutual understanding.

An All-Purpose Strategy?
The fourth generation approach is not

the right choice for all development project
evaluations at all times. The process of fre-
quent consultation and negotiation is neces-
sarily more time-consuming for stake-
holders already busy with daily work. It
may also work st under certain condi-
tions. As mentioned earlier, it requires an

evaluator more skilled
with people than at re-
search design and data col-
lection. And, since the
approach often stimulates
new understandings and
new directions, it is
probably most useful as a
tool for evaluating projects
at an early or mid-stage,
rather than at project com-
pletion.

Furthermore, it as-
sumes that the donor agen-
cy is willing to give up
control of the evaluation
process and work col-
laboratively. But donor
agencies sometimes have
an unstated agenda for the
evaluation and are not al-
ways willing to forego
such control. Similarly, the
approach presumes suffi-
cient trust between various
stakeholders to permit
open discussion and
dialogue. While fourth
generation's emphasis on
negotiation can go far
toward building such
trust, facilitators must be
sensitive to the larger
power relations in the com-
munity or society.

Despite these limita-
tions, with development
agencies giving renewed
emphasis to democratic
processes and initiatives,
Cuba and Lincoln have
presented us with the right
strategy tor the right time.

Randal lin! Thompson is an
e?,aludtwn specialist current-hi
working in L.!SAIDs Center
for Development In for rho t ion
and Emaination. For further in-
formation, contact her at
USA ID. PPCICDIE/PPE,
Room 21713, SA-18,
Washington, DC 20523, USA.
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ALAIC: Back
Again
The Latin American

Communication Re-
searchers Association,
known by its Spanish
acronym ALAIC, was
-evived in 1989 after
lying dormant for nearly
a decade. ALA1C is
renewing efforts to bring
together communication
researchers throughout
the continent to examine
the North-South com-
munication issues and to
press for national com-
munication policies and
creation of local news
agencies.

Originally formed in
1978, ALA1C mobilized
researchers in Latin
American and Carib-
bean countries and
created several com-
munication research
centers. But the associa-
tion came upon hard
times amid the economic
crisis that gripped Latin
American educational in-
stitutions during the
1980s. In addition,
dramatic political chan-
ges called for a redefini-
tion of original goals.

.ALMC pians to spon-
sor thc first Latin
American Congress of
Communication Re-
searchers arid to send
delegations to interna-
tional communication
meetings. The ALAIC
Bulietw, published twice
a year, disseminates
ideas and trends in com-
munication research in
Latin America.

For more information
contact: Jose Marques de
Melo, School of Com-
munications and Arts,
University of Sao Paulo,
Av. Prof. Lucio Martins,
Rodrigues, 443, 05508
Cidade Universitaria,
Sao Paulo, Brazil.

Resources for Evaluation

IThree books distributed by Private Agen-
cies Collaborating Together (PACT) are
designed to overcome the myth that only an
"evaluation spenialist" can conduct quality
evaluation. The Evaluation Sourcebook for
Private and Voluntary Organizations
(Cost: US $6), Participatory Evaluation: A
User's Guide ($10) and Demystifying
Evaluation ($5) are all directed at develop-
ment field workers or trainers. Each is a
practical guide to designing an evaluation,
selecting research tools, and implementing
strategies. Contact: PACT, 777 United Na-
tions Plaza, New York, NY 10017, USA.
Tel.: (212) 697-6222. Fax: (212) 692-9748.

IAlthough more than 10 years old, "Evalua-
tion and Research in the Planning,
Development and Support of Media-based
Education," by John K. Mayo and Robert
Hornick, remains a definitive paper on the
subject. Aimed at evaluation specialists, the
60-page paper identifies the major research
and evaluation questions that accompany
the five phases of educational media
programs policy definition, planning,
build-up, maintenance, and review. Avail-
able from the International Institute for
Educational Planning, 7-9 rue Eugene
Delacroix, Paris 75116, France. Telephone:
(33-1) 45-04-2822. Fax: (33) 1-45-67-1690.

A Manual for Culturally Adapted Market
Research in the Development Process by T.
Scarlett Epstein uses a question-and-answer
format to lay out basic arguments for re-
search that explores users knowledge,
needs and preferences, and relies mainly on
trained indigenous investigators. The
monograph also outlines a step-by-step ap-
proach for developing a market research
plan. Available from RWAL Publications,
Lloyds Bank Chambers, 15 Di vonshire
Road, Bexhill-ot i-Sea, East Sussex TN40
IAN, UK. Telephone: (44-424) 219-318. Fax:
(44-424) 730-291.

I"Evaluation for H1V/AIDS Prevention
Programs," a new 12-page guide intended
for use by community-based organizations,
explains the purpose, types and methods of
ev,luation and outlines a sample evaluation
pl, n. Available free of charge from the US
Conference of Mayors, 1620 Eye St., NW,

Washington, DC 20006, USA. Telephone:
(202) 293-7330. Fax: (202) 293-2352.

IIn 1988, the Center for Community Ser-
vices in the Philippines conducted a baseline
survey of 30 rural villages to explore interre-
lated problems of rural poverty. Based on
this experience, it published It's Our Move,
Too! A Participatory Research Experience in
Quezon. The large-format, user-friendly
book explains the basic concepts of par-
ticipatory research, and describes techni-
ques, problems and "important things to
remember" when putting theminto practice.
Available from the Center for Community
Services, Ateneo de Manila University,
Loyola Heights, Quezon City, Philippines.

111 The International Participatory Research
Network links researchers and development
workers who involve communities in the
process of investigating their own situation
and generating new knowledge. The net-
work has regional contacts in Africa, East
and South Asia, South-East Asia, Latin
America, the Caribbean, North America,
Southern Europe and the United Kingdom.
One of the more active regional groups is the
Society for Participatory Research in Asia,
which carries out such activities as a census
of homeless people in Bombay and action re-
search among women workers in Hong
Kong. To get in touch with the repre-
sentative in your region, contact: PRIA, 45
Sainik Farm, Khanpur, New Delhi, 110 062,
India. Telephone: 650-1126.

IThose involved in development education
the term that refers to the education of
Westerners about Third World development
problems and issues will find a helpful
resource in How Are We Doing? A
Framework for Evaluating Development
Programs and a companion volume, So ...
You Want to Evaluate? The 125-page
manual guides the educator through seven
stages of evaluation, with dozens of ex-
amples drawn from existing development
education programs. The 26-page com-
panion explains to newcomers how evalua-
tion can help their programs. Available for
US $8.50 and $5, respectively, from Interac-
tion, 2(X) Park Avenue South, New York, .NINi
10003, USA. Telephone: (212) 777-8210.
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Publications and Services

Development Communication Report (DCR)

Back issues (1988-1990). Price: $2.50 each, free to readers
from developing countries. Please indicate the number of

copies:

No. 71: Communication and Healthy Lifestyles
No. 70: Communicating with Women
No. 69: Technology for Basic Education
No. 68: Adult Literacy
No. 67: Information Technology
No. 66: Training through Media
No. 65: Environmental Communication.
No. 64: Local Radio
No. 63: Distance Education

DCRSpecial Edi:ions in French and Spanish

Price: $2.50 each, free to readers from developing
countries. Please specify the language:

Spanish French

Please indicate number of copies:

Distance Education
Local Radio
Environmental Communica _ion
Health Communication
Communicating with Women (in French only)

special Publications

Price: $5.00, free to readers from developing countries.
Please indicate number of copies:

Bibliography on Distance Education
Directory of Training and Study Programs in

Development Communication

p.

Information Requests

The Clearinghouse responds to individual requests for in-
formation, bibliographic references, and referrals on
development communication topics. This service is free to
readers in developing countries: others will be charged the
cost of photocopies ($.10 per page) and postage. Direct
consultation can be made by visiting the library. The main
themes of the collection are:

Communication Technologies: Broadcasting, Mass
Media, Folk Media, Print Media, Informal Media,
Telecommunications, Information Technology

Communication practice related to Population,
Nutrition, Child and Maternal Health, AIDS, Sub-
stance Abuse, Agriculture, Environment and
Women

Educational Technology, including Distance Educa-
tion, Interactive Radio Instruction, and Computer-

Assisted Learning,

Use the space below or a separate sheet of paper to outline

an information request. Please specify the development

field as well as the communication medium, if possible.
Example: I would like materials on the use television for
family planning programs and the names of organizations
that conduct such work.

Enclose this order form with payment in the full amount, except for infOrmation requests, which will be billed. Make checks

payable to the Clearinghouse on Development Communication. Mail to CDC. 1815 N. Fort Myer Drive, Suite 600,

Arlington, Virginia 22209, USA,

Name:

Address:

Country:

Telephone:
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Call for Papers
on Indigenous
Communication

The Center for In-
digenous Knowledge for
Agriculture arid Rural
Communication at Iowa
State University invites
contributions of scholarly
papers or references to
traditional means of com-
municating indigenous
knowledge on technical
issues (e.g., land use,
animal husbandry or
forest protection), as well
as externally generated
knowledge.

The papers will be
used to compile an an-
totated bibliography and

a selected anthology on
this topic. Each will list
materials on folk media,
indigenous organiza-
tions, indigenous forms
of instruction, traditional
forms of record-keeping,
and social networks. The
bibliography will also
cover materials on how
indigenous information
channels operate, how
people learn and teach in-
digenous information,
who is involved in such
communication, and how
it is organized. One
graduate student has
made a special request
for materials on in-
digenous knowledge sys-
tems related to livestock
and animal management,
breeding and feeding.

For more information,
contact: Paul Mundy,
Department of Agricul-
tural Journalism, Univer-
sity of Wisconsin-
Madison, WI 53706, USA.
Telephone: (608) 262-
1898.

What's New, What's Coming

Award
The Canadian Commission for UNESCO

invites nominations tor the biannual Mc-
Luhan Teleglobe Canada Award. Created
in memory of the late communication
scholar Marshall McLuhan, the award recog-
nizes research or action that has contributed
to a better understanding of the influence of
communication media and technology on
society, especially on cultural, artistic, and
scientific activities. The award winner will
receive $50,000 (Canadian). Submit nomina-
tions by April 30, 1991, or soon after, accom-
panied by a biographical statement, a list of
accomplishments and supporting docu-
ments. Contact: Canadian Commission for
UNESCO, 99 Metcalfe Street, PO Box 1047,
Ottowa, Canada KlI' 5V8.

Courses
From May through August, Cornell

University will hold five intensive com-
munication courses, open to development
officials and project leaders. They include:
Participatory Research and Communication
for Development (May 30 -June 20); Video
Communication I (May 30 - June 20) and II
(June 24 - August 3); Communication Plan-
ning and Strategy (July 10 - August 6); and
Communication for Social Change (June 24
August 3). Fees are US $1,055 for three-
week courses, $2,200 for the six-week
course. Contact: Cornell University, Depart-
ment of Communication, 317A Kennedy
Hall, Ithaca, New York 14853, USA.
1 elephone: (607) 255-6500. Fax: (607) 255-
7905.

Iowa State Univi -sib/ offers an annual,
six-week course on Agricultural Com-
munication and Media Strategies. This
year's course, held June 10 - July 19, 1991,
will cover basic communication concepts
and offer hands-on production training in
video, photography, print, radio, and
posters. Participants may receive sponsor-
ship from USAID, World Bank, FAO or
their own governments. Cost: $4,215, not in-
cluding living expenses. Contact: USDA/
OICD/DR/MCD, Room 3116, South Build-
ing, Washington, DC 20250, USA.
Telephone: (202) 245-5836. Fax: (202) 245-
5960.
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Information Networks
The Women, Environment and

Development Network was launched in
1989 to document and legitimize women's
indigenous knowledge about environmental
protection, especially in Africa. Researchers
and documentation centers in Canada.
Kenya and Senegal will be linked by com-
puter for the purposes of sharing informa-
tion and resources related to women and
environment. The network will develop
stiategies for disseminating findings and
recommendations to policy-makers. Con-
tact: Rosemary Jommo, WEDNET Coor-
dinator, Environment Liaison Center, PO
Box 72461, Nairobi, i..enya.

In 1988, a national Health Education Net-
work was est,thlished in Kenya with the
goal of "prontoting positive health behavior
through appropriate information, education,
and communication materials and techni-
ques." Among other activities, the network
publishes an 8-page newsletter and is spon-
soring a competition inviting primary
school children to expre. hea I th messages
in posters or poetry. It has established a
resource center and welcomes samples of
print and audiovisual materials and write-
ups of health education experiences that
would be relevant to Kenya. Contact: HEN,
PO Box 30125, Nairobi, Kenya. Telephone:
50-4661. Telex: 23254 AMREF, Kenya.

Resources
Publishing Educational Materials in

Developing Countries, by John MacPherson
with Douglas Pearce, grew out of a 1989
workshop that brought together curriculum
deve!opers, textbook writers and editors,
reachers and commercial publishers to iden-
tify problems as well as solutions to
textbook publishing in developing
countries. The book explores cost-effective
ways to produce educational materials, trac-
ing steps from curriculum planning through
final distribution and storage of textbooks.
Available for 4.95 from Intermediate Tech-
nology Publications, 103-105 Southampton
Rt w, London WC1B 41-Ift UK. Telephone:
V ) 436-9761. Fax: (441) 436-2013. Telex:

8312 Wecom G. Attn. Inter.



More Useful Evaluation, continued from p. 24

draw conclusions about project success, and
even to suggest broad social change. Of
course, project managers need information
on how they are doing, and it takes a long
time to see society-wide changes in fertility
or infant mortality rates, or other indicators.
But sales figures are the earliest, easiest, and
possibly most misleading indicator of com-
munication impact. Sales figures tell us noth-
ing about people's actual and correct use of

the product, about continued use, or about
adoption of other good health practices.

Furthermore, social marketing typically
divides the consumer population into broad
categories, even though there may be sub-
stantial differences in lifestyle, beliefs, and
socio-economic characteristics within each
category. If we don't know who these
people are, what can we conclude about so-
cial marketing effectiveness when a cam-
paign produces 1.3 new contraceptive users
each day and loses 1.0 the next day?

The challenge is to identify consumers
who present different problems and track
their behavior over time, adjusting the com-
munication to their needs. Monitoring and
dispersed, small informal studies of selected
groups are indispensable for a better under .
standing of campaign success or failure.

Cost-effectiveness analysis. Reports
of health communication projects in develop-
ing countries find the mass media more
"cost effective" than face-to-face communica-
tion of village workers in teaching mothers
oral rehydration therapy (ORT). This may be
true for one-time adoption of ORT. But it cer-
tainly may not be true for lasting behavioral
change. The economics of communication
impact are false without knowing the cost-
per-unit of long-term change.

There is no easy solution. Studying the
same people over 10 years or more would
provide insights, but would be highly expen-
sive. And it is difficult to know in a social
setting with many types of communication
which media cause which changes in be-
havior. We could broaden our focus from
studying cause-effect relationships to study-
ing communication as a catalyst for com-
munity change. Although this is also a
long-term process, it would be a less costly
way to document changes in community ser-
vices, activities, and norms before, during
and after a communication program.

Reporting, The UNICEF study also
found that, on average, evaluation reports
devote only three percent of their text to
recommendations on "what to do next" and
"how to do it." The remain'ng 97 percent
focuses on findings. Researchers may hide
behind findings, fearing ty Ask their reputa-
tions. But decision makers, both at the
project and policy level, care less about find-
ings and more about the actions to take
based on them. Evaluation work plans can
require reports to make recommendations,
each organized in a separate chapter, using
findings to support them, not hide them.

Dissemination of results. Evaluation
reports are usually written for donor agen-
cies and academic journals, and tend to be
long and jargon-filled. This practically
guarantees that the data won't be used.
Projects should budget resources for an ag-
gressive dissemination plan that identifies
potential users of evaluation results at dif-
ferent levels, and tailors research messages
to the interests of each group. The informa-
tion should be conveyed journalistically, not
technically, and through all forms of written,
audio-visual and interpersonal communica-
tion.

Evaluation training, Training
programs tend to pluck host-country re-
searchers out of their institutions, send them
to courses in the United States or Europe, im-
part the advanced knowledge, and return
them home where little has changed but
their individual experience. The impact of
training tends to fade rapidly.

One solution is provide system-wide
training at each selected research institu-
tions. Taking an evaluation process from
beginning to end, training is given to all
project staff at all levels for their specific
jobs. Special emphasis should be given to
the field worker, who intervenes between
the intentions of the questions being asked
and the intentions of the response given
the most fragile point of the research
process. No study is better than the people
who carry it out in the field.

The problems are human. The solutions
are too.

Gerald Hursh-Ctfsar is Vice-President of Inter-
cultural Communication, Inc. For further informa-
tion, write him at Suite D-102, 2440 Virginia
Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20037, USA.
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Eight Ways to Make Communication
Evaluation More Useful
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by Gerald Hursh-César
Although there is growing demand for

communication to support development
programs, nations are accepting communica-
tion processes and products more on faith
than on evidence that they work. The usual
answer to this problem is to carry out more
and better evaluations. Yet, more often than
not, communication research and evaluation
have proven unproductive and wasteful.
Outlined below are some common problems
and suggested ways we can begin to over-
come them.

Large quantitative surveys. Large sur-
veys usually use many field workers and
rely on structured, checklist-type questions,
asked in the same way in the same sequence
of all people. So in a brief time, many people
in many places can be asked many questions
on many topics. By this formula, the data
often lack depth. An even larger danger is
going into unfamiliar settings with survey
formulas that have worked elsewhere. For
example, nearly identical family planning
questionnaires were used recently in In-
donesia, Jordan, Egypt, Kenya and Nigeria.
This tidy world exists only on paper.

We may be forgetting that different cul-
tures exist across nations, and among dis-
tricts and villages in the same nation. We
may be forgetting lessons painfully learned
over many years about the need to take time
to develop measures and instruments that
are sensitive and comprehensible in the con.
text of each culture. We should return to
"pretesting" our full evaluation approach.
Pretesting is more than learning how to
translate questions. It is a "dress rehearsal"
of the full logistics, sampling, measure-
ments, and data analysis activities under
conditions expected for the main study. Full
pre-testing is a formal mini-study.

Small qualitative studies. Large sur-
veys are costly, often complex and time-con-
suming, ar,d frequently too late and too
superficial to help project decision making.
As a result, many project managers have
turned to simpler, faster, cheaper qualitative
methods, often referred to as "rapid assess-
ment procedures."

Such methods focus group discussions,
key informants, community observation, in-
formal interviewing usually produce more
in-depth knowledge of small groups of
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people. They are less formal and structured
than surveys and more impressionistic.
They are now becoming the dominant mode
of evaluation. The danger is that the results
may be unique to the personalities and skills
of each individual researcher or unique to
the subgroup. However, evaluators often
generalize the data from these unique condi-
tions to large, diverse, and unstudied popula-
tions.

But we needn't make false choices be-
tween large quantitative surveys and rapid
assessments, as though they were mutually
exclusive alternatives. The idea that a multi-
ple information-giving strategy lends itself
to a single information-getting assessment is
wishful thinking. Each approach has dif-
ferent objectives and different strengths.
Evaluations should combine differeitt
methods for different parts of the informa-
tion problem and use the data from each to
complement the other adding deeper in-
sights to survey generalizations and greater
breadth to small group impressions.

The evaluator. The standard evalua-
tion brings in an outside evaluator, who has
minimal contact with project staff
throughout the process and submits a final
report that often does not reflect under-
standing of the project. Dissatisfaction with
this approach led some practitioners, espe-
cially in Latin America, to adopt par-
ticipatory methods involving project
beneficiaries in evaluation.

But there is also need for cioser partner-
ships between evaluators and ministry ad-
ministrators, program staff and other local
technical experts. A recent evaluation of 41
UNICEF field studies of child survival inter-
ventions found that the best predictor of a
good study is the active partnership of pro-
gram decision makers in planning, training,
analysis and recommendations. Sitting
together at the planning table ensures that
all partners share understanding and expec-
tations. Sharing drafts of approaches, ques-
tionnaires and analyses assures that all
perspectives are included and factual errors
avoided. Finally, working together is the
surest way to develop practical, affordable,
ar,d workable recommendations.

Sales levels. Social marketing projects
often use the volume of pharmacy sales to

(continued on p. 23)
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To Our Readers
This DCR is dedicated to
you. It features articles that
have been contributed by

*readers over recent months. Although we
purposely departed from our usual practice
of focusing on a single theme, we found that
many articles center around the themes of
participation, community empowerment,
and locally initiated, grassroots communica-
tion approaches. This is consistent with
preferences expressed.by most respondents

in the recent DCR survey. (See report on sur-
vey results, p. 16).

We invite contributions to all DCRs
case studies, field research reports, project
news or commentary especially from prac-
titioners with first-hand experience of com-
munication programs and technologies in
dewloping countries. The theme of the next
editioo is indigenous knowledge and tradi-
tional modia; future themes will be listed in
DCR no. 74.. Let us hear from you!

- The Editor

Community Communication
Getting Beyond Information Overflow,
Communication Undernourishment

by Manfred Oepen
"Broadcasting has to be changed from a means
of distribution to a means of communication.
What a wonderful apparatus broadcasting could
be if it would only receive as well as transmit,
make the recipient speak instead of just listen, re-
late him to others instead of isolating him from
them."

Bertold Brecht, Der Rundfunk als
Kommunikationsapparat, 1932

Nearly 60 years after Brecht wrote this
statement and more than 7,500
kilometers away from Germany, his
vision has been put into practice: a

small TV station in the Kheda district of
Northwest India regularly broadcasts news

(continued on p.

Participatory Radio in Bolivia
by Jose Luis Aguirre Alvis and Eric A. Abbott

lthough there is wide support among
communicators for participatory ap
proaches, there has been much less
agreement about what the term real-

ly means, and how one can determine
whether a project is participatory or not.
The goal of our study was to develop a
broad and inclusive methodology for ex-
amining participatory aspects of radio, and
then to use that methodology to evaluate a
participatory radio station operating in the

Amazon region of Bolivia. While other
evaluations of participatory ap-
proaches emphasize single aspects,
such as the philosophy or method
used, content, or involvement by local
people, the present approach at-
tempted to examine participation
across three dimensions:

Who participates? Many com-
munication models focus on the

(coutinued on p. 5)
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Community Communication, continued from p. 1

on local development and social problems
or conflicts that are discussed by the village
groups and local authorities. Several times a
week, the popular programs are widely
viewed in a broadcast area of about 400 vil-
lages, most of which have communal TV
sets.

Since 1976, the overall objective of this
central government project is to instigate a
dialogue among the otherwise passive
viewers, make them speak about burning is-
sues in rural development and social change
and relate them to decision-makers at
"higher levels." Due to its careful commit-
ment to community self-reliance and opposi-
tion to social and economic oppression,
Khecla TV has successfully "lobbied from
below" for social changes by giving people a
voice who were not heard before.

The Rule
True, Kheda TV is an exception, in India

and elsewhere. As a rule, there is an unshak-
able belief that centrally programmed media
will solve social and development problems,
be they "national integration," "literacy,"
"rural development," "economic growth" or
"democratization." Bad evaluation results,
analyses of the negative effects of such
media, and criticism of underlying media
imperialism have not been able to change
this conviction. Hence, what Brecht said
long ago about broadcasting could be ap-
plied to most media used in communication
for development. The reasons for media's
shortcomings are not technical, but political
and economic in nature. Whether radio and
TV in the 1960s, or rural satellites and
"barefoot microchips" in the 1980s, available
media technologies are rarely used to stimu-
late dialogue among non-privileged sectors,
due to power and profit interests of ruling
elites.

The mass-mediated rush to the minds
and money of people in the North and
South not to forget the East, these days
even seems to increase over the years. This
does not make it easier to use such media
systems for liberating development policies
and programs. More information and more
centrally programmed media deprive the in-
dividual of options for deciding courses of
action and in developing accountability for
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his or her decisions and actions. It also mis-
leads development and media experts into a
widely shared assumption: that information
is the "missing link" between a problem and
a solution. But even the most sophisticated
informat'on strategy will not solve a prob-
lem if economic resources, social organiza-
tion or political leverage on the side of the
people concerned is missing.

The Exceptions
True, the Kheda TV project is an excep-

tion to the rule, but it does not stand alone.
In the Philippines, People in Communica-
tion is a network of non-government or-
ganizations and media organizations
integrating community organizing and
development support communication.
Farmers, fishermen or other self-help
groups use locally available community
media, from street theater to radio, to iden-
tify their problems, then present and discuss
the issues in their community. Next, they
mobilize and organize problem-solving self-
help action and lobby bottom up on their
own behalf with political and economic
decision makers, legislators or mediators
like the church.

Similarly, the Indonesian Society for
Pesantren and Community Development
in cooperation with rural Islamic boarding
schools (pesantren) applies a culturally
adapted "pedagogy of liberation" and
various community media to increase the
"bargaining power" of cooperatives and self-
help groups in efforts toward community
development and democratization. In a
country characterized by centralized media
policies, farmers for the first time created
radio for farmers, producing regional
programs that highlighted local problems
and local solutions. Teenagers regained
their self-esteem previously lost in un-
employment when they engaged in theater
work and mobilized for vocational training.
Scavengers portrayed their downtrodden
situation of social discrimination, economic
exploitation and legal insecurity through a
videotape, later presented to development
officials.

Video as a tool for "experts only" is also
demystified by the Self-Employed
Women's Association (SEWA) in India.
SEWA trains ordinary street vendors or
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women workers in video techniques so that
they can produce their own programs. The
programs are then used to increase self-
employed women's visibility in social and
legal spheres, for example in organizing
credit unions and lobbying for their rights.

In Chile, a media network known z's ECO
pursues its goal of communicactOn popular by
making people senders of messages who
had only been receivers before. By using
video and popular press in cooperation with
seasonal workers, trade union activists or
women organizers, ECO attempts to balance
the vertical organization of mass media with
horizontal exchange of experience and social
mobilization. A network of rural radio sta-
tions in Bolivia functions in a similar way by
promoting cultural identity and a pedagogy
of liberation among its listeners. The latter
are mostly peasants and miners who usually
do not have other sources of information
relevant to bringing about transformation of
their generally very exploitative economic
environment.

Common Links
The above-stated examples, together with

10 other case studies, were presented at a
series of three seminars sponsored by the
German Society for International Develop-
ment from 1986 to 1990. The seminars
brought together more than 60 experts from
mass media and community media, govern-
ment and non-government organizations, to
analyze what made development com-
munication interventions efficient and suc-
cessful. The case studies were selected as
alternatives to standard media support
projects, which normally might provide
studio equipment or train journalists. Their
goal is not to disseminate information for
passive target groups, but rather to facilitate
communition with and try those people who
confront structural poverty, unequal dis-
tribution, unsatisfied basic needs and in-
secure subsistence.

Although mass media have a part to play
in these strategies, the complex and risk-
filled processes of socio-economic change i n
the Third World cannot occur without inter-
personal communication in groups, net-
works, and communities. The media used in
the case studies -- from TV to theater clear-
ly blur the distinctions between modern,

traditional or
group media.
These categories
usually assume
that modern
media are as-
sociated with
decreasing public
control and in-
crea ;ing technical
complexity or,
conversely,
that the
simpler the
media, the
more par-
ticipatory. In-
stead, in
problem-
oriented com-
munication
with or by the
people, access
to and participation in the media is more im-
portant than media selection. This approach
is often labeled "community communica-
tion."

From the experiences shared in the scrni-
nars, several critical elements of this ap-
proach were derived:

The entry point of the communication
strategy is the specific realities and
problems of local groups, which are
often rooted in rural subsistence, pover-
ty and lack of organizational capacity.

The media are integrated with ongoing
development activitiPs and are not
projects in their own right.
Media produced with and by the people
stresses the prindples of access, par-
ticipation and self-management.

Horizontal communication processes
motivate people and mobilize them to
change behavior. These processes occur
through communication networks at the
local level and between local groups
and NGOs, mass media, and research in-
stitutions.
The main criteria of success of com-
munication interventions are the degree
of participation and action by non-
privileged groups in decision-making

(continued on p. 4)

A.

Video SEWA plays back a
video to villagers in Dave-
dholera, India. Discussion and
comment follow the com-
munity viewing allowing vil-
lagers input into the final
version .
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Community Communication, continued from p. 3

The goal is not
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processes at the community and nation-
al level.

Why Not Utopia?
Communication in line with the above

criteria focuses on strengthening the bargain-
ing capacities of poor and rural people, who
are often virtually powerless. Since power-
lessness suggests lack of organizational
skills, media supporting development
should facilitate "communication com-
petence," i.e., the ability to reflect upon and
articulate the key factors of one's environ-
ment. This is a prerequisite for socia' and
political competence, that is, the capacity to
participate in and share a given society's
decision-making processes and wealth in
harmony or in peaceful conflict with others.
The long-term goal is peaceful transforma-
tion of socio-economic power relations, and
the creation of a democratic and pluralistic
society.

In such an approach, community media
clearly have some advantages
in comparison with the usual
dichotonw of "electronic" vs.
"interpei scnal" media, since
they

facilitate and link net-
works on differc. t levels
of society (community,
intermediary and
decision-making levels);

bring together media
producers and develop-
ment activists through a
shared sociopolitical
commitment instead of
segregating them sec-
torally;

allow peolle con-
cerned to define
media and develop-
ment goais in a
democratic and par-
ticipatory way and
to engage in self-
determined, coopera-
tive action;

contribute to
democratic values
such as individual
emancipation, civil
rights, public control of
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political and economic power, and
pluralism; and

provide an efficient mechanism for in-
formation-seeking and feedback, which
are indispensable in complex planning
and monitoring processes of develop-
ment.

The question whether community media
can help solve the problems associated with
social injustice and the abuse of power can-
not be answered for sure, but maybe
another Brecht quotation may hold some in-
sight: "If you should consider this utopian, I
ask you to think about the reasons why it is
utopian."

Manfred Oepen formerly worked with the
Friedrich-Naumann Foundation in Indonesia and
is currently a private consultant based in Germany.
For further information, contact him at Kleine
Twiete 3,3002 Wedemark 2, Germany. Telephone
and fax: (49-5130) 79-803.

4

tra:
Leelaban, an illiterate vegetable vendor (front), and Santokben, a car-
penter (behind), learned to use a video camera at a Vid!. SEW A

workshop. teelaban now works full-time for Video SEWA.
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Participatory Radio, continued from p. 1
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relationship between the change agent or
agency and the recipients. In actuality, how-
ever, most communication projects find
themselves enmeshed in a network of or-
ganizations and actors at the regional, na-
tional, or international level. Therefore, it is
necessary to explore which groups were
responsible for making the
project function or were invited
to participate or were
deliberately excluded. It is im-
portant to distinguish between a
project created by an outside
donor agency and then offered
to a community, and one in
which the local community itself
or a regional agency played a
key role in initiating and defin-
ing project goals and activities.

At what stage do they par-
ticipate? Rather than focus atten-
tion only on participation at the
time of delivery of services or in-
formation to local farmers, preg-
nant women, etc., it is also
important to examine the level
of participation at several
project stages: origination (where
did the idea for the project come
from?); decisions about organiz-
ing, or determining the struc-
ture, objectives and strategies of
the project; planning project ac-

on a tributary of the Amazon River in northern Bolivia. It consists of a rela-
tively low-powered (1 kilowatt) short-wave radio station broadcasting be-
tween 16 and 17 hours per day to 75,000 Spanish-speaking residents, 45,000
of whom live in hundreds of small villages along rivers in the area. There

are few roads and no electricity or phone service outside the larger cities.
Most people were attracted to the area by employment opportunities in rub-
ber and nut plantations run by large landowners. These landowners have

opposed the creation and operation of the radio station,
especially since it has spoken in favor of worker organiza-
tion. Many of them do no permit workers to have radios
either on the job or in company-owned housing areas.

The radio station consists of a production staff generat-
ing local programming, and four two-person field teams
that travel by canoe along the rivers to villages. In the vil-
lages, the field teams work alongside farmers and
townspeople, carrying out- community development work.
They also gather material for broadcasts and bring back
ideas for future programs. A key activity is the identification
of popular reporters who are later brought to the station for
15 days of training on how to collect information from their
communities for radio programs. More than 120 community
correspondents have been identified and trained thus far.

Major Findings
In order to study levels of participation in the radio

project, personal interviews were conducted with listeners,
community organizations, station personnel, donor or-
ganizations, and other agencies and institutions that
provided guidance or support for the station's activities.
During these interviews, direct observation of ongoing ac-
tivities was also possible. Finally, reports and other docu-
ments related to the radio project were examined.

Participants:The first column in Table 1 shows the large

Lack of direct

participation by

listeners in

decision-making

. . does not

necessarily

mean that a

radio station is

not

participatory.
tivities; producing materials or
programs; delivery of services; and contribu-
tions to the long-term sustainability of the
project.

What is the quality of participation?
Did the various groups or individuals have
access to project planning, decision-making
and implementation activities? Which of
those that had the opportunity to join in the
dialogue actually did so? And of those that
did, what was the extent of their participa-
tion? This would distinguish between token
representation in decision-making proces-
ses, and actual initiative and control. It is
also important to examine groups or or-
ganizations that might have been excluded
from the project or might have opposed it.

The River-Radio Project
The project, Radio San Miguel, is located

in the city of Riberalta, Department of Beni,

41116
number of organizations that became involved in the par-

ticipatory radio project. After a local priest initiated the idea for creating
Radio San Miguel in 1968, a number of church, development and education-
related groups at various levels became involved. Originally established for
evangelizing purposes, it then evolved toward educational objectives with
the assistance of ERBOL (Educational Radio Association of Bolivia) and

teacher groups, and finally toward its participatory rural development orien-
tation when it was formally taken over by EMEIR's (Mobile Teams for In-

tegral Rural Development) director in 1986. Yet also important is which
groups were not involved. Landowners, for example, have been excluded
from the entire process. In addition, the military played an especially
episodic role, taking over the station in 1980 and operating it for two years

before returning it to the control of the Bishop of Pando.
Stages: The middle column of Table 1 shows the stages of involvement of

various organizations and individuals over time. These results indicate that
international donor agencies, although crucial to the project's continued sur-
vival, have not been active across the life of the project. Bolivian and Latin
American radiophonic education organizations, on the other hand, have
played a role in generating ideas for how the station is organized, and have

3 0

(continued on p.
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Table 1: Participation in Radio San Miguel

Organizations Involved Stages Quality

International
Organizing Sustaining Key financial role in recent years;

makes suggestions for rural
involvement

MISEREOR (West German Center for
Development Assistance)

National/Regional Radio
Organizing

Organizing

Production Supplies radio programs; source of
popular reporters concept

Production Supplies radio programs; passed on
popular reporters concept; conducts
training
Supplies radio program

ALER (Latin American Association of
Radiophic Education)
ERBOL (EduCational Radio of Bolivia)

CCP (Center of Popular
Communication)

CB tholic Church
CEB/CEE (Episcopal Bolivian
Conference; Episcopal Commission
on Education)
Bishop of Pando (Vicariate)

Marykn.,11 Missionary

Institute of Rural Evangelization 4

Origin

Origin Organizing

Origin Organizing

Sustaining

Production

Production

Provided link to funding to create
station

Key role in developing organizational
structure and overall philosophy for
station; hires station director; provides
funds to station
First to propose idea for station in 1968;
developed initial organization plan;
less active since 1982
Eupplies religious programs for station

Government
Military government Organizing Planning Production In 1980, military took over station,

jailed Maryknoll priest, and cut
participatory activities until 1982

i

Local
Organizing Planning

Production

Organizing Planning

No direct involvement

Organizing

Production

Production

Production

Production

Sustaining

....i.............

Key role in establishing River Canoe
approach to visit communities; EMEIR
director became station director in 1986
Produces rural education programs for
station
Lost battle concerning station approach
to EMEIR; many staff fired;
replacement implemented field canoe
visits and other participatory activities;
staff plans specific programs
Help select content for and produce
programs
Landowners opposed creation of
station; they are excluded from station
activities.
Member of coordination committee
Appear on weekly program "Political
Prism"
Defended station on one occasion when
it was attacked as being pro-
communist; supply 150 messages per
week for broadcast

EMEIR (Mobile Teams for Integral
Rural Development)

l'ando Rural Teachers Organization

Radio San Miguel employees

Radio San Miguel popular reporters

Landowners

Farmers Local Cooperative
Local Office Holders

Listeners
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Participatory Radio, continued from p. 5

supplied radio programs to the station.
The Catholic Church has been active in

every decision-making project stage. It
played a key role in the origin and organiza-
tion of Radio San Miguel, and it has also
provided links to financial resources. Al-
though the actual individuals changed over
time due to imprisonment, death and re-
placements, the Church itself has supphed
the long-term institutional support neces-
sary for the project to continue.

Local residents and organizations are in-
volved in the production of radio messages,
but they have not played a direct role in
most other project stages. Although not in-
cluded formally in discussions affecting
programming, financial resources or how
the station might sustain its activities over
time, listeners helped the station continue
by protesting when others attacked it. There
has been no major change across time in the
type or extent of participation by rural resi-
dents.

Quality: From the third column in Table
1, it is possible to examine the quality of in-
volvement of various entities. No one player
has shaped how Radio San Miguel operates.
The church has maintained the most power-
ful role, but others have played powerful
roles intermittently. The military intervened
suddenly and decisively, taking over the sta-
tion and imprisoning the priest who
founded the station. After 1982, the Bishop
regained control, but the Maryknoll priest
never was prominent again in station opera-
tions. The donor has emerged as an impor-
tant financial player.

Local residents supply personal mes-
sages for radio and defend the station when
it is attacked, but they do not have a direct
voice in decision-making or in shaping the
station's future. Station personnel point out
that because of their frequent visits to the
field, they know what people want. Field in-
terviews confirmed that rural residents do
listen to the station and value it.

Radio station personnel themselves
played an unexpected role. When a more
participatory approach was introduced, it
was opposed by many on the radio staff,
who thought that it would lead to unprofes-
sional content on the air. Many of the staff
were radio educators who came from urban
backgrounds. Those wh'..) opposed the par-

ticipatory policy even-
tually were replaced.
Thus, their attempt to
establish "professional"
standards for par-
ticipatory radio was un-
successful.

Conclusions
Two general con-

clusions emerged from
the study. First, levels
of participation by the
many actors in the
radio project varied
across time. Their in-
fluence at different
project stages may be
critical to how par-
ticipatory a station is or
remains. Agencies that provide a long-term
institutional base, such as the Catholic
Church, play the most critical role in creating
and maintaining a radio station that is par-
ticipatory in orientation.

Second, lack of direct participation by
radio listeners in decision-making on the
station's objectives, programming or finan-
cial base does not necessarily mean that a
radio station is not participatory in its
programming or does not serve listener inter-
est. Listener protests of criticisms of Radio
San Miguel, the continuing contribution of
personal announcements, news, and local
music by listeners, and positive listener com-
ments during our field interviews indicate
that there is local participation in and sup-
port for the station. However, the lack of lis-
tener involvement in questions about
organization and financial support for the
station means that some good ideas may be

missed.
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lose Luis Aguirre Alvis is currently working
with Radio San Miguel in Bolivia. This article is
based on research conducted for his master's thesis,
completed last year at Iowa State University. For
father information, contact him through Radio San
Miguel at Casilla No. 9, Riberalta, Beni, Bolivia.
Eric Abbott is Professor of Journalism and Mass
Communication and Chair of the Technology and
Social Change Progra m at Iowa State University.
He can be reached through the Department of lour-
nalisin, 20413 Hamilton Hall, Iowa State University,
Ames, Iowa 50011, USA.
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Harnessing a White Elephant
How an audiovisual facility in Malawi was redirected to meet local needs

by David S. McCurry

Q: If ants make anthills, what do white elephants make?

A: Ivory towers

"white elephant'' with no disrespect to its endangered species'
namesake is a well-know euphemism for large, expensive, and
often useless pieces of equipment, buildings or programs which con-
tribute little to the actual needs for which they were intended. One

such facility existed at college in Malawi. It was created in the late 1970s as a
center for using video in teacher training. Until 1988, however, it did not live
up to expectations among college administration and planners, :yen though
it remained an attractive place to show off to visiting dignitaries. But new
perspectives on the use of communication technology, and improvements in
the technology itself, caused the white elephant to become useful afterall.

Showcase Facility
Video technology has been used to train secondary and primary school

teachers in Malawi since the mid-1970s. Video was introduced in teacher
training in 1976, when British and North American educators working with
Malawian colleagues began using black-and-white, reel-to-reel recordins
equipment in a teacher training method known as "micro-teaching." Micro-
teaching consists of a master teacher working with small groups of student
teachers, in simulated classroom experience. A student teacher presents a 5-

to 10-minute mini-lesson that focuses on one of several teaching behaviors
such as questioning techniques, introductions, or use of visual aids. With
video, the student is recorded and the tape is used as a feedback tool in
review sessions. In Malawi, this method has predominated in the use of

video id education.
Given this relatively limited use of video technology in teacher training, a

much larger facility that would house a color video production studio was

Ai.

_saga

Prodiwtion crew records a scene to be used in a video drama
about community forestry in Malawi.
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proposed. Under a World Bank loan of ap-
proximately US $400,000, the International
Devdopment Association assisted in con-
structing an Audio-Visual Center at the Chan-
cellor College campus of the University of
Malawi at Zomba. Chancellor is the largest of
four teacher training colleges in the country
and is responsible for secondary teacher train-
ing, along with providing liberal arts educa-
tion for over 1,000 students. Completed in
1984, the Audio-Visual Center is a well-
designed and furnished video production
facility, equipped with a two-camera, 1,500-
square-foot color studio, a special effects gen-
erator and switcher, editing suite, and
portable field equipment. It was originally
given a broad mandate: staff, faculty and stu-
dents of the teacher training college would
use it to produce materials and distribute
them to other teacher training colleges, to con-
duct research and to review pre-recorded
video materials.

But while much thought and planning
was directed toward the physical aspects of
the building and its equipment, little was
done to train local st.ff. Because of their past
experience, members of the faculty equated
video only with teacher training exercises
under the education department. So micro-
teaching evolved as the man, tise of the build-
ing and its video equipment. As a result, the
facility remained largely underutilized from
1984 to 1988. For example, the editing equip-
ment was hardly toucheA during this time.

Please Handle This L . hient
By the late 1980, s video technology had

entered a phase of rapid growth. Educational
facilities such as the Audio-Visual Center
were usually equipped with the U-matic
video format that, while technically superior
in picture and sound quality, remained bulky
and expensive. However, video manufac-
turers have concentrated on the personal user
market, making video an accessible medium
to more people than ever before. Video is
now being used by small organizations and
groups that could not afford the technology
previously. The center's audiovisual equip-
ment, which cost about $50,000 in 1984, could
be supplied today for about $15,000.

Reflecting these developments, the Audio-
Visual Center was put to work as a video
production facility, much as it was originally

,3 3
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designed to do. In 1988, a new program was developed with assistance from
the United State Information Agency's Teacher-Text-Technology Initiative
for Africa. UNICEF provided new VHS video editing machines and USIA
provided camera-recorders. The equipment in this format provides a link be-
tween nroduction and potential users.

Now, in addition to the usual micro-teaching sessions, the Audio-Visual
Center provides video production services to other college departments and
to organizations outside the university. Requests foc development of video
materials have rapidly increased as various organizations and individuals
realize the potential of video as a comr, Amication tool. Below are several ex-
amples of productions made at the Audio-Visual Center to date:

UNICEF documented Malawi's expanded program on immunization in
a 25-minute video, titled "Bridge to a Healthy Future." The Audio-Visual
Center's field recording and editing equipment were used for the first
time in producing the video.

College students, with a minimum of training from the center's technical
staff, have used video to generate programs expressing their views on
local events and to produce cultural programs. They produce "Electric
Observer," a half-hour bimonthly program presenting news, sports, cul-
tural events, and even music videos.

The college's Fine Arts and Performing Arts Department is using video
to support its "Theater for Development" program. Students are
videotaped in a village setting using popular theater to engage villagers
in discussion and action about forestry practices anei village needs. The
video drama, once complete, will be carried from village to village by a
mobile video van and used as a discussion starter.

"Aquaculture and the Rural African Farmer," a video report on successes
and lessons learned in acquaculture training, was produced for an inter-
national conference on fish farming.

This expanded range of uses has si:Inificantly improved the cost-efficien-
cv of the project. Previously, the cost oi the facility and its equipment did not
match the real needs of teacher training with video at that time. But as
development planners began to recogniz- the potential of video, the Audio-
Visual Center has generating revenue aiout $6,000 the first year by charg..
ing NGOs and multilateral agencies for video services and productions. As a
result, the Audio-Visual Center is moving closer to financial self-sufficiency,
covering its operating costs in the first year and it has established a develop-
ment fund to assist in future purchases for expansion and replacement of old
equipment.

Rescued from Obscurity
Through no fault of its own, the Audio-Visual Ct ter gained a reputation

as a white elephant in its early years. Now an open-door policy encourages
other faculty and the wider college community to come into the facility and
use the equipment and resources, assisted by technical staff. The Audio-
Visual Center as production facility using video technology is helping the col-
lege and the university to reach beyond its own "ivory tower" existence and
form stronger links with community and airal development efforts.
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David McCurry was a visiting iu /bright Lecturer in Educational Technology at
Chaiwellor College, University of Malawi, until Mau 1991, Ile is also assoMed with the
Center tor International rducation, Lin wersity of Massachusetts and can he reached tni
inail at 283 Hills House South, Amherst, Massachusetts 01093, USA.
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Tune In to Peace
Radio for Peace International is a unique

broadcast station in at least three ways.
First, it is the only international shortwave
radio that is non-profit and non-commer-

Second, it is the only radio in which the
programming focuses solely on peace, ecol-
ogy and social justic* issues, Third, since it
is located on United Nations land at the
University for Peace in Costa Rica, it is pos-
sibly the only shortwave radio station not
regulated by a national government.

Radio for Peace International broadcasts
peace-related programs 18 hours a day to
an estimated audience of 35,000 listeners in
50 countries. Programmins covers conflict
resolution, sustainable development,
elimination of world hunger, peace educa-
tion, ecology and the environment, and
human rights. Beginning last May, the sta-
tion broadcasts one hour of women's
programming per day. Currently, broadcast
languages are English, Spanish, German
and French, with plans to extend coverage
to all official UN languages.

The radio came into being in 1987 at the
initiative of Richard Schneider, chancellor
of the US-based World Peace University, a
cosponsor of the station. Discussions about
how to promote a peace and ecology agen-
da persuaded Schneider that "international
alternative media would be critical to reach
the poor and disadvantaged in developing
countries." Last year, when asked to define
the station's community at a community
radio conference, Schneider insisted that
"our community is the world." He personal-
ly helped uild from spare parts the
original 5-kilowatt transmitter that is still
used to beam the station's signal
worldwide. Future plans call for the use of
a solar-powered 20-kilowatt transmitter.

The presence of the UN Peace University
is not the only reason Costa Rica was
chosen as the station site. Costa Rica's
reputation for peace stems from its decision
40 years ago to abolish its military. Plus, its
proximity to the equator means that the sta-
tion gets better frequencies with less inter-
ference.

The station invites listeners to contribute
programming in any language. Submis-
sions should be made on broadcast-quality
cassette, or quarter-inch reel-to-reel tape.
You can tune in to the station through three
frequencies: 15.030 MHz; 13.630 MHz; and
7.375 MHz (USB).

For more information, contact Radio for Peace
International at Apartado 88, Santa Ana , Costa
Rica. Telephone: (506) 49-15-11 Or contact the
US office at PO Box 10869, Eugene, Oregon
97440, USA. Telephone: (503) 741-1794.
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Picture Perfect: Generating Graphics Electronically

by Benedict Tisa

Educators \vho prepare printed educa-
tional materials for use in Third
World countries commonly encounter
difficulty in preparing art work. Over

the \Tars, some attempts have been made to
supply visual models which might make the
job of drawing easier tor project workers
with limited training. However, these
models have not proven to be very effective
when "camera-readv" materials - that is,
ready in size and quality for the printing
process - are needed. It has also proven dif-
ficult to adapt materials which have been
successfully used in one region or country to
one which is ethnically or culturally dif-
ferent, because the models may not easily
lend tlwmselves to change. Instead, project
workers usually are forced to start from
scratch. This is not only time-consuming,
but also costly.

Faced with many ot these problems, the
Swaziland Project for Promotion of Im-
proved Young Child Feeding found a solu-
hon by using a Macintosh computer and
rnodest graphic sottware. The project, which
began in 1986, was implemented by the
Swaziland Ministries ot Health and Agricul-
ture, with technical assistance from
UNICEF, U.S. Agency for International

I lust rat ton, thee ptte zcrie.,ificiatc(t tom:Nit('r tor the

--,eil:.:11ann rolcct tor i)romotion (II Unproven ()wk.' ;Hid I cei(I)w.
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Development and the Manoff
Group. During the project
design stage, we decided to
produce various printed
materials to promote good
child feeding practices, includ-
ing flip charts and counseling
cards. Faced with time con-
straints, lack of graphic
materials and people to
produce them, we resorted to
using Macintosh computers at
the Ministry ot Agriculture.
There were several ad-
vantages to using computer-
generated graphics:

I Any revisions needed
could easily and quickly
be done on the computer
screen. There was no need
to make entirely new
drawings or to re-
photograph.

I The images were realistic
and contained detail that
is usually only captured in

s K (1111,1)R.
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Breastleed more often Give favourite foods Give sour l000s
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Muphe kudIa

photographs.

I Time and money spent in graphic
preparation were saved, since tlw com-
piaci print-outs were taken directly to
the printer tor mass production.

1 The same images could be enlarged or
reduced tor a variety ot tormats.

1 The image bank was made availalile to
both the Ministry ot Agriculture and the
Ministry ot Health.

Simpler and More Flexible
There \pre several steps involved in

creating visual materials by computer. First,
\ve decided On the form, euntext, and 1.1SU ot
visuals based on an understanding ot the
audience's attitudes and practices. Then an
artist at the Ministry of Agriculture w'as
trained to use the new computer graphics
equipment and scanners. The scanner
Operates somewhat like a copy machine, ex
cept the images are converted into electronic
codes which appear on the computer screen.
On screen, the' irnages can be changed and
adapted as needed using the computer
graphics programs. Images could be turned
into line drawings or half-tones \\ hich use

Li d ot pattern to
create
variegated
shades, as in a
photograph)
and generated
through com-
puter print-outs.

At this
point, \ ve col-
lected images
that were
ileeded , dra v-
ing on already
existing images
and
photographs
taken specifical-
ly tor the
project. he im-
ages were
scanned,
aCapted and
dratt copies
were generated.
Tiw drafts \vere

reviewed and pre-tested, and adapted as
needed. The reviwd images were printed on
a laser printer. which makes a very detailed
image and delivered to the printer as
amera-ready. Colors \vere assigned when

the offset negatives were produced. There
as no need for outside graphic services

,ind little paste-up work required.
During the life ot the project, materials in

several formats \vere developed. In addition
Ri a tlipchart. poster and
hand outs, the project also
used computer graphics
to experiment with
various other media
forms such as rubber
stamp images, children's
l-oloring pages, and
crossword and activity
rages for the schools. All
materials \vere produced
at a cost lower than using
traditional graphics. In ad-
dition, the project could
produce new materials
using the same images, as

needed, thus reinforcing the messages.

More Than a Word Processor
It is now common for projects and

programs of all sizes to have a computer. It
is also important to remember that com-
puters can be used for tasks other than word
processing and data storage. As our project
demonstrated, the use of computer graphics
to produce project support materials has
simplified a sometimes costly and complex
task.

Aside trorn saving time and money,
using the computer also allows the produc-
tion ot specialized audiovisuals from the
image bank. Handouts and flyers can be
produced from images in I he bank and
copied in small numbers on the photo cops'
machine. High quality editions ot trained
materials can be produced easily and quick-
ly in small quantity tor workshops and semi-
nars. Materials tailored to the special needs
ot a situation can be made by the field
\vorrs themselves, since the program is
both simple and economical to use. 'The
potential ot the system is just being recog-
nized.

Rened let 1ii is a Omit! Innen t tow. ow,ult a lt
. worked wi th computer ,:rapluc,, or the
prod uct ion of ('d heat/ono/ IthiterliTh
Tunisia, i\lier and I Latta For further :Moonlit ton ,
ontact him at 45 I Landon /lve., West mon t . New

Ier-;eu 081(18, LISA . Telephone and .y:

i,983. LIect ron lc mail: Compuscriv 1 u.50.2.3.

Price Tags
How much does com-

puter graphics equip-
ment cost and is it a
worth-while expendi-
ture? in Swaziland, we
had access to equipment
used by the Ministry of
Agriculture and person-
nel that could be trained.
But for most projects, it
might be difficult to jus-
tify purchase of equip-
ment solely for produc-
tion of print materials. A
purchase would be more
cost-effective if the equip-
ment is also used for
word processing, data col-
Iection and desktop
publishing.

Minimum equipment
and software for start-up
would include:

1 a personal computer
with 8-megabyte Ran-
dom Access Memory
(RAM), 60 megabytes
of hard-drive storage,
a keyboard, a
"mouse," and floppy
disk drive (cost ap-
proximately US
$4,300);

2 a dot matrix printer
for drafts and data
($250-$650), and a
laser printer ($2,500-
S4,000);

1 a scanner for copying
illustrations and text
($30042,000);

I various software

I (f$il5tiT)s,;barndeaker cables
($80-$1,000) and sup-
plies such as diske-
tes, toner, paper, etc.

6e1 ,pe0401d0)inD g on
whether there is a need
tor technical assistance,
the total cost for start-up
would run between

0,000 and S30,000.
There would also be the
additional cost of hiring
and training personnel to
operate the system.
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Demystifying Technology through Solar Power

7itzo,"
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Thanks to the solar electrifica-
tion project, this sheepherder

(above) and shoemaker

(below) from Tilonia are able
to attend night school.

by Bunker Roy

Ioor or erratic power supply created
major development problems for the
rural poor in Tilonia, a remote village
in the northern desert region of Rajas-

than, India, where I live. Communication
proved difficult due to poor infrastructure
and general lack of technical and financial

resources. Rail and road coin-
.. munication barely reached 10 per-

cent of the 60,000 people living in
110 villages in the surrounding
region. Information of vital impor-
tance on government programs,
subsidies, or new development
schemes reached us faster
through the "bush telegraph" and
word of mouth.

Although electric and power
lines were visible everywhere,
electricity at sufficient voltage did
not reach villages more than six
months per year. Erratic power
supply meant that electric-
powered pumps would burn out,
light bulbs would burst, or power
would be made available at the

dead of night, without warning making
the process of irrigation a nightmare.

Films and audiovisuals could not be
shown regularly for lack of power. Eve-
ning schools for out-of-school youth or
school drop-outs were suspended or even
closed for lack of power. Piped water
supply was erratic because electric lines
and power houses were down for lack of
proper maintenance. Health and family
planning clinics trying to catch up with
the backlog of severely ill patients had to
wait hours, sometimes days, to resume
work.

A Natural Solution
The answer to these problems was

found in the one abundant and enduring
source of power we had: the sun. The

desert state of Rajasthan receives more than
300 days of sun each year. Although it took
us 17 years to realize the potential of solar
energy, it took us only two years, 1986 to
1988, to construct a center dedicated to the
use of technology for socio-economic
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development and for improving the quality
of life.

It is the only technology center of its kind
in India. The center has managed to demys-
tify technology, to make it accessible, under-
standable and replicable by the very people
who use it for their own welfare and
development. Specifically, the center iden-
tifies simple, inexpensive and people-
oriented technologies, mobilizes people at
the village level to apply these to local
problems, and fosters dialogue about ap-
propriate technologies for specific target
groups. In other words, the center has
managed to strengthen communication
channels between the beneficiaries at the vil-
lage level and the scientists and tech-
nologists, stimulating a process of learning
and unlearning for both parties. The 60,000-
square-foot center was constructed using
local materials at a cost of approximately US
$200,000.

Solar panels supplying a total of seven
kilowatts have been installed at the center,
making it self-sufficient in power needs for
the next 20 years. Three kilowatts are used
for lighting over 300 tube lights, while the
remaining four are used to operate equip-
ment for the welfare of the community. Four
computers run off the sun for ten hours;
refrigerators store vaccines for immuniza-
tion; a flour mill, and solar pumps that dis-
tribute 30,000 liters of water every day for
drinking and social forestry plots, a soil
water testing laboratory where mobile kits
running off solar power are used to test con-
taminated drinking water from open wells,
hand pumps and piped water supply sys-
tems.

But by far the most crucial outcome is the
long-term investment Tilonia has made in
providing light for 30 night schools in vil-
lages lacking electricity. Three hours of light
is made available from one 30-watt panel,
two 9-PI. lamps, arid one deep-cycle battery,
supplied at a total cost of US $1,000. This
vital effort for building knowledge and pass-
ing information to 2,000 children over the
past five years has started yielding results.
Boys and girls who look after their t neep,
goats and cattle in the morning or do
household chores for the family in the day
come to the school at night. Since the school
shines like a lighthouse for miles around,
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parents are sending girls to school for the
first time.

At school, they learn how community
facilities like the post office, the bank, the
police station and the cooperative society
work, because even these services have total-
ly mystified half the residents in most vil-
lages. Television, videocassettes and slide
projectors are used in the center to expose
these children to the wonders of science and
technology in a simple manner. Now they
take solar power in their stride as if it is a
part of their lives, when elsewhere in the
state it is still unheard of.

Barefoot Technicians
But the use of solar energy is nothing ex-

traordinary. What is unique is that the entire
planning, implementation and maintenance
of the system needed no electronic or civil
engineer, no highly trained expert with
degrees from an American or European
university. Instead, it was organized and car-
ried oiat by rural youth with educational
qualifications no higher than high school.
They had never left their village and never
seen a city. They were all self-taught and all
have become competent through hands-on
experience.

These very people, semi-literate in the
eyes of the world, installed solar cells in 30
night schools in remote desert villages
where central electricity is unlikely to arrive
even by the turn of the century. They also
fabricate sophisticated charge controllers
and invertors for the solar units in their
rural workshops.

In the nearby villages, medical opera-
tions are performed through the assistance
of solar cells to the amazement of both doc-
tors and patients. Training programs for
traditional midwives, mechanics v. o repair
hand pumps, and teacl'ers are can% d out at
night with the help of solar cells. Traditional
puppeteers cart their show from village to
village, using stage lighting powered
through solar cells.

These people, unqualified on paper, and
not entitled to the lowest government jobs
as sweepers or errand boys, installed 15
solar cell units in one of the most remote
areas of the world: Ladakh, which is
situated 11,500 feet high in the Himalayas
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and where temperatures
reach -20°C. Until then,
electricity even through
diesel generators was out
of the question. But the
Tilonia team left a dazed
group of villagers who
are amazed at the
''magic" that has given
them light from the sun.
The villagers have been
trained to maintain their
own household units and
not depend on support
from outside technicans, who are at least a
two-day walk away.

These people, handling sophisticated
equipment and gadgetry with the same
familiarity as they handle their own bullock
carts, have been commissioned by the
government of India to install 300 solar cell
units for evening adult education classes in
eight states of India, as far as 2,000 miles
away from their home village. Other state
governments have been so fascinated by
Tilonia's experiment of solar electrification
of remote villages that they have requested
their help in bringing electricity to residen-
ces.

What this experience shows is that how-
ever sophisticated the technology, it is not
beyond the comprehension and under-
standing of the rural poor, given adequate
training, on-the-job experience and team-
work. Educational qualifications are secon-
dary. The process of demystification of
technology leads to the development of
human beings. The right environment for
learning leads to communication. By a
happy mixture of circumstances, Tilonia has
managed to provide both. As an old proverb
declares, "Traveller, there is no path. Paths
are made by walking."

Karim, who can write little more than I
charge controllers and invertors. He it
units in three villages.

Bunker Row directs the Social Work and
Resource Center (SWRO, an integrated rural
development program that was founded in 1972.
SWRC distributes two audiovisual resources on the
electrification project: a .3.3-7ninute, English-lan-
guage video entitled "Technology and the Last
Man," and a video film on the experience in
Ladakh. Each is available in VHS PAL format for
US $100. Contact: SWRC, Tilonia 305 816,
Madanganj, Rajasthan,
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Guidelines for Producing Training Films and Videos

by Pamela Beyer Harper

9 n developing countries, films and
videos are increasingly being used as
tools for training people in technical pro
cedures or techniques across a variety

of fields and occupations, from health to
agriculture to family planning. But making
a good technical film demands careful plan-
ning and attention to a variety of details. At
the Association of Voluntary Surgical Con-
traception, we learned this lesson recently
when we produced a film on a surgical pro-
cedure for female sterilization, in collabora-
tion with the t.amilv Planning Association
of Kenya. Directed at African doctors and
nurses, the film was shot entirely on loca-
tion in Kenya. From this experience, we can
draw four guidelines for producing techni-
cal films or videos.

1 Find a technical expert.
it is essential to identify a technical ex-

pert to supervise the technical content of the
film. The advisor helps to identify steps of
the procedure, objectively evaluates varia-
tions in the procedure, decides which varia-
tions should be shown and recommended in
the film, and consults other experts as ques-
tions arise during scriptwriting and editing.
llowever, the advisor must have the
patience and time to devote to the
numerous details involved in developing a

script, shooting the
footage and editing
the production.

It is helpful if the
advisor is not per-
sonally invested in
the procedure being
shown. For instance, a

4 surgical film will
often feature the tech-4
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nique of a particular
surgeon, which may
be difficult to transfer
to other settings and
other ,urgeons. The
technical advisor
must be able to distin-
guish those aspects ot
the procedure that are
esential from those
that can be modified

without diminishing safety or effectiveness.
The technical expert is present during all

photography. He or she tells the production
crew which shots are acceptable, .hich must
be filmed again, and which should not be
used. During editing, the advisor reviews the
footage to be sure details of the procedure
are being shown correctly and helps to select
the final shorts included in the film.

2 Clearly identify steps in a
technical procedure.

A training film of a technical procedure
usually presents a recipe that describes every
step in the sequence. But when planning for
the film begins, the steps often have not been
clearly identified. In our case, the producers
and script writers consulted four sources to
determine the steps:

They read printed material and slides
describing the procedure.

They interviewed experienced clinicians
and asked them to describe the proce-
dure step by step, often recording the in-
terviews for later consultation.

They observed the technique being per-
formed in the operating room and took
notes.

Before beginning scriptwriting, they
videotaped several procedures, using a

ple camera and lighting. The
iucers, writers and medical expert
reviewed the footage to confirm the

..:eps of the procedure. The preliminary
taping also gave the camera operator an
opportunity to plan camera angks for
final shooting and to practice working
with the surgical team.

This research process uncovered several
inconsistencies and variations, which had to
be discussed and resolved before the script
was finalized and shooting began.

3 Involve trainees in film production.
All toc.) often, training materials are

produced with little or no participation from
trainees. As a result, the finished product
fails to meet the learning needs of the in-
tended audience. It is essential to in-lolve
both trainees and trainers in preliminary re-
search, script development and pretesting of
the rough-cut film or video. One major con-
tribution these individuals make is to iden-
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'Principles into Practice

tify aspects of the procedure that are niw or
difficult to learn.

For example, after reviewing a rough cut
of our film on female sterilization, trainers
and trainers recommended that the film
devote special attention to anesthesia proce-
dures, and that it give more detailed instruc-
tion on the use of a particular surgical
instrument. The production team incor-
porated both suggestions into the final film.

4 Work with experienced producers,
scriptwriters and crew members,

Inexpensive equipment has made video
technology available to a wide audience of
amateur users. But professional film and
video production is both technical and com-
plex, requiring a variety of specialized skills.
Producers, scriptwriters, camera operators
and lighting and sound technicians should
have experience in producing films on techni-
cal procedures. The team should include na-
tionals of the country in which the film is
produced and all team members should be
sensitive to the cultures and backgrounds of
the people they will be filming. In addition,
the crew must be aware of airport security
regulations and customs requirements
regarding camera equipment and film. They
must also be sure that filming locations have
an adequate supply of electricity.

Thanks in part to these rules of thumb,
our surgical training film has been quite a
success. It is now being used to train doctors
and nurses in 17 African countries and many
have demonstrated that they have learned
the major concepts presented in the film. The
response to the film has been "overwhelming-
ly positive," according to a 1990 evaluation
report.

Pamela Beyer Harper is Publications Manager of
the Assocuition tor Voluntary Surgical Cmaracep-
tion. Tlw training film on female sterilization is
atuilable in English and French in both film and
video tornmts ( I b-mm, NTSC, PAL, SECAM).
film t,en,ion costs US $227; the zndeo twrsion, $100.
To order. contact the as,wciation at 122 East 42n1
St., New York, NY 10168, LISA. Telephone: (212)
.351-2500. Fax: (212) 599-0959. Telex: 425604
(AVS-L11).

The Association for Voluntary Surgical Con-
traception and the Family Planning Association of
Kenya ackimledge the Program for Appropriate'
Technology and Webb Productions for collaborating
in the production of the film referred to above.
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Motivating Economic Action
When the government of The Gambia introduced an economic adjust-

ment program in the late 1980s, it cut many programsand subsidies and
began to urge communities and the private sector to supply the services
that it had provided for years. But how do you persuade illiterate small
farmers to pay for seeds, fertilizer and mechanized services that they hao
previously received free or at low cost? How can they be motivated to
manage their own project?

In 1989, Worldview International Foundation, an international NGO
specializing in development communication and media, took on this dif-
ficult task with support from Unesco. The challenge was to convince 3,000
rice-growing farmers living in two regions of The Gambia to take over
from the Ministry of Agriculture full management and financial respon-
sibility for the Jahally Pacharr Smallholder Rice Project. As Lai
Hewapathirana, WIF coordinator for the project explains, "We based our

trust in development communication for this rn; xro-social transformetion
process." Specifically, communication training, :wo-way communication
between project management and local farmer :ommittees, and social
education of farmers were seen as the main ad wities by which the farmers
would achieve self-reliance and financial selfe,ufficiency.

Preliminary focus group discussions reve;Aed, among other things, that
farmers' low literacy and numeracy skills would be a major obstacle to
achieving project goals. Therefore the project decided to strengthen and ex-
pand the existing literacy program alongside communication activities.

The 70 project villages were divided into 10 zones. For each zone, a
rural communication agent who lived and worked among farmers was
trained in message communication, group dynamics, collection and dis-
semination of information, and decision-making. Each agent then carried
out information, education, mofivation and training programs with local
committees of farmers. Besides group discussion, agents made use of
simple materials such as flip charts, posters, videos and audio-cassettes -
jA.oduced in all four tribal languages of the region.

Within one year's time, fanners had come a long way toward assuming
responsibility for the project. Two events illustrate how much progress
they had made. Last year, leaders of farmercommittees were given an op-
portunity to visit a similar rice-growing project in Senegal. Through
mutual discussions, the Gambian farmers learned that their Senegalese
counterparts increased production yields through a careful cropping
schedule, that their local committees assumed primary management
responsibility for the project, and that their production costs were actually
two to three times higher than in TheGambia. When the team reported
these findings to feflow farmers, many Gambian farmers were inspired to
take on greater responsibility and certain negative attitudes changed. The
experience, says Hewapathirana, "was a case of seeing to believe and listen-
ing to counterparts to be affirmed."

The second milestone was reached when farmers resolved to address
the problem that had plagued them most since the government withdrew
services: marketing their rice. All ten zone committees held separate discus-
sions to plan marketing strategies, which were then referred to regional
structures. Eventually a strategy emerged through a process of consensus
that satisfied farmers and project administrators alike. This "was a great
outcome of what true communication could offer," concluded
Hewapathirana. Ever since, farmers have been requesting more and more

training to support their management role.
Project organizers are convinced: communication can work to build self-

reliance and self-sufficiency - even under difficult economic conditions.
Adapted from a report submitted by Lal Hewapathirana, Assistant Director for

Rural Communications at Worldview International Foundation (WIF). For more tutor.

'nation, contact WIF, c/o Jahally Pacharr Small Holder Project, Sapu, Gambia; or WIF,
10 Kinross Avenue, Colombo 4, Sri lAnka.
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Results of the 1990 DCR Reader Survey

Five months after we distributed the 1990 reader survey,
more than 780 have been returned about 15 percent of our
total readership and they are still trickling in. We ap-
predate everyone who took time to complete the survey,
since the results are an important tool in our long-range
planning. Below, we share the major findings with you and
also inform you about what changes we intend to make in
response.

How You Use It
Most respondents seem to use the DCR for two main

purposes: monitoring trends and developments in the field
of development communication, and acquiring ideas on the
application of communication technologies.
Smaller but still significant numbers use it
for teaching or research, identifying other or-
ganizations, and ordering resources. These
results suggest the need for the DCR to keep
abreast of new and emerging trends, while
continuing its traditional emphasis on com-
munication applications in the field.

More on Health and Low-Tech
Communication

The diversity of topics that respondents
proposed for increased coverage in the DCR
implies that their interests are many and
varied. The highest share indicated that they
would like to see the DCR give more atten-
tion to health communication and education,
especially in support of nutrition, disease
prevention and child survival. This
preference was followed by calls for more in-
formation on education, particularly distance
education and literacy; environmental com-
munication; and communication for rural
development and agriculture. Additionally,
a significant share of respondents want the
DCR to give greater attention to information technologies
and telecommunications, traditional media, and com-
munication evaluation and research. All these suggestions
are being taken into account in planning future editions.

In terms of the balance of DCR coverage across a range
of criteria, more than a third requested greater emphasis on
grassmots, local experiences, and an even larger share re-
quested more emphasis on low-technology approaches.
More than half felt that there are ot enough contributions
by authors in developing countries. We restate our commit-
ment to maximizing contributions from developing country
authors, and encourage readers in those regions to submit
article proposals, research reports, etc. As in the past, we
will periodically publish themes for future issues and solicit
contributions.

Approximately two-thirds of readers said that they like
the DCR's current approach of focusing on one theme per
issue. However, the number who wanted each DCR to
cover a variety of topics is large enough that we have
decided to do what many respondents proposed: devote
several articles in each issue to a single theme, but also
leave room for material on other topics.

Our New Look
As for the DCR's appearance, 57 percent of readers, judg-

ing on the basis of our revious design, found the publica-
tion "plain, but functional," while most others rated it as
"attractive and inviting." Nonetheless, the most consistent

suggestion made in respondents' written com-
ments was to improve the appearance, especial-
ly by adding more visual elements. As you
know, we adopted a brand-new design staring
with DCR no. 72, giving the publication a
bolder, brighter image and a more spacious
layout, enlarging the type size, and increasing
the number of photographs, graphics and il-
lustrations. The feedback about the new design
we have received so far has been very positive,
but we would like to hear from more of you
especially suggestions for further improve-
rnents.
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"How Would You Improve the OCR'?"
One of the most frequent responses to this

question was to encourage more contributions
from readers, especially by announcing themes
in advance and soliciting contributions, or pos-
sibly by introducing a "readers' page." Others
also called for more announcements and
notices of new resources, especially those dis-
tributed free of charge, and more practical,
"how-to" articles and case studies. These sugges-
tions are being incorporated into our editorial

planning. Certain proposed changes were so logical and
easy that we have already made them such as adding
authors' full contact addresses, and reducing the continua-
tion of articles on non-consecutive pages.

Unfortunately, we are unable to act on other sugges-
tions, such as sending the DCR flat rather than folded,
publishing it more frequently, or stitching the pages all
would substantially increase our printing or mailing costs.
Furthermore, respondents especially in Africa requested
that events, workshops courses, etc. be announced farther
in advance. We recognize that our quarterly publication
schedule combined with slow overseas mail delivery con-
tribute to this problem. We will make a greater effort to
publish more timely notices that is, when we receive them
with sufficient lead time!
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Readers' Profile
The survey returns also gave us a better

idea about who our readers are. Since most
readers share their DCR with others, we es-
timate.the total DCR readership at ap-
proximately 23,000. The largest group of
readers lives in the Asia and Pacific region,
followed by decreasing shares in North
America, Africa, and Latin America. This is
the first time we had asked readers to iden-
tify themselves by gender, and a surprising
70 percent turned out to be men. While a
majority of readers preferred to read the
DCR in English, readers living in Latin
America (12 percent) said they would use a
Spanish-language edition more. Unfor-
tunately, limited finances prevent us from
translating every DCR edition, but we
remind readers that we publish French and
Spanish translatious of selected editions.
(For a complete list, see the publications
order form in DCR no. 72.)

In terms of their professional field,
respondents appear to be distributed across
a range ot sectors, with the largest concentra-
tion in education both in formal school sys-
tems, from primary through university
level, and in out-of-school education
programs. The remainder were fairly evenly
spread across the sectors of agriculture,
health or nutrition, journalism and mass
media, with family planning and the en-
vironment accounting for only a small per-
centage of respondents. These results are
somewhat surprising given the strong inter-
ests in health and environmental com-
munication mentioned above. The sizeable
representation of educators corresponded
with the significant share almost a third
who identified themselves as scholars or re-
searchers. About one out of six respondents
said that they worked as staff of NGOs and
PV0s, while one out of ten were national
government officials or information
managers.

A more detailed statistical summary of
survey results is a ailable upon request by
writing the editor at the address on page 2.

The DCR thanks Diana Duff, a graduate stu-
dent in international relations at The American
University, for her assistance in entering and
analyzing the data from the reader survey.

Letter to the Editor
We received the letter below several months ago in response to DCR no. 70 (199013),

"Communicating with Women." It raises a number ofpoints and interpretations of

DCR articles that others may find quite controversial. We invite readers to share their

reactions on this topics or other topics addressed in the DCR.

Dear Editor:
Having gone through a copy of the DCR lno. 701, I came to learn a few

things:

women all over the world have similar mind and feeling in confronting
and doing things;
most women are contented as long as they are healthy, married, and
have a home with some children;

women are not prepared to involve themselves in new strategies.

... Probably, if I were addressing a group of women with this message,

some of them would shout at me. But I strongly support all that is said in

this DCR in favor of bringing women into realization that all that is done by

men in technology, culture, and politics, can as well be done by women.
There is no law written anywhere, be it Bible or Koran, that with develop-
ment, men should do that and a woman should not do this.

My opinions about this issue:

Women should learn through practice. If a woman has managed some-
thing nicely, then she should aspire for further and more sophisticated
career.
Setbacks are there all the time with development. So when they occur in
the presence of a woman's management, it should not be connected
with her feminine category. Instead, it should be seen as just a problem
arising in an organization.
Men all over the world should know that women are good company in
development. Good company is a good friend, and a good friend
should be accepted and helped in clay-to-day dealings.

History and experience tell us that women are not ready to handle big
matters in tough situations. So taking slow and sure steps should be
their guiding approach to involving themselves in village, national and
international development.

4 2

A.M.B. Kissesa
Medical Assistant and Chairman,

Tanzania Workers Association, Sumve Hospital,
Mwanza, Tanzania.
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What's New, What's Coming

Bolivian Radio
Calls for
Support

Mallku Kiririya, an
Indian radio station in
southern Bolivia, was
launched in June 1990
by a regional develop-
ment and cultural or-
ganization called
Taypikala. The station
is run by Indian
farmers who broadcast
in Quechua and
Aymara, the two in-
digenous languages of
the region.

Next year, 1992,
marks the 500th an-
niversary of the so-
called "discovery" of
the Americas by Chris-
topher Columbus, and
many indigenous
groups throughout the
continent are mobiliz-
ing against official
celebrations of this
event. Radio Mallku
Kiririya wants to en-.
large its coverage to the
five provinces in the
region and to improve
its recording capacity.
It has issued an appeal
for $30,000 in financial
support needed to
carry out this project.
The European Federa-
tion of Community
Radio has indicated
that it may assist in-
dividuals or institu-
tions that are willing to
help.

Contact: Asociación
Taypikala, Norpotosi,
Casilla Postal 8679, La
Paz, Bolivia; or FERL,
B.P. 42, F-04300 For-
calquier, France.
Telephone: (92-73)
0598. Fax: (92-73) 7106.

Courses
A three-month course on "Health Educa-

tion/ Promotion tor Primary Health Care"
will be held January 6 - March 27, 1992, at
the Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine.
The course aims to improve participants'
ability to design, plan, manage, implement,
and evaluate programs. Applicants should
have some experience in health education or
promotion. Cost: E 2,800, not including
living expenses. Contact: Department ot 1»-
terna tional Community Health, Liverpool
School of Tropical Medicine, Pembroke
Place L3 5QA, UK. Telephone: (51) 71)8-9393.
Fax (51) 708-8733. Telex: 062 7095
UNILPLG.

From September 26 through October 26,
1991, the Center tor Foreign Journalist will
conduct the "1991 African Women Publish-
ers' Training Program" in the United States.
Eight women from Africa will be exposed to
and trained in editorial and management
techniques for small publications, include
desktop publishing. The workshop which
is free for participants is open to African
women who publish or manage an English-
language newsr Ter, magazine or newslet-
ter, preferably one that addre,ses
development issues, and who have basic
familiarity with personal computers. -.1ter-
ested applicants should contact the Center
for Foreign Journalists immediately at 11690-
A Sunrise Valley Drive, Reston, Virginia
22091, USA. Telephone: (703) 620-5984. Fax:
(703) 620-6790. Telex: 265-132 CFJ.

Organizations
Abhivvakti Media for Development,

a private group based in India, manages a
media resource center, produces media
materials, and holds training workshops for
development organizations and schools.
Recently, the group produced a slideshow
on women'S domestic as well as wage labor.
Posters, songs and booklets on the same
theme were generated through workshops
with women's groups, and an -ow being
distributed with the slideshm. a multi-
media package. For more information, con-
tact: Abhivvakti, PO Box no. b, College
Road, Nashik - 5, India.
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Conferences
The Pacific Telecommunication Council

will hold its 14th annual conference January
12-15, 1992, in Honolulu, Hawaii. The con-
ference theme is "R,-gional Interests and
Global Issues: The Challenge of Telecom-
munications Integration for the Pacific."
Paper proposals are now being accepted.
Immediately following the conference on
January 16-17, the Council will offer 12 half-
day and day-long workshops for telecom-
munications professionals. To obtain a
conference paper proposal form, or for fur-
tlwr information, contact: PTC '92, 1110
University Avenue, Suite 308, Honolulu,
lawaii 96826, USA. Telephone: (808) 941-

3789. Fax: (808) 944-4874.

New Publications
Lactation Education for Health Profes-
sionals, edited by Rosalia Rodriguez-Gar-
cia, Lois Schaefer and Joao Yunes.
Washington DC: Pan Americaa Health Or-
ganization, 1990. 213 pp. Individual copies
available free of charge from the Institute
for International Studies in Natural Fami-
ly Planning, Georgetown University
School of Medicine, Department of
Ob/Gyn, 3800 Reservoir Road, NW,
Washington, DC 20007, USA.

More and more health professionals
now agree that "breast is best" and this book
gives them a tool for bringing this belief
into their health and education practice. Its
centerpiece is a model curriculum tor teach-
ing students in medical, nursing and nutri-
tion schools the basic skills necessary to
promote and support breastfeeding.
Guidelines for implementing the cur-
riculum as we'll as a series of articles cover-
ing trends in breastfeeding practice and
education follow. The bulk of the book's
contributions come from health profes-
sionals in Latin America. 13y late 1991, a
Spanish-language edition will also be (Willi-
able.

tow-Cost Printing for Developnwnt by
Jonathan Zeitlyn. English edition avail-
able for 6.95 from Intermediate Technol-



ogy Publications, 103-105 Southampton
Row, London WC1, US. Spanish edition
available from CETAL, Casilla 197, Val-
paraiso, Chile. Bangla edition available for
Tk 160 from University Press Ltd. Red
Cresent Buildings, 114 Motijheel, Dhaka
1000, Bangladesh.

Despite the proliferation of videos, com-
puters, and other sophisticated media in
devel,-ping countries, print remains the
most common communication medium.
This newly revised guidebook offers
guidance on do-it-yourself printing methods
and on how to obtain good services from
commercial printers at reasonable cost. New
editions in Spanish and Bangla, published in
partnership with institutions in Chile and
Bangladesh, make it accessible to broader
audiences.

Novela de Amor by Ana Consuelo Matiella.
In Spanish. 28 pp. Available from Associa-
tion for Voluntary Surgical Contraception,
122 East 42nd St., New York, NY 10168,
USA. $.50

Novela tie Amor (Love Story) is a
fotonovela of the type widely popular
throughout Latin America a romantic tale
presented through photographs and I alloon
text, comic-book style. But this time the char-
acters, Lupe and Antonio, a middle-aged
happily married couple, are not simply spin-
ning out a saga of romance or tragedy. In-
stead, they deliberating on the serious
decision y ',ether to prevent future pregnan-
cies through sterilization. The reader can get
Lupe's views in half of the book and, bv
merely turning the book upside down, can
get the male perspective from Antonio. A
center insert answers common questions
about male and female sterilization.

The Association for Voluntary Surgical
Contraception developed the fotonovela tor
an audience of I lispanic Americans, as well
as tor use throughout Latin America. Focus
group discussions of Latino men and
women in California met to discuss their
feelings about sterilization and to suggest
story approaches, guiding development of
the book. The booklet is a good example of
how a culturally appropriate format can be
used to present a social message.

Communication, Education and Empower-
ment: Development Communication
Revisited by Raff Carmen. Manchester
Monograph no. 33. University of
Manchester, Center for Adult Higher
Education, 1990. 121 pp. £ 8.25. Available
from Haigh & Hoch land, Ltd., Precinct
Center, Oxford Road, Manchester M13
9QA, UK. Telephone: (44-61) 273-4156.

The purpose of this monograph, accord-
ing to its promotional flyer, is to "break
through the myth that commmunication
'belongs' to experts, to the powers-that-be.
Just as evervone...can gain knowledge and
'make' culture, so communication should be
in the power of everyone." With an introduc-
tion like that, it would be difficult to argue
that the author doesn't take a clear stand.
On the contrary, Carmen lionizes the con-
tributions of Paolo Freire as well as other ad-
vocates for empowerment and participation
of the poor, like Andreas Fuglesang, Julius
Nyerere, and David Korten, while taking
apart Everett Rogers, Daniel Lerner, and
Wilbur Schramm.

The monograph lacks much in the way
of practical application, except for a few
descriptive case studies. However, it helps
elaborate in broad strokes some of the
theory, debates and experiences in the
development communication field. It also at-
tempts to reconcile the sometimes contusing
relationship between communication and
education. Carmen's prose can occasionally
be polemical, but nevertheless admirable in
its assertiveness and clarity.

Job
Opportunity

The Food and
Agricultural Organiza-
tion invites applications
for the position of Com-
munication Officer in
Audiovisual and Video
Techniques, based in
Rome, Italy. Respon-
sibilities include assist-
ing in the formulation
of technology and
equipment components
for communication
projects, and providing
technical assistance and
training in audiovisual
production for field
proF,rams, Applicants
should have three
years' experience in
audiovisual media
production, particularly
video, and language
abilities in English,
French or Spanish and
one other language. To
apply, send resume to:
FAO, Development Sup-
port Communication
Branch, Room A-233,
via delle Terme di
Caracalla 00100, Rome,
Italy. Fax: (396) 578-
2610.

Preparing still shots tor Novela de Amor.
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The Overmarketing of Social Marketing

Social

marketing

r2presents

exactly the

oppos te of what

we have been

fighting for over

the last 25 years.

by Alfonso Gumucio-Dagron

Are development communicators in
developing countries willing to hi/
the "social marketing" approach,
which has penetrated so fast in many

international development programs?
The marketers of social marketing are

trying to convince everyone that it is the
new wave" ot thought, the "in" fashion in

the development communication field. But
we in the Third World already have the ex-
perience of being objects ot advertising tech-
niques and we believe that social marketing
represents exactly the opposite of what we
have been fighting for over the last 25 years:
a communication approach that places
strength in the community and aims to
change the passive receptor of messages into
an active communicator.

Social marketing is not a new strategy.
The whole concept is borrowed from the ad-
vertising strategies of the 1950s, when con-
sumer industries benefiting from the
post-war economic boom needed to expand
the US market very quickly. As we can see
more than 30 Years later, the strategy was in-
deed quite effective in meeting the needs ot
tast-growing industry.

Social marketing was not born in develop-
ing countries, but in the United States. It is
not a concept created bY development com-
municators in the Third World. Social
marketing has been promoted and marketed
by specialists in the United States regardless
ot what we in developing countries think
about it. In fact, in those countries which are
not English-speaking, social marketing is not
known. Take Latin America, for example.
We don't even have a Spanish translation tor
"social marketing" and we definitely do not
use the concept in our practical work on
development programs, or in our theoretical
exe.rcises. Yet Latin America has achieved
much in terms of making communication an
important tool for community participation
and social development.

Development communicators in the
Third World identify with education, not
with marketing. We think that development
communication and social marketing can
merge no better than water and oil can mix.
Social marketing strategies aim to persuade,
while development communication whose
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central concept is participation aims to edu-
cate and organize. Social marketing is verti-
cal, while development communication is
horizontal. Social marketing attempts to
"catch" a passive audience, while develop-
ment communication aims to activate com-
munity participation. Social marketng relies
on electronic and established mass media to
do the job, whereas development com-
municaticn considers low-cost, grassroots-
based communication technologies only
instruments of a strategy to promote com-
munity participation. Social marketing
focuses on campaigns, while development
communication puts its strength in the
process of communication.

Social marketing targets individuals and
expects individual responses, while develop-
ment communication addresses the com-
munity. Social marketing aims to change
individual "behavior" another typical
word, since the approach links advertising
with the US school of psychology known as
behaviorism persuading people to perform
predetermined actions. Development com-
munication also aims to change people, but
through a process of critical analysis of so-
cial reality.

There is only one way development com-
municators from the Third World and those
trom industrialized countries can find com-
mon ground: exchenging experiences and
kr -1wing more about each other's practice
and theory. There are many ways to achieve
this, beginning with a greater effort on the
part of development communicators from
the North to read the ideas and theories of
development communicators in the South,
since there are vituallv no translations to
English.

What Latin America and other regions
have achieved in development communica-
tion strategies should not be ignored: many
successful experiences in our continent could
be very useful in other Third World
countries if the language and ideological bor-
ders are opened.

.1/fonso Cumucto-Dasron is tlw tOrmer Director
ot the Centro de Integracuin de Medios
Comunicacuin Alternatwa in La Paz, Bolivia, and
presently 'Thief of Program Support Communica-
tion for UNICEF in Nigeria. Ile can be contacted
through UNICEF-Lagos, .3 United Nations Plaza,
New York, NY 10017, LISA.
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Indigenous Communication and
Indigenous Knowledge
by Paul Mundy and J. Lin Compton

An elder in a Pacific island fishing village
stands in a beached outrigger canoe. A circle of
younger villagers sits in the sand around the
boat The old man peers beneath the canoe as if
searching for fish, gestures, hauls on an imagi-
nary net. Too old to go fishing himself now, lw is
explaining fishing techniques to the less even-
enced youths.

The old man is passing on to the younger
generation a lifetime of everience and knowl-
edge. Knowledge of fish behavior, subtle changes
in the sea and the sky, ways of handling nets and
boats. Knowledge that means the difference be-
tween boats coming home full of fish and boats
returning empty. Knowledge that represents the
z,illagers' very survival.

Reinforcing Campesino Wisdom
in the Andes
by RaUl Santana Paucar and
Gloria Miranda Zambrano

igh in the Peruvian Andes, peasant
Hcommunities are managing a diversi-
fied system of agriculture on the
basis of knowledge developed over

(continued on p. 12)

(continued on p 2)

Analogy in Health Education:
Using the Familiar to Explain the New
h Nichter

Kannada proverb of South India
states that "the plant in the
courtyard is not a medicine,"
meaning that what is familiar

and close at hand is often overlooked as a
valuable resource. This proverb is appropri-
ate for examining a traditional communica-
tion method that has been overlooked: edu-
cation ny analogy.

In the field of health education,
far more time, energy and resources
have been spent identifying what a
population does not know or do than
in identifying what people do know
and the way in which it is known.
All too often, health educators have
not understood or appreciated in-

(continued On p. 5)
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indigenous Communication, continued from p. 1

Trends

An old woman has just died in this village in
Kenya. She was the last person to know of a
prest plant that could be used to treat epilepsy
attacks. She hod no children find no pupils. No

one wanted to learn her skills. Now her wisdom

is gone forever.

The agricultural researchers were satisfied
with their farming systems project. They had
successfUlly introduced a iww rice planting
technique in southern Sumatra. Instead of wait-
ing for their fields to flood in the rainy season
before transplanting their rice, farmers now
plant rice seen in the fields as soon as the rains

begin. The new technique, called gogorancah
in Indonesian, gives the plants a head start; a
gogorancah crop could be harvested at least
two weeks earlier than a transplanted crop.
That leaves time for an extra crop of soybeans,

The fanners didn't know, and the research-

ers soffietimes forgot, that gogorancah was not

a new technique. It had been used for many

years by rice farmers in other parts of
Indonesia.The researchers liad inerely adapted it

for the climate, soils and rice varieties of

Sumatra.

ndigenous technical knowledge is a
new focus in development circles.
Growing numbers ot scientists and
organizations are recognizing that it

offers cheap, locally adapted solutions to
development problems, or that it can be
melded with scientific knowledge to boost
productivity and living standards.

But, as the above examples illustrate,
most indigenous knowledge is not written
down. It is held in people's heads, passed
down from (me generation to the next bY

word of mouth. But how is this informa-
tion communicated? How do people learn
indigenous knowledge? Who is involved?
How is the communication organized? We
have tew answers to these questions.

Indigenous communication includes the
transmission of entertainment, news, per-
suasion, announcements and social ex-
changes of every type. While these fr )ptcs
are important, this article focuses on the
communication of technical intormation,
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since this parallels the interest in indig-
enous knowledge for development.

Why Study It?
Studying indigenous communication is

important for many reasons.
Indigenous communication has value in

its own right. lt is an important aspect of
culture and it is the means bY which a cul-
ture is preserved, handed down and
adapted. But indigenous communication is
being eroded by exogenous systems the
mass media, schoolsigricultural extension,
bureaucracies endangering the survival
of much va!uable information.

Exogenous channels have limited range.
Television and newspapers are largely con-
fined to urban areas in the Third World.
Even the most widespread exogenous chan-
nels, extension personnel and radio, fail to
reach many rural people. Indigenous chan-
nels, by contrast, are ubiquitous. They are
needed to convey messages to people out of
the reach of exogenous channels.

Indigenous channels have high credibil-
ity. Because they are familiar and are con-
trolled locally, indigenous channels are
highly credible. Local audiences are often
skeptical of the externally controlled mass
media.

Indigenous channels are important con-
duits of change. Research has shown the
importance of informal, interpersonal con-
tacts in persuading people to adopt, or re-
ject, innovations. Such contacts are otten
made through indigenous channels.

Development programs can use indig-
enous communication to collect and to dis-
seminate information. Outsiders can tap
indigenous channels tor information on the
local situation and for feedback on project
initiatives. Many projects rely on indig-
enous channels to diffuse innovations and
development messages. Some have made
explicit use of indigenous channels such as
folk media and xillage organizations. There
remains much untapped potential in using
such approaches.

Indigenous channels offer opportunities
for participation by local people in devel-
opment efforts. They allow local people to
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communicate among themselves and vith
development professionals and dedsion
makers. Local peonle can retain control
over local media more easily than over
technology-intensive media.

If indigenous communication is ignored,
the result might be inappropriate develop-
ment efforts. For instance, planners failed
to recognize the role of a network of "wa-
ter temples" in controlling irrigation in
Bali, Indonesia. This led them to introduce
cropping methods and construct canals
and darns that were not appropriate to
local conditions.

Forms and Channels

Indigenous communication can take
many different forms. Here are six.

Folk media. Folk media are the indig-
enous equivalents of mass media. They are
used primarily for entertainment, but also
to promote education, values and cultural
continuity. They include festivals, plays
and puppet shows, dance, song, story tell-
ing, poetry, debates such as the Filipino
balagtasan, parades and carnivals. Many
have been adapted to transmit messages
about family planning, politics and other
exogenous topics.

Indigenous organizations and social
gatherings. Indigenous organizations in-
clude religious groups, village meetings,
irrigation associations, mothers' dubs and
loan associations. Apart from the formal
communication they permit, such organi-
zations provide many opportunities tor
informal interaction.

Deliberate instruction. Parents teach
children, craftspeople instruct apprentices,
elders guide young people, adolescents
undergo initiation rites. Many societies
have traditional, otten religious, schools.
Most ot vhat we need to survive, we learn
not through the occasional puppet show,
or even at school or through the media, but
through dAberate instruction. This is true
even in modern societies. Yet deliberate
instruction has received little attention
trom development specialists.

Records. Many societies keep Rrml
records written, carved, painted or

memorized. South Asian treatises on ani-
mal management written on palm leaves,
ancient bai Ian scripts on leaves preserved
in Thai Buddhist temples, and similar
leaves containing records of land owner-
ship and tax Obligations in Bali are ex-
amples. Such records do not have to be
written: African storytellers narrate memo-
rized historical epics and genealogies at
length. Proverbs and folklore are other
vehicles.

Unstructured channels. Indigenous
i nmunication occurs in many other set-
sings: talk at home and at the well, in the
fields and on the road, in the teahouse and
coffee shop, in the chief's house and at the
market, and wherever else people meet and
talk. This communication is not organized
or orchestrated but spontaneous and infor-
mal. The importance ot such channels is
illustrated by the role of informal networks
in Iranian bazaars in the overthrow of the
Shah of Iran.

Direct observation. Communication
doesn't have to be intentional. A farmer
may see a neighbor's bumper crop and
conclude that the variety or technique used
is good. Nor does the source have to be
anoft.er person: a dark cloud tells us a
thunderstorm is coming just as clearly as
another person could.

The Knowledge/Communication Link
Technical information can be transmit-

ted through both indigenous means or
through exogenous channels such as mass
media and schools. And the information
,..an be based on exogenous or indigenous
knowledge. So we can think of four types
ot communication (see table, p. 4).

Exogenous communicatimi of exogenous
information. This is the extension worker
telling farmers of the latest rice variety, the
school science teacher'i ',iology lesson, and
the village doctor explaining a disease to a
patient in terms ot germ theory. It's a nec-
essary and growing part of all societie:;,
and it has received the lion's share of ro-
search attention. But it's not the only form
of communication, or even the nwst impor-
tant.

continued on r 4)
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Indigenous Communication, continued from p. 3

Exogenous
Knowledge

Indigenous
Knowledge

Exogenous
Communication

Technology
Transfer

Indigenous-knowledge-
based de,.'elopment

Indigenous
Communication

Diffusion; co-opting
of folk media

Cultural continuity
and change

Indigenous communication of indigenous
information. Just as exogenous information
is communicated mainly by exogenous
channels, indigenous information is trans-
mitted almost exclusively through indig-
enous channels.

The study of traditional communication
has fallen to cultural anthropologists.

We can think of two types of communica-
tion in this quadrant. Intergenerational com-
munication is the passing down of knowl-
edge from father to son, mother to daughter,
teacher to pupil. Lateral communication is
the spread of information among peers and
from place to place.

Indigenous cotnmunication of exogenous
information. A new crop variety spreads
without promotion by the extension scrvice.
Traditional midwives, trained in oral
rehydration therapy, teach mothers how to
use this inexpensive way of treating diar-
rhea. A puppet show includes messages on
family planning as well as traditional
themes.

Two main areas cover this quadrant. Dif-
fusion research has focused on how Mnova-
tions spread through a society. This research
has shown the importance of such features
as opinion leadership, the importance of
homophily, socio-economic status, interper-
sonal networks, and so forth. But most stud-
ies have looked at innovations developed by
outsiders rather than by local people. We
know very little about how indigenously
generated innovations spread.

Folk media began to attract attention in
the 19705. They have been used to promote
themes as diverse as family planning, agri-
culture and politics. But they have two ma-
jor problems when used for such purposes.
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Though they may contain morals or sub-
stantive messages, they are primarily enter-
tainment in the sarm way as are Western
mass media. And audiences may resent the
adaptition of traditional forms to convey
development messages.

Exogenous communication of indigenous
information. Indigenous information isn't
often transmitted via exogenous channels,
though there's great growth potential for
this. One such area is represented by the
growing scientific literature on indigenous
knowledge and the efforts of Iowa State
University's Center for Indigenous Knowl-
edge for Agricultural and Rural Develop-
ment (CIKARD see description on p. 21).
Another is farming systems research and
the movement toward farmer-managed
research. This allows local technologies to
enter the scientific information system, and
from there to filter through to the extension
services or to neighboring farmers.

Another area of potential growth is us-
ing exogenous channels to help farmers to
learn indigenous knowledge. Among the
few examples of this in the developing
world is Minka, a low-cost magazine for
farmers in the Peruvian Andes that summa-
rizes other farmers' knowledge. (See article,
p.1) The "farm tips" pages of US farm
magazines and the growing number of sus-
tainable agriculture newsletters are First
World equivalents. The potential for devel-
oping research and extension systems that
draw on indigenous knowledge and farm-
ers' proclivity to experiment is enormous.

Paul Mundy, from the United Kingdom, is an
associate of Iowa State University's Center for
Indigenous Knowledge fi;r Agriculture and Rural
Development (CIKARD). lie is currently study-
ing for his PhD at the University of Wisconsin-
Madison. I. Lin Compton is professor of exten-
sion education and international agriculture at
the University of Wisconsin, Madison. This ar-
Me is adapted from a chapter by the authors in a
forthcoming hook entitled Indigenous Knowl-
edge Systems: The Cultural Dimension, edited

by D. Michael Warren, David Brokensha and L.
Ian Slikkerveer.



Analogy, continued from p. 1

digenous health behavior and the common
sense upon which it is based. Also over-
looked is the use of analogy as a mode of
communication. The value of this commu-
nication strategy is that rather than intro-
ducing new 'bits" of information into a
culture regardless of preexisting knowl-
edge and experience, new information can
be introduced in a context of existing asso-
ciations, experiences and concerns.

I first became interested in the use of
analogy as a communication strategy
while conducting research on anthropol-
ogy of health in South India. During my
fieldwork, I observed the methods used bY
popular religious leaders, indigenous
medical practitioners, astrologers and poli-
ticians in communicating to villagers.
What emerged was a keen appreciation for
how analogies were effectively used to
include the known and familiar while lo-
cating and often encompassing the new.

Similarly, I observed a range of health
and nutrition monologues between health
educators and villagers. These attempts to
introduce new ideas were largely ineffec-
tive because they did not address people's
health concerns and were introduced with-
out reference to local illness categories,
ideas about illness causation, and beliefs
about food. Villagers were asked to put
aside their own thinking on these subjects
and blindly accept new health ideas.

Developing an Analogy

How does a health educator begin to
generate analogical messages? Appropri-
ate analogie,4 cannot be developed in a top-
down manner. Rather, participatory re-
'.earch is essential to identify villagers'
health concerns and their images of health
and illness and to develop and test appro-
priate analogies. The approach draws
upon a popular existing pattern of effec-

tive communication.
To provide a more structured sense of

the process, six steps in framing appropri-
ate analogies for health education are out-
lined below.

I Break down health/nutrition messages
into underlying assumptions and con-

cepts; i e ,
identify the
main
point(s) ot
the message

I Collect data
on local
health con-
cerns, ideas about foods, and underly-
ing assumptions and concepts of
health.

I Identify points of convergence be-
tween traditional and modern thinking
about health. For example, a common
concern for health as a state of balance,
good digestion and positive health was
identified in South India.
Collect a list of common analogies,
metaphors and proverbs in the local
language.
Develop an analogy for an initial mes-
sage. It might focus on similarities
between local ideas and the concept
being introduced. It may also use expe-
rience in one domain of life to shed
light on another domain, such as com-
paring agriculture with health.
Present an analogical lead-in message
to a group of community members for
their response. They may reject, refine,
elaborate and/or generate alternative,
more appropriate analogies. Linkage
to local sayings, proverbs and stories
strengthens the points being made. In
addition, posing analogies serves as
entertainment to villagers by provid-
ing an environment in which individu-
als can share their wit as well as their
knowledge.

I ABU to IA 1°6

Whoa
Mfg&
It lit

!tC,
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Nurturing Crops,
Nurturing the Body

In South India, d formal nutrition edu-
cation message directed at vilhigers was
"Eat a mixed, balanced diet." Foods rec-
ommended by health workers were typi-
cally categorized into three or tour groups,
based on nutrient content. But the group-
ing of foods in this manner was not under-

Icoatimied p. o)
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Analogy, continued from p. 5

Princi.les into Practice

stood by villagers.
Foods that nutritionists group into one

category are often classified by villagers in
different categories that have distinct prop-
erties in accord with local beliefs about
food. Research revealed that foods are clas-
sified with regard to ideas about hot-cold,
lightness-heaviness, and their effect on
body humors.

Initial data collection revealed the fol-
lowing cultural resources:

I The process of rice cultivation was well
known to villagers. This process re-
quires a proper balancing and regula-
tion of fertilizer and water.

1 Rice is the staple crop of the region and
is a central metaphor for life used in
daily conversation . For example, a
growing child is often referred to as a
developing rice stalk.
Health as balance is an important cul-
tural concept.

As a result, the following analogy was
developed: Just as .fertilizers in the field must
be balanced, so foods in the body must be bal-
anced.

Then, the following message was
framed around a traditional metaphor for
development, the growing rice plant:

When cultivating rice, what is neces-
sary? Good soil, a properly plowed field, leaf
manure, cow dung and ash. What happens if
there is too little inanuregreen leaf or ash?
IA discussion typically ensues about crop
height, seed head size, weight, rice illnesses
and overall yield.) Your body is like a field.
If the proper mix of nutrients are not given
to the fiel I inside, your yieldyour health--
is poor aqd uour blood weak.

The field needs to be well prepared to
,ultivate a good rice crop. Preparing the field
so the earth can"digest" fertilizer is like

enhancing the stomach's digestive capacity
so the body can take food and turn it into
blood.

lust as enough good soil is needed Or rice
srowth in the field, so enough rice is needed
in our bodies for energy and strength. To
improve your cropyour healthother
things are needed as well. lust as the field

Development Communication Report, no, 74

needs green leaf manure, so the body re-
quires green leafy vegetables, but as in the
case of fertilizer not all leaves are suitable for
manure and the best leaves need to be identi-
fied in each season. Like dung in the field,
the body requires strength giving foods like
fish and pulses. Like ash for the field, the
body requires foods which when cooked by
the stomach fire provide the body with ash
minerals. As in the field, if too much of one
item is used and not enough of another, bal-
ance is not obtained and when there is no
balance, illness may come by many means.

This message served as an alternative to
monologues on food groups presented by
health staff. Once the referential framework
of agriculture was introduced, it was found
that it could be extended to address other
nutrition education issues as well.

Negotiating Knowledge
Although associations expressed

through analogy, metaphor and proverbs
may not be logical in a strictly "scientific"
sense, they can serve to facilitate under-
standing of unfamiliar concepts by ground-
ing them in the known. The process of gen-
erating analogies is dynamic and brings the
health educator into a process of negotiat-
ing knowledge with the audience. In this
way, the distinction between "those who
know" and "those who don't know" is
blurred. This approach is a movement to-
wards what Andre Fuglesang has termed
"appropriate conceptualization" to comple-
ment appropriate technology.

As Fuglesang has noted: "Why should
we expect the illiterate villager to adjust to
the way of thinking of the educated man?
Why should he alter his perception of the
world to understand us? It is perfectly pos-
sible for an educated man to adapt to the
concepts used by the illiterate villager, but
he has to study them."

Nichter is an anthropologist and com-
munication consultant. Presently she is the
prowct Manayer of a longitudinal study on adoles-
cent health in Tucson, Arizona. 7-o contact her ,
write the Llnwersity of Arizona, Department ot
Anthropology, Tucson, AZ 85721, USA.



The "Fertilizer Bush" Drama
Princi les into Practice

b y Kristin Cashman

any approaches for sustainable,
ecologically safe agriculhire now
being heralded by development
agencies have their roots in farmers'

age-old knowledge and techniques. This is
true of an agroforestry method called alley
farming, which is championed by the Inter-
national Livestock Center for Africa (ILCA)
and the v.cernational Institute of Tropical
Agriculture (IITA). During 1984-88, I worked
with IITA and ILCA on various on-farm re-
search projects that introduced this method
to Nigerian farmers. To encourage farmer
participation, we used local theater and
songs for promoting knowledge and skills.
Indigenous channels of communication also
allowed us to transcend cultural norms, both
Nigerian and Western, that had previously
limited the transfer of alley cropping to men.

The Indigenous Origins
of Alley Farming

Alternating cultivation with periods of
fallow known as bush fallow, shifting
cultivation or slash-and-burn agriculture
is an indigenous crop production system
common in tropical Africa, Asia and Latin
America. Developed over centuries from
experience and observation, tropical farmers
perfected this method because fallow periods
are linked to soil regeneration based on the
regrowth of deep-rooted trees and shrubs
that recycle plant nutrients.

lowever, in Africa today, this method is
not practical because the demands of a grow-
ing population drive farmers to shorten fal-
low periods, which degrades the already
fragile tropical soil and leads to a decline in
crop yield. At the same time, while arable
land lies fallow, forested and more marginal
areas are cleared tor food production.

Only a few decades ago scientists recog-
nized the validity of the indigenous bush
fallow system and developed alley farming,
an adapted technique that capitalizes on the
beneficial features of bush fallow vet also
overcomes some of its limitations. In alley
farming, food crops are grown in wide rows
that alternate with strips ot nutrient-rich
trees. Tree rows are pruned periodically, and

their clippings are used as mulch, replen-
ishing soil nutrients, inhibiting weed
growth and increasing moisture retention.
Tree branches and leaves also furnish ani-
mal fodder, crop staking material and fire-
wood.

Like traditional bush fallow, alley farm-
ing is an ecologically stabilizing process.
Yet unlike bush fallow, it allows farmers to
defer fallow periods and extend their hold
on farmland, thus increasing the variety
and yield of crops.

Women's Gain
The majority of African farmers are

small-scale, resource-poor and female. The
adoption of alley farming can bring tre-
mendous benefits for women. It offers a
low-cost method of increasing crop yields
at a time when women's traditional in-
come sources are disappearing; it makes
the most of the marginal land that women
are often forced to cultivate by enriching
the soil for extended growing periods; it
saves women time and distance searching
for firewood; and it increases the value of
their livestock by providing nutritious
animal fodder.

1.1114

(continued on p. 8)
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theater troupe gn'eq the -rertilizer Rush- dramatw flourish.
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The "Fertilizer Bush" Drama, continued from p. 7

Princiles into Practice
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Perhaps most important, it
enhances land tenure for
women, who own less than
one percent of the land in Af-
rica even though they produce
60 to 90 percent of the food.
Since women are not allowed
to own land but can maintain
tenure as long as they cultivate
a piece of land, they often un-
wisely extend growing periods
rather than risk losing the land
by letting it lie fallow. Alley
farming allows them to safely
extend growing periods.

Despite these clear benefits,
promoting alley farming
among women in Africa faces
enormous challenges. Ninety-
seven percent of all extension
agents in Africa are male and
they largely extend alley farm-
ing to men. Extension person-
nel often understand little
about what rural women

know. The difficulty is not only reaching
women, but also articulating the appropri-
ateness of alley farming from a female
farmer's viewpoint. For example, trees are
considered a "male" crop in Nigeria, stem-
ming from a colonial legacy which rel-

egated land to men along with the belief
that only landowners can plant tree:i.

Therefore, when extensionist described
alley farming to male and female farmers
with the masculine imagery of trees, it was
designated as a man's technique. Women,
on the other hand, did not see themselves
as an important part of the process and
neither did the men.

Transforming the Tree
It made little sense to me to develop an

approach to increase food production and
decrease deforestation that was inaccessible
to the majority of African farmers
women! Thus, I decided that our on-farm
research project should make alley crop-
ping equally available to female and male
farmers.

But introducing alley cropping at the
village level wasn't easy. Despite the dis-
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parity between men's and women's access
to resources, their initial reaction to alley
farming is often very similar. When I would
encourage farmers to try planting trees on
their farms, their basic response was,
"You've got to be crazy! Do you think we
cleared all the trees out so some white
whimsy-looking woman could tell us we're
doing it wrong?"

"Besides," I was often asked, "what does
an alley have to do with farming?" This
question was difficult to address since local
dialects in Africa often do not have a word
for the urban term "alley."

To overcome my frustration at being
unable to get farmers, especially women, to
even listen to an explanation of alley farm-
ing I decided to do away with the phrase
alley farming. Instead I started referring to
it as igbo Ole, or "fertilizer bush." The
phrase conveyed the primary benefit of the
system in two short words while removing
the threat of the permanency of trees, mak-
ing the practice immediately appealing. So

now I could at least capture women's, as
well as men's, attention.

Changing the name helped, but many
villagers still could not, or would not, take
time out to sit and listen to my long-winded
description. I was doing too much talking! I
felt more like a saieswoman than an on-
farm resear,ner. To overcome this con-
straint I made use of the long-standing tra-
dition of sharing information through sto-
ries and songs. I wrote a play called "The
Fertilizer Bush," using farmers' most com-
mon questions as the basis for the script.
The five-member village theater troupe,
which agreed to perform the play, was
amazingly adept at thinking up catchy
tunes to describe the powers of the fertilizer
bush.

Although my initial script was finely
detailed, the troupe was too spontaneous to
conform to my rather restricting Western
ways. The plav was never the same twice,
making it all the more dramatic and just as
interesting to attend, whether it was the
first performance or the fiftieth. Although
the troupe kept me guessing, they always
highlighted the salient features and pro-
cesses necessary for success, allowing the



community to judge the merit of alley
farming.

Performed in 13 villages of varying size,
the play addressed men and women as
equals. Alley farming was presented
within the framework of a family squabble,
where the husband tries to pass his worth-
less farm off to his wife while he shifts to
other land. She is annoyed, but feels pres-
sured to take it despite its low worth, lest
she be left with nothing. A friendly peer
arrives on the scene, with a child hoisted
on her back, offering advice about her alley
farming experiences. This character was
deliberately cast as a woman in orde- to
encourage women to participate.

For example, when asked how to go
about planting, the alley farmer leads the
couple through the steps, explaining tree
spacing by using a ruler as a measuring
tool. The squabbling couple tease her mer-
cilessly for adopting Western ways. After
joining them in a good laugh, she helps the
couple develop a more practical measure:
"Let's see ... 25 centimeters is about the
size of your foot, and the five meters be-
tween rows is roughly equal to five
strides."

Sustaining the Practice
The fertilizer bush drama was a smash-

ing success as an introductory tool for rais-
ing awareness and making alley farming
appealing to farmers, regardless of gender.
Many families participated in our alley
cropping trials and more would have fol-
lowed suit if we hadn't run out of seed. Yet
further intervention is required to help
adopters integrate the practice into their
daily routine. We cannot expect farmers,
completely naive about alley farming one
dxv, to be expert and sophisticated users
the next.

I found that farmers needed continual
encouragement and advice when making
the transition from the sporadic manage-
ment of bush fallow to a new form of pro-
duction that requires regular and consistent
attention. Some raised intense personal
concerns, such as women's fear of losing
their land, while others ran into technical
or management problems, such as to what

extent prunings should be used for animal
fodder vs. for soil nutrients. In response to
these various problems and concerns, we
established different information pro-
grams. For example, we recruited high
school students to help convey practical
solutions to their parents, and also estab-
lished a support group, through which
alley farmers could help one another with
information, advice and reassurance. We
found that farmers relied chiefly on other
peers for a realistic assessment of the inno-
vation.

Lessons Learned
Several lessons surfaced from this expe-

rience. First, a participatory research ap-
proach that solicits farmers' concerns,
needs, constraints and skills is critical to
introducing and sustaining a new innova-
tion. Farmers' concerns should be continu-
ally reassessed at each stage of the adop-
tion process.

Second. agricultural researchers and
extensionists can make greater use of indig-
enous knowledge and communication
skills for transferring innovations more
effectively. Mobilizing these resources not
only enhances communication between
researchers and farmers, but it makes local
people the "experts" in the innovation pro-
cess, relegating the researcher to role of
catalyst or facilitator.

Finally, cultural and social norms, be-
liefs and taboos must be dealt with actively
to preclude them from retarding, or biasing
the benefits of innovation. Rather than
defending or creating injusiice, such as the
exclusion of women, cultural traditions can
be carefully reshaped to drive a process of
sociocultural change. The experience de-
scribed here demonstrated that when an
innovation was introduced in a way con-
gruent with local socio-cultural circum-
stances, men and women adopted it in
equal numbers.

Kristin Cashman is a Research Associate with

the Center for Indigenous Knowledge tor Agricul-
ture and Rural Development. For more interma-
tton, cmltact her through CIKARD, 324 Curtis!:

Hall, Iowa State Umversay, Ames, Iowa 50011,
LISA.
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Tips for Documenting and
Transferring Local Knowledge

There is growing agreement that there is an urgent
need to safeguard and reaffirm indigenous knowledge.
Yet, much systematic work must be done to locate,
document and disseminate indigenous knowledge be-
fore it can become part of the body of development
solutions. Furthermore, tapping into the vast stores of
indigenous knowledge is not always easy. Local ex-
perts seldom realize how much they know, so direct
inquiry may be difficult. They usually did not acquire
this knowledge in a formal school setting, but at their
mother's or father's knee, or through interaction with
other local experts. Sometimes, too, such knowledge is
considered the "property" of a privileged or profes-
sional few who may not be eager to share it.

The process of gathering the knowledge is often as
critical as the final product. As Anil Gupta of the In-
dian Institute of Management notes, "It is not just the
.. documentation of local innovations which is impor-

tant. The process of enquiry, interaction with the farm-
ers individually and in groups, search for new concep-
tual relationships among old variables, feedback to the
farmers ... are also important."

Outlined below are preliminary guidelines for ac-
quiring and preserving indigenous knowledge, dral.-
ing upon anthropological methods of ethnoscientific
and participatory rural appraisal techniques.

1. Identifying the information

Assemble an interdisciplinary team involving the
relevant technicians, biological and social scientists
(social psychologists, anthropologists, linguists,
physicians, biologists), and persons complete:v flu-
ent in the local language and familiar with local
customs. The team must include local experts.
Identify key informants. Survey methods might not
be useful qince different individuals in a community
perform different functions. Rather, locate those
who have the most knowledge about the subject,
e.g. village elders, healers, midwives, farmers, fish-
ermen or hunters.

2. Documenting local knowledge and practices

I Elicit, in the local language, names of items or cat-
egories in the subject of interest, e.g., types of soil
systems, weather patterns, herbal remedies, etc.
Note indigenous terms and forms of categorization.
This task may reqiiire the expertise ot a linguist
skilled in posing controlled questions and semantic
organization.

Interview the local experts, exploring the practice or
knowledge on several dimensions: its ecological
context (e.g., what soil, climate, or seasonal condi-
tions exist); the historical context (e.g., what event or
circumstances led to the adoption of the practice);
the socio-economic context (e.g., who uses the prac-
tice); and the communication context (e.g., how the
person first learned ',bout the practice and how he/
she shares it with others?).
Observe the application of the practice, tool, or rem-
edy and describe it, taking note of its unique fea-
tures, how it differs from Western methods, condi-
tions under which it is used most often or its effec-
tiveness is inueased, and the user's assessment of its
limitations.
Collect and label samples of materials, where rel-
evant (tools, plants, seeds, roots, potions, recipes,
etc.)

I Use standard nomenclature or conventions for docu-
mentation, if they exist. In fields such as ethnob-
otany, protocols are well developed and may be
obtained through museums, research institutes or
universities.
Where visual aids might facilitate understanding,
use cameras, videotape or illustration for recording,
with the permission of the local experts.

3. Transferring local knowledge
Among other local experts and users

1 Share findings first with the providers of knowl-
edge, explaining whv they have been collected and
how they can contribute to scientific theory. Seek
their permission to use the knowledge outside the
local setting. Where patents or copyrights are advis-
able, offer suggestions for acquiring them.
Build on and strengthen existing village-level com-
munication networks, e.g. agricultural cooperatives,
associations of traditional healers or veterinarians,
marketplace discussion, women's or youth organi-
zations, local drama or entertainment groups, etc.
Apply knowledge to ongoing activities to demon-
strate its utility, where possible. Mobilize local or-
ganizations to participate in such demonstrations.
Where appropriate, use existing radio programs,
publications or other mass media, through which
local experts can report and discuss their Own prac-
tices and innovations and ask questions of one an-
other. Likewise, researchers and extensionists could
share useful findings of their own.
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To researchers, extensionists and other professionals
To the extent possible, translate local concepts and
practices into Western scientific concepts and termi-
nology, e.g., convert local measurement units into
metric units; plant or disease names into universal
scientific Latin; and local beliefs into the Western
equivalent.

1 Help urganize on-site research that gives local ex-
perts a significant role in tile design of experiments
and allow them to suggest modifications, according
to their experience, beliefs and needs. Scientists
and local experts can mutually collaborate in imple-
menting each other's solutions.
Obtain scientific explanation or analysis of a local
skill or technique, reasons for its success, and how
it might be improved upon or modified through
modern scientific methods.

1 For both ethical and scientific purposes, always
acknowledge by name the source of knowledge or
innovation, be it a single villager or group, espe-
cially in formal research papers, publications and
conferences.

1 Take steps to ensure that valid local knowledge and
practices are integrated into training programs and
materials for extension agents, graduate and post-
graduate curriculum for scientists, and education
programs for researchers and media specialists.
Encourage the integration of local experts into for-
mal extension or outreach programs, or arrange
collaboration between Western-style and traditional
practitioners.

Sources:
Gupta, Anil. "Docunwnting Farmers' Innovations." Cen-

ter for Management in Agriculture, Indian Institute of Man-
agement, Vastrapur, Ahmedabad 380-056, India, 1990.

Gupta, Anil. "Linkages for lateral Learning Among Farm-
ers, Scientists and Extension Workers." 1989. International
Service for National Agricultural Research, PO Box 93375,
2509 AI The Hague, Netherlands.

McCorkle, Constance, et al. "A Case Study on Farmer
Innovations and Commvaication in Niger." August 1988.

Available from the Academy for Educational Development,
1255 23rd St., NW, Washington, DC, 20037.

Special thanks are extended to Wachiiri Kamoji, a private
consultant and former lecturer with Kenyatta University in
Nairobi, for his contributions to these guidelines.
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Why Document Indigenous
Knowledge? ",17".

"When a knowledgeable old person dies, a whole library
disappears."

African proverb

"Nozvhere do people live in a state of ignorance about
the world around them. Not only do local people know
'a lot,' in certain domains they often know more than
Western or Western-trained scientists."
Constance klcCorkle, "Toward a Knowledge of Local

Knowledge," Agriculture and Human Values 09891

"Unlike modern science which is recorded in books,
films, computers, etc., indigenous local knowledge is an
unwritten body of knowledge. There is no systematic
record to describe what it is, what it does, how it does it,
means of changing it, its operations, its boundat ies and

its applications. . . . It is held in different brains, lan-
guages and skills in as many groups, languages, cul-
tures, and environments.
David Atte, "Indigenous Local Knowledge as a Key to
Local-Level Development," Unpublished paper (1989)

"[The challenge] is to extensively document and dis-
seminate the existing body of indigenous local knowl-
edge resources in each country and locality. Evidence of
where and how it has worked and where it has been suc-
cessfully modified to meet present needs must be widely
publicized. Once the elites know this, they will develop
respect for rural people which will reduce the paternal-
ism born out of ignorance and communication gap."

David Atte

"[One] consequence of the decline of indigenous local
knowledge is the wastage of tremendous resources of
native talent which can be used to amplify and acceler-
ate research, planning and development. [Another con-
sequence] is the inefficient allocation of resources and
maiipower to inappropriate [development] strategies
which have done little to alleviate rural poverty."

David Atte

"What we establish now as modern knowledge. .
in 20 years, be indigenous knozvledge, for this include
accumulation of past experience. You cannot fix indig-
enous knowledge; it has to evolve."

homas Odhiambo, Director of the International
Center of Insect Physiology and Ecology, Nairobi,

in an interview with ILEIA (1990)
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Reinforcing Campesino Wisdom, continued from p. 1

thousands of years. In valleys and on steep moun-
tain slopes, they raise livestock and grow tubers,
cereals, vegetables, fruits, grasses, shrubs and trues.
Andean agriculture not only sustains the campesino
families, but also helps to provide food security to
the cities. And with more thz 200 native varieties
of potato, along with diverse strains of other crops,
the Andes region has the genetic potential to be-
come the seed basket of the world.

The campesino producers of the highlands are
nonetheless beset by problems. The average family
has access to only one-quarter of a hectare of land
(approximately three-fifths ot an acre), and this is
often distributed among several small plots at dif-
ferent altitudes. They do not necessarily own their
own tools or draft animals. Beyond this, they must
cope with the effects of a supposedly more ad-
vanced system of agricultural management based
on the indiscriminide use of chemical fertilizers and
pesticides. The result is toxic contamination and
eventual loss of soil fertility. Extension systems
have little to offer beyond creating further depen-
dency on these modern methods and packaged
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tools. Meanwhile, valuable
Indigenous knowledge is
slowly lost.

At Grupo Talpuv, we as-
sert that Andean indigenous
knowledge in agriculture can
provide the basis for con-
structing an Andean techno-
logical system that allows
communities to produce
more, at lower cost, without
damage to the environment
and without external depen-
dency. Modern scientific
knowledge has a role to play
in this process. The key is to
use it to help explain and develop Andean farmers' own
technology. We work to uncover the scientific basis of
popular Andean knowledge, while at the same time popu-
larizing other types of scientific knowledge.

Grupo Talpuy was founded in 1979 in Huancayo, Peru,
and works principally among the peasant communities of
the adjacent Mantaro Valley. Non-profit and non-govern-
mental, the group focuses on communication and training.
The members are professionals with extensive experience
and commitment to rural development in the Andes. A
special role is played by campesino experts, who contrib-
ute their technical knowledge of agro-industry and for-
estry, along with an understanding of the socio-economic
and cultural make-up of campesino communities. Through
dialogue with our staff and through our magazine, they are
able to share their experiences and knowledge of agricul-
tural techniques with other campesinos. Since they also
identify information needs and gaps in their knowledge,
we also draw upon scientific literature and work with sci-
entific advisors in rural technology and development to
bridge this gap.

The first step is to demonstrate that indigenous prac-
tices often bring results equal or superior to those of com-
mercial agriculture, and without ecological degradation or
dependency. The second step is to develop these practices
with contributions from Western science, based on needs
the campesinos themselves identify.

A Magazine for Campesinos
The group's central activity is the publication ot the

magazine Minka, which comes out three times a year.
Minka he term is Andean for cooperative group labor

is aimed primarily at local campesinos, but it is also
read bv professionals, technicians and students, and by
experts from regions and countries outside the Andes. Ap-
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proximately 6,000 copies
of each issue are distnb-
uted. The magazine deals
with problems of para-
mount concern to the
Andean highland farmer.
Each issue focuses on a
single theme, such as "har-

a vesting and storing crops,"
"controlling plagues and
pests," or "irrigation the
Andean wav."

Three aspects of Minka
are of primary importance
in communicating with its

campesino readership: the text, the graphics, and the use of
the native language, Quechua.

The Text. Communicating with campesinos through the
written word involves a complex process of systematization
and style. The results of research and productive practice
must be translated into language accessible te the Andean
peasant. To do this, we use popular expressions rich in mean-
ing and symbolism, and base accounts on the peasant's own
experiences. The Minka style employs short phrases, sentences
and paragraphs, and exclamatory titles. Articles propose alter-
natives, make suggestions for reflection, comparisons, etc. The
first-person plural is often used. It is written in a simple style,
but the resulting texts are never simplistic.

Although manv campesinos are only barely literate, the
magazine is distributed to literate farmer promoters, who read
and use the illustrations.to explain the content to fellow farm-
ers. The magazine is also used in schools, and children are
encouraged to read it to their parents.

The Graphics. Many of these same criteria hold for the use
of graphics. The artists, many of them campesinos themselves,
are deeply familiar with the Andean psyche, culture and value
systems. They interpret and systematize the written messages
to create the art that accompanies and supports the text.

Given the low levels of literacy, graphics play a very im-
portant role. The artwork helps the reader decode the mes-
sages and reinforces the messages and the magazine's cultural
identity. Original drawings are created for each issue, includ-
ing the diagrams and small designs. The magazine's format is
based on detailed planning of every space. The colors used on
the cover, the size of the type, the titles, etc. are all selected to
correlate with the content and theme of the magazine. The
result is a carefully cratted melding of textual and visual me-
dia.

The Language. Use of the native language, Quer:hua, pro-
vides the foundation for validating Andean culture. Our lan-
guage must be used for diverse forms of expression, going
beyond the stories, myths and legends, which are its com-

Minka, no. 25, p.8
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monlv accepted uses among the larger population. The pro-
cess of "revalorizing' and developing the language in-
volves using it for daily activities related to production,
technical management, and social organization.

Each article in Minka is presented first in Spanish, fol-
lowed by a Quechua summary. Quechua terms are used
together with their scientific equivalents, helping the
campesinos to understand their place in a larger world of
shared knowledge. In an article on pests affecting the potato
plant, for example, the different infestations are identified
first by their popular name, then by their scientific name
e.g. kutri-kutri (Epitrix sp.); shacra (Premnotrypes sp.); polilla
(Phthorimaea operculella). Each issue also includes a glos-
sary of technical words in both Spanish and Quechua. Thus
the native language acquires value for practical daily use.

Knowledge Returned to Its Source

The research and practice we use to uncover indigenous
Andean knowledge are based on a methodology of commu-
nication and training. It incorporates the following prin-
ciples:

Information needs and topics for Minka are developed
jointly with campesinos, who are in charge of the pro-
cess. Campesino groups participate through their fami-
lies and communities. The campesino's small plot of
land is the basis for analysis, experimentation and vali-
dation of farming methods.
The Grupo Talpuy team includes an agronomist, for-
ester, veteri-
nary
technicion
and two
Quechua pro-
moters. We,
the technical
resource
people, act as
advisors and
motivators.

I The values of
solidarity,
creativity and
critical retlec-
fion underlie
Our relations
with
campesinos.

I We attempt to
persuade the
individual
farmer to
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Reinforcing Campesino Wisdom, continued from p. 13

adopt solutions and to con-
tinue using them. Further-
more, we work to dissemi-
nate the practices through-
-out- the entire community
as well as throughout the
entire ecological region.

I Since materials distributed
free of charge are assumed
to have little or no value,
the magazine is sold to
campesinos at a nominal
fee, not given away.

I We contribute to the devel-
opment of an Andean sci-
ence.
We strive for global, sus-
tainable changes in agricul-
tural practice.

In sum, Talpuy is based on
an anthropological/technical
approach. This does not mean
that we all become anthropolo-
gists or technicians, but to pro-
duce Minka we must have an
Andean social and technologi-
cal consciousness. We must
understand the integrated and
interrelated nature of scientific
knowledge and of daily life.
Minka's contribution reaffirms
what others have said: even the
most valuable and ground-
breaking studies have no worth
or meaning until they are trans-
lated into the people's lan-
guage and returned to the
source where they were ob-
tained.

Raid Santana Paucar is Coordi-
nator of Grupo Talpuy and Gloria
Miranda Zatnbrano is tnanaging
editor of Minka. For further infor-
?nation, write them ru Grupo
Talpuy, Apartado 222, Huancayo,
Peru. Translation and editing of
this article was conducted by
Catherine Sunshine, with additional
insights and editins by Constance
McCorkle.

Farmers in the Know
Small farmers in Niger command detailed knowledge about cultivation tech-

niques, seeds, crop protection, and environmental conditions. Much of tHs
knowledge had been passed down from elders and through multiple social net-
works. But far from resisting modern innovations, farmers tend to expel Anent
extensively with new approaches that they learn about through a variety of
sources. What's more, they exchange research results with one another, usually
outside of the formal agricultural research and extension systems.

These are the major findings of a 1988 study carried out by the Communica-
tion for Technology Transfer in Agriculture project, sponsored by the US
Agency for International Development. As part of the study, researchers pro-
duced 20 mini-case studies documenting Nigerien farmers' adoption or rejec-
tion of agricultural techniques, some age-old, others new. Below are highlights:

1 To prevent rats from feeding on cereal stocks, farmers had usually sprinkled
chemicals around the granary a dangerous and expensive solution. Sev-
eral farmers learned about a better approach during trips to other regions.
By placing a large basin of water into a hole near the granary and baiting its
lip with bran, rats would fall into the container and drown. When villagers
observed this simple technique, they all began to use it.

1 One farmer learned a natural fertilizing method from a Moslem holy man.
He placed manure directly into seed pockets, so that termites would break
down the "burning" effects of the manure on seeds. After the first rain, he
reopened pockets and planted seeds dressed in insecticide, which wards off
termites. The new technique is cheaper and at least as effective as commer-

cial fertilizers.
1 The president of an agriculture cooperative discovered a promising local

variety of millet seed. Chatting informally with project researchers, he
pointed out the grain's superior qualities and speculated on its prospects.
An older farmer on the periphery listened carefully to the discussion. Later,
he silently gathered out of the sand all the loose grains that had fallen out of
the open sack and stored them in his pocket presumably for planting.

Aside from studying farmers' practices, researchers were able to identify a

range of communication channels through which they exchange information.
As the above examples suggest, they depended mostly on interpersonal and
group contact. An influential role was played by respected village elders and
by "innovators" generally older men who traveled widely. Peer groups such
as farmer cooperatives and youth groups were equally important. "Farm talk"
was also commonplace in marketplaces, mosques, at planting and harvesting
work parties, or ceremonial occasions such as funerals. The mass media, prima-
rily radio, appeared to be mainly useful for keeping farmers up to date on cli-
matic conditions and market prices.

Ironically, Nigerien farmers generally had a negative view of agricultural
extension services. They tended to ignore extensionists' recommendations or
adapt them according to local conditions, their normal practices, or their finan-
cial and technical capabilities. Several case studies illustrated farmer,' rejection
of innovations introduced by the extension service, because they were either
inferior to local solutions, too expensive, or went against traditional practices.
As one farmer remarked, "The extension service is not honest because it refuses

to work with the realities of our village."
Based on "A Case Study on Farmer Innovations and Communication in Niger," by

Constance McCorckle, Robert H. Brandstetter and Gail D. McClure (1988). Available

for US $10 (ree to readers.from developing countries) from the CTTA project, Acad-

emy for Educational Developmnt, 1255 23rd St., NW, Washington, DC 200.37, USA.
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Challenging Tradition L Nigeria

by k.L. Supriya
Editor's note: Not all traditional beliefs or practices are

worth preserving. Some can be harmful to human health or per-
petuate social and economic injustice. The experience below
relates how traditional health care providus are working to
reverse the long-standing practice of female circumcision.

For centuries, parents in regions of Nigeria had called
in the olola (circumcisor) to alter or remove parts of their
daughters' genitals, in the belief that this would prevent
them from becoming promiscuous. Yet this ancient custom
caused girls tremendous physical suffering, ranging from
shock to blood loss, infection, and increased susceptibility
to AIDS not to mention emotional and psychological
trauma. Nevertheless, female circumci-
sion was infrequently discussed and
rarely challenged, especially by "out-
side" health organizations that could
be accused of meddling in cultural
values and traditions.

However, a communication project
is helping to change this deeply en-
trenched prKtice and using tradi-
tional media and traditional health
care workers to do so. Since 1987, the
National Association of Nigeria Nurses
and Midwives (NANNM) has led an
effort to oppose female circumcision,
as well as other harmful traditions
such as early marriage, taboos sur-
rounding pregnancy and childbirth,
and scarification (bodily cuts that func-
tion as ethnic or tribal markers). The
program involves about half of
NANNM's 60,000 members, made up of nurses, midwives
and traditional birth attendants, who sometimes per-
formed circumcision operations. NANNM has received
technical assistance and financial support from the US-
based Program for Appropriate Technology' for Health
and the Population Crisis Committee.

The objectives of the communication campaign are two-
fold: to persuade nurses and midwives to halt the harmful
practices, and then to deploy them to influence communi-
ties to do tlw same. Through awareness workshops at the
national and the state level, NANNM members were made
aware of the harmful health consequences of female cir-
cumcision and other traditions. They al.s.3 learned to con.
duct focus group discussions in order to assess women's
knowledge, beliefs, and practices.

Interestingly, when they returned ' ,ommunities, they
found that focus groups offered women an opportunity to

Princi les into Practice

raise "taboo" topics such as their loss of sexual pleasure
after circumcision and to express deeply felt emo-
tions. "The project organizers were surprised at how
angry women became when they realized that circumci-
sion was unnecessary," says Susan Rich of the Popula-
tion Crisis Committee. "They found that they could har-
ness this anger to get women to act as advocates for the
eradication of the practice like new converts."

Booklets, leaflets and videos were then developed
and pretested prior to use in community-based activi-
ties. Communities responded by developing media with
local nuances and messages. For example, one tradi-
tional chief designed a dress with a decorative motif of
tatoos and bodily cuts. By wearing the dress, women

could symbolize their entry into woman-
hood without having to endure the actual
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tattooing and scarring. In some states,
local theater troupes and nursing stu-
dents wrote and performed plays and
songs. One drama series titled "Why?"
explored the trauma of circumcision and
suggested steps for its eradication. Local
artists carved models of female genitalia
before and after circumcision.

As a result, silence no longer shrouds
the practice of female circumcision. The
topic is now widely debated in health talk
shows on nctional television and
women's magazines. There has even been
demand for talk show reruns, and states
not targeted for the campaign have re-
quested inclusion.

Perhaps most important, the project
has demonstrated that it is possible to

challenge culture and tradition rather than accept them
as given, when such practices are oppressive to women
or other groups. The usual objection that such initia-
tives "impose" outside values or beliefs was avoided
because African women themselves wanted to eradicate
the practice and sought outside assistance. Community
women became some of the strongest opponents ot cir-
Lumcision. Rich remarks, "The emotions of women who
wept in pain and anger at what they were forced to ex-
perience it was one of the most powerful scenes I had
seen in my whole life."

K.E. Supriva, a graduate studcnt in comminication at the
Llniver5ity of Illinois, was a tiummer research intern with the
Chwringhouse on Development Communication. For more infor-
mation about tlie project, contact the Program for Appropriate
Technology for Health, 1990 M St.. NW, Suite 700, Washiag-
ton, DC, 200.36. Telephone: (202) 822-003.3.
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Sacred Messages for AIDS Prevention

by Jane Galvao
"The spell cast by avum [the chief deity!

turned blood into one of the most well-known
symbols of Candomble: the red parrot feather.
The importance of this symbol is so great that

novices, during their initiation ceremony. . .

wear a red feather on their forehead.

"In Candomble, blood is considered a main

source of sacrd power. For this reasongreat
care must be taken when coming in contact with

it. Some rites require the use of cutting instru-

ments, such as knives and razor blades. On

these occasions, bloodiness can occur, which

might result in contamination of someone."

lourwr hus warns a newly released book-
Tlet that uses the concepts and prac-
tices of traditional Afro-Brazilian
religion to introduce information

about AIDS. The Portuguese-language
booklet is directed at religious leaders of
Candomblé, a traditional Afro-Brazilian
spirit cult th,- t traces its origins to the
Yoruba people of western Africa.

Candomblé was introduced to Brazil bY
slaves shipped from Africa, but generations
of contact with Europeans resulted in a
fusion between this traditional religion
and Catholicism. Religious activities in-
clude private daily obligations and public,
all-night dancing ceremonies, during which
initiates appeal to saint-like divinities,
called orixas, for guidance.

Believers accept the idea that orixas re-

turn to earth through mediums to offer
humans medical remedies or othei material
assistance. Candomble priests and priest-
esses are often consulted by people af-
flicted with illness, sometimes after West-

ern medicine has failed to provide a cure.
They seek to cure not only the spirit, but

also the body.
Candomble and Umbanda, a close vari-

ant practiced in other parts of Brazil, are
the most widely observed forms of religion
in the country. It is commonplace to hear
that "everyone in Brazil is Catholic," fol-

lowed by "yet most are also believers in
Afro-Brazilian religion." However, quanti-
fying this statement is difficult. Compari-
sons of the number of religious centers
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provide a clue. The number of Catholic par-
ishes in the entire country is estimated at
19,000 but, according to various counts, in
only three of Brazil's largest states (exclud-
ing Bahia, the most "African" state) there
are more than 55,000 Afro-Brazilian reli-
gious centers: 30,000 in Rio de Janeiro,
16,000 in Sao Paulo, and 11,700 in Rio
Grande do Sul.

Afro-Brazilian religion is therefore an
important part of Brazilian identity and
culture. Unlike Christian religions, how-
ever, its force is not manifested in institu-
tional forms, such as formal mass media,
schools, hospitals, etc. In fact, official circles
of the government and the Catholic Church
have historically looked askance and even
repressed these religions, causing many
believers to conceal their beliefs and activi-
ties.

An Arc Across Two Cultures
Religious Support Against AIDS, known

by its Portuguese acronym ARCA, special-
izes in building bridges we like to think
of them as arcs between the religious and
secular sectors in Brazil around the preven-
tion of AIDS. Our work consists of con-
sciousness-raising and education around
the social and psychological aspects of the
disease, in order to be more effective in
combatting the epidemic and the prejudice
against those who suffer from AIDS. ARCA
is a project of the Institute for Religious
Studies, a non-profit organization founded
in 1970 that promotes social improvement
through religious and cultural activities.
Among the group's other projects are train-
ing and technical assistance to grassroots
Chrisiian communities, a school for street
children, and assistance to the National Net-
work ol Prostitutes.

In May 1989, we sponsored a meeting
involving Candomble priests and priest-
esses from the state of Rio de Janeiro. This
event followed similar meetings held with
Catholic and Protestant groups and a major
regional study session in 1988, "The Latin
American Churches' Inquiry on AIDS,"
supported by the World Council of
Churches. The purpose of the meeting with
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Candomblé religious leaders and tradi-
tional healers was to explore what they
were doing in relation to AIDS and how
we at ARCA could help them. We recog-
nized that they had access to the poorer
segments of the Brazilian population and
also had knowledge of traditional cures
and medicinal plants.

The event exceeded all expectations.
The Candomblé leaders took part with
great interest, relating cases of AIDS pa-
tients they had treated and calling for addi-
tional information. They specifically re-
quested that we produce educational mate-
rials on AIDS that could be used in their
communities.

However, we foresaw several difficul-
ties. One was that the lack of public chan-
nels of expression and the emphasis on
private ceremonial rites might raise suspi-
cions among believers about our motives
and goals. There was also the danger of
stigmatizing Candomblé followers, since
there is a widespread prejudice that many
practitioners of these religions are homo-
sexual leading people to fear that there
is greater risk of contracting the HIV virus
at Candomblé religious sites. These diffi-
culties made the priests and priestesses
understandably standoffish and wary of
support from outsiders.

ODO VA! Tales from Candomblé
Nevertheless, we accepted the challenge

and sought the assistance of an anthro-
pologist plus a historian/religious leader
who is an authority on the orixd divinities.
The work began with the preparation of a
basic text, which underwent several revi-
sions. The final versions include contribu-
tions gathered from Candomble priests,
priestesses and healers. We decided to
select well-known tales from the
Candomble tradition and related them to
general information on health and, more
specifically, on AIDS. The idea was to use
religious-cultural traditions as a frame of
reference for understanding new concepts
and practices. We secured financial sup-
port tor the project from Swedish and
Dutch private foundations and from the

World Health Organization's Global Pro-
gram on AIDS.

The three Candomblé stories are pre-
sented in comic strip form, featuring
graphics and captions. This medium was
chosen in order to capture language tra-
versing both written discourse and the
narrative oral tradition, and to reproduce
the visual richness of Afro-Brazilian sym-
bolism. A famous creator of the art form
was asked to illustrate the strip.

In preparing the material, we came to
appreciate the importance of inter-disci-
plinary teamwork. Team members in-
cluded the anthropologist and historian
mentioned above, religious leaders who
participated at our meetings, graphic art-
ists, two educators, and the state health
secretariat's coordinator for AIDS pro-
grams.

The manual, titled ODO YM a greet-
ing to Yemanja, the Candomblé goddess of
the sea was finished in August 1991 and
released in September. Altogether, we will
distribute 50,000 copies among priests
and priestesses and 200,000 pamphlets
among followers, primarily in Brazilian
cities where religions of African origin
are widely practi :ed. We have begun
surveying groups and Candomblé centers
that will receive the manual and pam-
phlet. The pamphlet will be left in stores
that sell various objects used in the cer-
emonies.

We also hope to count on the support
of religious leaders in distributing the
pamphlets at their ceremonial gatherings.
Religious
leaders who
know about
the project
are already
requesting
that we
speak on
their
grounds.
Besides
bringing
together
followers
for religious
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rites, these sites are
places where strong
community relation-
ships are formed and
sustained

Looking Ahead
We are not yet cer-

tain whether the use of
the manual and pam-
phlet will bring about
changes in behavior if,
for instance, Candomble
practitioners will disin-
fect the razor blades
used in certain ceremo-
nies. Following their
distribution, we will
conduct an impact
evaluation in the state of
Rio de Janeiro.

Still, 01)0 YA! is a
bold experiment, given
the history of contro-
versy and mistrust sur-
rounding the
Candomble religion. We
have talked about sacred
matters, we have even
interfered to an extent
with these sacred tradi-
tions. At the same time,
the possibility of dia-
logue with a religious
tradition that is so rich
in symbolism, so popu-
lar and vet so
marginalized from the
formal power structure
in Brazil excites us.

lane Gahm, a 13razilian
anthropologist, is Executive
I.;ccretary of the ARCA
project. Translation of this
article from Portuguese was
done by Antovy Zinesky.
for more Information, con-
tact: ISER, ARCA Project,

Ladeira da Gloria 98, 222
Rio de Janeiro, Bmzu.
(55-21) 265-5747. Fax: (55-
21) 205-4796.

An African Traditional Healer Speaks Out on AIDS

Editor's note: Halfway around the world from
Brazil, traditional healers in Zimbabwe are also
playing an active role in AIDS education and
prevention. Last year at a workshop for African
NGOs invohied in AIDS prevention, participants
colleciively interviewed Tarisayi Mark Musara,
National AIDS Coorainator of the Zimbabwe
National Traditional Healers Association. Below
are excerpts.

Q: How were you trained as a traditional
healer?

A; In Zimbabwe, we don't train traditional
healers. To become a traditional healer
you must have talent.... This inborn tal-
ent is upgraded.... In Zimbabwe, we are
making healers aware of AIDS as part of
upgrading their knowledge and abili-
ties.

Q: How does a traditional healer work on
HIV and AIDS?

A; First of all, HIV and AIDS are not tradi-
tional problems... it's a foreign disease.
But ... all the traditional healers have
put their heads together for an AIDS
awareness campaign. Why? Because at
first there was a lot of resistance in our
community when people from Western
cultures said AIDS has no cure. But now
we know AIDS has no cure, except to
change our behavior.

Q: Are traditional healers involved in
counseling people about AIDS?

A: In Zimbabwe, two-thirds of the healers'
work is counseling; they are not only
treating the physical problems of pa-
tients. So we're polishing their counsel-
ing skills.. When a patient comes back
to a healer in the home village, we call
the family and the problem is explained
to theme.. Confidentiality is kept by the
family as a whole.

Q.: What difficulties did you have in getting
traditional healers to advocate the use of
condoms?

A: The problem is not with getting the tra-
ditional healers to use condoms, it is
with getting the people to use them. We
started ... with the view that we should
break this resistance. Then we taught
traditional healers how to use the
condoms and the next question that
came was, "Can you make a femaie
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Q:

cendom?" .... The traditional healers
are keeping boxes of condoms, espe-
cially for those people who are al-
ready infected.
There are certain traditional practices
which may increase the spread of
HIV/AIDS, like polygamy. Are tradi-
tional healers trying to discourage
polygamy, and if so, how do commu-
nities react?

A: Yes, there are a good number of as-
pects in our culture that may cause the
spread of AIDS, such as polygamy.
This is why we have embarked on the
campaign ... where we cover the dan-
gers caused by those activities and we
totally discourage them ... We don't
say "don't do it," but we give sugges-
tions and they choose what they
should do.

Q: What do you tell people about HiV
infection through razor blades? [Note:
Razor blades and bleeding are used in
some traditional healing practices.)

A: We advise the patient to bring his own
blade, or the traditional healer will
have many on hand that he will sell to
the patient. Also, we have a new
method of spreading the medicine
first and then cutting with the razor
blade.
We hear that there is underreporting
of HIV infection in Zimbabwe because
many people with traditional beliefs
believe in going to traditional healers.

A: At the moment, the project is to assist
the government to increase the num-
ber of cases that are being treated.
That is, the traditional healer is taught
the signs and symptoms of AIDS.... He
should then refer suspected cases to
the government clinics.

Excerpted from Tradition and Transition:
NGOs Respond to AIDS in Africa, edited by

Mary Anne Mercer and Sally I. Scott (lune
19911. Available for US $5 from HAPA Sup-
port Program, Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene
mid Public Health, Institute for International
Programs, 103 E. Mount Royal Avenue, Balti-
more, Maryland 21202, USA. Make checks

payable to Johns Hopkins University.
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Weaving Together Folk Media and Mass Media
Princi des into Practice

by Victor T. Valbuena

n the early 1970s, folk media at-
tracted attention as a viable alter-
native and/or complement to
mass media in promoting devel-

opment concerns such as health, family
planning, and agricultural productivity.
Experimentation during this period, and a
review of the role of folk media in national
independence movements, helped pro-
gram implementors and communicators
identify major issues in harnessing the
potential of folk media for development
campaigns. These included concern about
the destruction of the original folk media
form; resentment of artists and audiences
against the adaptation of traditional forms
to convey development messages; and
objections by local community leaders and
politicians to highlighting sensitive issues
in folk media presentations. However,
these problems have been minimized
through an enlightened understanding of
the form, function and context of folk me-
dia, active participation of artists and audi-
ence in the development of communication
messages, and providing local officials the
"right to reply."

Communicators have also experi-
mented with the use of folk media in
conjuction with more modern mass media.
Can folk media be effectively integrated
with mass media? Yes, provided some
basic principles are followed.

I Select the media form carefully.
Select a folk media form that is widely

known, is flexible, and has some character-
istics similar to mass media. Not all folk
media can make the transition to mass
media.

In the Philippines, the balagtasan, balitao
and bantayonon are types of poetic usts
that have traditionally attracted large audi.
ences who listen to the protagonists' argu-
ments. They are essentially oral media and,
as such, can easily be used on radio. They
are also flexible: as forms of debate, they
can accommodate almost any issue. They
can be lengthenei or shortened depending
on time constraints.

The balagtasan and its derivatives still
feature regularly in the programming of
both Philippine government and commer-
cial radio stations. From 1987 to 1990, a
project sponsored by the United Nations
Environment Program used the balagtasan,
both in original form in public performance
and in adapted form for radio, to demon-
strate the feasibility of using folk media to
promote environmental conservation. The
radio ldaptation was essentially a shorter
versi , to conform to limitations of air
time. It did away with the verbal diversions
and sub-arguments usual i -1 community
performance, and concentrated instead on
main arguments. This more focused presen-
tation helped clarify the issues fol the audi-
ence

In Sri Lanka, the Mahaweli Community
Radio has successfully adapted part of the
thovil ritual in its regular programming.
That'll is a traditional devil-exorcism ritual
performed mainly in the southern part of
the island. In the course of the ritual, there is
cross.talk between the exorcists and the ac-
companying drummer. Since this cross-talk
is oral, it lends itself well to radio adapta-
tion.

The usual scenario is a dialogue between
the exorcist, who identifies a social problem
and poses a solution, and the drummer, who
presents the popular view of the problem.
At the end of the argument and counter-
arguments, both arrive at an understanding
on how to exorcise the "demon." Thovil's
flexibility allowed contemporary social evils
such as malaria, diarrhea, alcoholism, etc.,
to be symbolized as demons in the radio
adaptation.

I Make sure the adaptation
strengthens the media form.

Adaptation for mass media need not alter
or destroy the folk media form. In fact, it can
help preserve it and effectively assist in cul-
tural development.

Since 1986, the Guirandurukotte Com-
munity Radio (GCR) in Sri Lanka has been
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broadcasting kavikolaya as a means of social
control. The kavikolaya is a folk verse tradi-
tionally used to report social deviance -
suicide, thefts, rapes, and other crimes. In
its original form, it is printed as a pamphlet,
read aloud in a public place and sold to
interested listeners. At GCR, the kavikolaya
is used for the same purpose, i.e., to report
and/or comment on violations of social

norms. It is prepared in its original form,
except that it is presented over radio rather
than in a public setting.

The form is actively preserved and en-
hanced by GCR's encouraging members of

the audience to write and present their own
kavikolaya. This is possible because, again,
the form is very versatile; it can accommo-
date any topic or issue, and it does not re-
quire sophisticated skills to produce. Lis-

teners with a comparatively low level of
education can prepare them. In fact, at
GCR, all aspects of the Imikolaya program
are handled by villagers themselves. Most
villagers send their kavikolaya in verse,
while others tell their story to the producer,
or mail their story in prose. Between 1986

and 1988, over 500 kavikolaya were broad-
cast over GCR.

Also in Sri Lanka, the Mahaweli Com-
munity Radio (MCR) actively records folk
songs during production visits to villages
and uses them in broadcasts. Those with
flexible lyrics are used to carry develop-
ment messages. The rest are used in cul-
tural programs. This practice has resulted
in the preservation of previously
unrecorded folk music and has contributed
to increased awareness of local culture. To
ensure wider dissemination, MCR sells the
songs on audio cassette tapes.

In Malaysia, the government actively
promotes various folk media songs,
dances, choral recitations, folk drama on
government radio and television stations as
a means of conveying social messages and
strengthening cultural identity. This prac-
tice has not been lost on the implementors
of an environmental communication project
implemented by the Asian Mass Communi-
cation Research and Information Center
(AMIC) and the Federation of Malaysian
Consumers' Association. The project is cur-
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rentiv using dikir barat (choral singing) and
bangsawan (folk drama) in village perfor-
mances as well as on radio and TV, to com-
municate environmental conservation mes-
sages, and to promote these media forms as
means of reinforcing Malaysian cultural
identity.

Relate the message to local needs.

Folk media have sociological roots: their
use and adaptation should be related to local
events and their production consistent with
°the needs of the social environment.

The Guirandurukotte Community Radio
broadcast area covers Sri Lankan villages
whose residents are settlers from other parts
of the country, and who have experienced
stress following resettlement. This stress has
manifested itself in alcohol consumption,
sexual deviancy and petty crimes. At GCR,
the kavikolaya was deemed an appropriate
folk medium for reporting these incidents,
with a view to restoring social control. The
station saw the need to open channels for
listeners to voice their concern about social
problems and contribute toward social jus-
tice.

In the 1970s and 1980s, Filipino zarzuelas
(satirical musical dramas) were written, de-
veloped and produced for live performances
in community theaters as well as in adapted
versions for film and television. This revival
was initially seen as a way co preserve the
form. More significant, however, it also pro-
vided a viable, alternative medium for high-
lighting social events and articulating social

issues not addressed by the mainstream me-
dia during the Marcos regime, e.g., political
repression, human rights violations, "cul-

tural imperialism," poverty and economic

dislocation.

I Bring folk artists and mass
media producers together.

Collaboration between folk artists and
mass media producers is absolutely neces-
sary for successful integration of the two
forms.

In projects using traditional media in en-
vironmental communication in Indonesia,



Philippines, Thailand and India, AMIC ensured that per-
forming artists were actively involved in the development
of strategies and messages. The artists and the producers
sat down together in production workshops. The artists
educated the producers on their art and on the possibili-
ties of conveying the environmental messages through
plots, dialogues, humorous interludes, or songs and other
musical intermissions, without destroying the essence of
particular folk media. The mass media producers, for their
part, enlightened the folk artists on the potential and limi-
tations of the mass media. In this interface, it was essential
to treat the folk artists, many of whom .vvere uneducated,
as equals or experts. They knew their art better than the
producers and deserved due respect. The results were
successful collaborative productions.

For example, in Tamilnadu, India, the leading
therukoothu (street theater) artist and his performing
troupe, the project staff, representatives of the state envi-
ronmental agency, and video producers collectively
looked at the Mahabharata (a Hindu epic tale) and identi-
fied an incident in the epic which could be used to convey
messages on forestry and protection of natural fauna: a
canto about Arjuna's sojourn to the forest. The artists were
given a free hand to explore how to convey the message.

The resulting script was pretested via a live perfor-
mance in a village. It was a success and led to requests
from other villagers for similar performances. The
therukoothu troupe has so far given over 75 such perfor-
mances and is now booked for the next two years. Some
performances have been videotaped and arrangements are
now being finalized for airing these over Doordarshan,
India's television network.

Mutual Reinforcement
Traditional media or forms of folk expression survive

to this day as active cultural institutions. They can be ef-
fectively combined with mass media not only to expand
audience outreach but also to preserve them and enrich
their repertoire. Whether in their authentic form, or com-
bined with mass media, they can continue to be functional
and meaningful channels of communication in developing
societies.

Victor T. Valbuena, from the Philippines, works as Senior
Program Specialist and Coordinator of the Seminars and Institu-
tional Development Program, Asian Mass Communication Re-
searcher and Information Center MMIC). lie served as coordina-
tor or advisor to the projects cited in this article. For further infor-

mation, write him at AMIC, 39 Newton Road, Siagapore 1130,

International Center on
Indigenous Knowledge

Leading the worldwide effort to identify, preserve
and disseminate traditional wisdom of farmers and in-
digenous societies is the Center for Indigenous Knowl-
edge for Agriculture and Rural Development
(CIKARD) based at Iowa State University. Established
in 1987, CIKARD attempts to make this knowledge
available to development professionals and researchers
who recognize its value.

CIKARD's five major activities are to

I document, collect, and disseminate information on
indigenous knowledge and communication;

I support the development of methodologies for re-
cording indigenous knowledge and for incorporating
it into formal and informal education and develop-
ment programs;
sponsor lectures and seminars and conduct training
workshops on the use of indigenous knowledge;

I facilitate cross-disciplinary research; and
I promote the establishment of regional and national

resource centers indigenous knowledge. So far,
these include an ,can regional center, based in
Nigeria, and an Asian regional center, based in the
Philippines. rolor

ft
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1

CIKARD responds to information requests and pub-
lishes bibliographies and monographs. It also invites
contributions of documents on topics relevant to its
clearinghouse. Its quarterly newsletter, CIKARD News, is
an excellent source of news, development, events and
resources related to indigenous knowledge. Since
CIKARD operates on limited funds, it charges for mate-
rials and welcomes donations from individuals or orga-
nizations. For a publication and price list, contact:
CIKARD, Iowa State University, 318 Curtiss Hall, Iowa
50011, USA. Telephone: (515) 294-9503.
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Traditions for
Tomorrow

Since 1986, Tradi-
fions for Tomorrow has
collaborated with groups
in Central and Sauth
America that work to
preserve and strengthen
their ethnic identity. By
helping groups obtain
equipment and materials,
it supports locally initi-
ated projects related to
indigenous traditions. For
example, the group cur-
rently assists

I an oral tradition
workshop created by a
Nahuatl Indian com-
munity in Mexico,
which publishes a
volume of stories,
stages dramas, and
conducts research on
medicinal plants;

1 a printing workshop
in Guatemala that
publishes works on
Mayan culture;
efforts by Peruvian
Indians to produce a
"peasant encyclope-
dia," which docu-
ments local tools, mu-
sical instruments,
songs, supernatural
visions, etc. and is
also used to boost
literacy.

Although Traditions
for Tomorrow is not itself
a funding organization, it
acts as a liaison between
community groups and
potential donors, both
private and public. It will
not support pre-existing
projects but instead en-
courages groups to invite
them for a site visit to
discuss project ideas. Con-
tact: Traditions for To-
morrow, BP 477-07, 75327
Paris Cedex 07, France.
Tel: (33-1) 47-051624. Fax:
(33-1) 45-56-05-51.

Resources

Indigenous Knowledge

111 The Information Center for Low-Exter-
nal-Input and Sustainable Agriculture
(ILEIA) collects, exchanges and dissemi-
nates information on sustainable agricul-
ture through a network of some 4,500 affili-
ated groups and individuals. The 1990, no.
1, edition of its quarterly newsletter is de-
voted to local agricultural knowledge and
features many articles from Third World
specialists as well as an extensive resource
listing. Cost: US $12.50 for Third World
organizations (groups may also apply for a
free subscription), $25 for others. Contact:
ILEIA, Kastanjelaan 5, PO Box 64, 3830 AB
Leusden, The Netherlands. Tel: (31-33) 94-
30-86. Fax: (31-33) 94-07-91.

IWe have found the following three pa-
pers especially valuable as background in
understanding the importance of indig-
enous knowledge:
"Toward a Knowledge of Local Knowl-

edge," by Constance McCorkle, originally
published in Agriculture and Human Val-
ues (Summer 1989);

"Indigenous Knowledge as a Key to Local
Development" by David Atte (1989);
"Using Indigenous Knowledge in Agricul-
tural Development" by Michael Warren
(1990).

All three draw upon concrete examples
throughout the Third World to illustrate the
rich diversity of existing local knowledge;
how it can benefit research, development
and extension; and the consequences of ig-
noring this knowledge. Importantly,
McCorkle also raises caveats about the dan-
gers of "romanticizing" local knowledge
systems. The first two papers are available
for $2 and $8 respectively, by writing the
Clearinghouse at the address on p. 2.
Warren's paper is available for $5.95 from
World Bank Publications, l'O Box 7247-
8619, Philadelphia, PA 19170-8619, USA;
cite order no. 11884.

IOn the horizon, Indigenous Knowledge
Systems:The Cultural Dimension of Devel-
opment, edited by Michael Warren, David
Brokensha and Jan Slikkerveer, promises to
be a definitive scholarly examination of
local people's existing knowledge, modes
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of decision-making, organizational forms,
and experiments and innovations. The book
contains chapters by 70 contributors from
11 countries who span fields ranging from
anthropology to veterinary medicine. Avail-
able by late 1991 for US $76.50 from Kegan
Paul International, PO Box 256, 118 Bedford
Court Mansions, Bedford Ave., London
WC1B 3FW, UK.

I A special edition of Agriculture and Hu-
man Values, vol. 8, nos. 1&2, also edited by
Michael Warren, will focus on indigenous
agriculture and environment knowledge
sy.Ftems and development. The volume will
examine the role of indigenous agricultural
knowledge and feature case examples from
countries ranging from China to Kenya.
Available for $18 (individuals) or $20 (insti-
tutions) from the journal's editorial offices,
PO Box 14938, Gainesville, FL 32604, USA.

Indigenous Communication

I An annotated bibliography on :ridig-
enous communication is currently being
developed by Paul Mundy and Lin
Compton (authors of article, p. 1) and will
be available by July 1992. It attempts to go
beyond existing bibliographies on folk me-
dia to include entries on the communication
aspects of indigenous organizations, indig-
enous forms of instruction, and the indig-
enous communication of technical informa-
tion through record-keeping, demonstra-
tion, etc. An index of key words allows ac-
cess by topic and geegraphical area. Avail-
able for $7.50 from CiKARD (see box, p. 21,
for address).

IFor a historical and analytical view of the
role of performing arts in development,
pick up Kees P. Eskamp's Theater in Search
of Social Change (1989). This well-re-
searched book, based on literature reviews
as well as the author's extensive travels,
presents numerous case studies from Af-
rica, Asia, and Latin America. Cost: $22.50
($16 for those from developing countries).
Available from the Center for the Study of
Education in Developing Countries,
Nieuwe Parklaan 9, PO Box 90734, 2509 LS
The Hague, The Netherlands. Tel: (31-70)
35-10-591. Fax: (31-70) 35-10-596.
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Communication Research
A newly established Participatory

Communication Research Network in-
vites individuals to submit papers for a
discussion that will take place during the
next International Association for Mass
Communication Research conference in
Brazil, August 16-23, 1992. The network
has been created to strengthen participa-
tory research for communication policy
and planning. The discussion will summa-
rize basic characteristics of participatory
research methods, address critical issues
and present case studies. Topics include
folk media, social movements, national
and cultural identity, assessment of exten-
sion programs, quantitative and qualita-
tive research methods, action research and
more. Submit abstracts by January 1 and
full papers by May I, 1992, to Jan Servaes,
Catholic University of Nijmegen, Institute
for Mass Communication, PO Box 9108,
6500 HK Nijmegen, The Netherlands, Tel:
(31-80) 612-322, Fax: (31-80) 615-938; or to
Tom Jacobson, State University of New
York at Buffalo, Department of Communi-
cation, 338 MFAC - Ellicott Complex, Buf-
falo, New York 14261, USA, tel: (716) 636-
2141, Fax: (710 636-2086.

New Publications
recnuoiogu franster from Researchers to

h.ers by Herbert F. Lionberger and
Paul H. Gwin. University of Missouri
Press, 1991. 189 pp. US $12.50. (Exten-
sion Publications, University of Mis-
souri, 2800 Maguire, Colombia, MO
65211).

l.ionberger and Gwin, both longtime
authorities in the development communi-
cation field, have produced an extensively
revised edition of their 1982 textbook, for-
merly titled Communication Strategies. In
nine chapters, they cover topics such as
basic agricultural extension concepts and
practice, applications from diffusion re-
search, and the respective roles of interper-
sonal and mass media communication.

What's New, What's Coming

Most chapters close with suggestions for
practical strategies for example, pointers
on communicating with groups, guidelines
for media development, and worksheets
for Planning national and local extension
pa_ ams. Annotated references guide mo-
tivated readers toward more in-depth
study. The textbook has been used to train
extension workers in Egypt, Pakistanind
African countries, and plans for a Manda-
rin Chinese edition are being discussed.

;Him; ana Publica'ion: 1 lraoulv;
Wanual and .1 Handbook tor louners ()I
Ldithuz ana Publication by Ian
Montagnes. Manila: International Rice
Research Institute, 1990. Cost for both
books: US $32 for industrialized countries,
$7 for developing countries. Add $11 for
air or $3 for surface mail postage. Avail-
able from the IRRI Information Center,
PO Box 933, 1099 Manila, Philippines.

Scientific research conducted in devel-
oping countries is ultimately intended to be
used bv extension workers, farmers, health
care professionals, teachers, and other
practitioners. But often research results
never reach these people. According to this
training manual and its companion hand-
book, what is needed to overcome the
problem are more trained editors who can
report the results of scientific research to
those who can use it. Both books are the
result of an editing and publication train-
ing course conducted from 1985 to 1988

The training manual provides simple,
clear lessons in proofreading, editing, pro-
duction management, and publication de-
sign. It also includes chapters on editing for
the specialist and as well as for the
nonspecialist, highlighting the editor's im-
portant role as a bridge between the re-
searcher and the audience. The manual can
serve a useful reference tool as well.

The handbook includes sample exer-
cises for trainers and provides guidance in
developing a training course. Both books
were created with an international audi-
ence in mind and use examples from devel-
oping countries covering a range of disci..
plines to illustrate the lessons.

Valerie Lamont
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Contributors
invited

The Journal of Devel-
opment Communication,
a new and promising
quarterly journal pub-
lished in Malaysia, in-
vites academics, journal-
ists and development
communication practitio-
ners to contribute articles
on any development
communication topic.
Papers should be no
longer than 20 pages,
double-spaced, and
should include refer-
ences. Authors should
provide a short descrip-
tion of their background
and a passport-sized
black-and-white photo.

Although the journal
emphasizes scholarly
research and analysis
short reports on project
development, research,
seminar findings as well
as notices of future
events are also welcome.
The journal also encour-
ages authors and pub-
lishers to send publica-
tions for review. Submit
materials to: The Editor,
journal of Development
Communication,
AIDCOM, APEX' Build-
ing, 9th floor, Persiaran
Duta, 50480 Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia. Fax:
(603) 254-3785.

Request to Readers
If you follow up on a

notice or resource listed in
thuse pages, say that you
heard about it through the
nelielopinent COMMUMOI11011

Report!
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Letter to the editor:
I am writing in response to Alfonso Gumucio-Dagron's ob-

servations on social marketing [DCR, no. 731_ to lend a different
perspective based on my experience as director of a program
that used social marketing strategy to promote family planning
... in Jamaica.

I appreciate [the author's1 candor. .... Without doubt, there is
similarity between social marketing and the "trickle-down" rela-

tionship between North and South that was prevalent in the 'flOs

and early '70s. However, although social marketing embraces
the use of straight advertising techniques, it does not rely en-
tirely on raw advertising ... and I daresay it would be a dismal
failure if it did.

The genesis of social marketing strategy mav be in the United
States, but its growth and development has taken place in devel-
oping countries, where various groups and organizations have
successfully employed these techniques to raise people's con-
sciousness and sensitivity about one or another socio-economic
issue. As with any imported idea, be it from the North or the

South, sonie . . . tailoring must occur to make it appropriate and
useful to local needs; and there have been measurable successes
in Jamaica, Mexico, Singapore, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, to name a

few countries
Contrary to the charge that 'development communication

and social marketing can merge no better than water and oil can

mix," I suggest thai there cannot be effective social marketing
without development communication. Mass media campaigns
do not a program make. While these channels are the easiest

means to influence a large and diverse population, greater effec-
tiveness is achieved when they are combined with an interper-
sonal approach. Small group and person-to-person discussions
as well as the availability of efficient service is an integral part ot
any social marketing strategy. It is here that the strategy of rais-
ing consciousness or reaching a "passive audience" turns to one
of motivating community participation and action. And while
!social marketing1 may rely largely on influencing the indi-
vidual, it also relies heavily on peer group influence to sustain

its effect ...
However, one significant drawback of social marketing is the

expense involved. Often, too much money is required to de-
velop, pre-test, and run a successful mass media program and

not enough is put into maintaining efficient participatory com-
munication and social development.

Barbara Reuben-Powell
Former Director of Information,
Education and Communication

National Family Planning Board
Jamaica
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To Our Readers:
With this edition, we introduce a regular

"Reader's Page," at the request of many readers
who responded to the 1990 survey. It will feature
letters, commentary, news of projects, and humor-
ous items. Once again, we encourage readers to
submit contributions we cannot accommodate
Your request for greater involvement if you do not
cooperate! Contributions to this page should be
brief (100-400 words) and should address timely,
current topics.

We will also use this page to announce future
DCR themes. Themes of the next four editions are: .

DCR no. 75 (1991/4); "Information Technology
and Telecommunications" covering the revolu-
tion in the use of fax, and current trends in
telecommunications and satellite based infor-
mation systems. Deadline: December 1, 1991.

I DCR no. 76 (1992/1): "Environmental Commu-
nication Revisited," with emphasis on the role
of journalists and communication strategies
related to urban environment. Deadline: Febru-
ary 1, 1992.

I DCR no. 77 (1992/2): "What's New, What's
True in Health Communication?" reflecting on
the experience over the last decade Deadline:
May 1, 1992.

I DCR no. 78 (1992/3): "Development Commu-
nication: Where Is It Now?" presenting current
debates and thinking in the field and inter-
views with Development Commurication spe-
cialists. Deadline: August 1, 1992.

Themes and schedules are subject to revision.
We invite contributions to these issues in the

form of articles, case studies, book reviews, notices
of resources or events, and commentary. Materials
might address field experiences, research findings
or opinions related to the topic. However, we can-
not guarantee publication of all submissions. Ar-
ticles that present an original experience or analy-
sis and that are written in clear, concise prose are
more likely to be accepted. Also, we give priority
to contributions from Third World authors work-
ing at the grassroots level.

Contributions should be brief 1,200 words or
less for articles, 750 words or less for editorial
commentary and book reviews and should be
accompanied by a brief description of the author,
as well as a complete contact address, telephone
and fax numbers, if available. We also encourage
the submission ot photographs or illustrations to
accompany written materials; they will be re-
turned following publication. Please submit all
materials to the Editor at the address listed on
page 2.

The Editor
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Information Technology:
WhatAboutthe Plain Old Telephone?

by Greta S. Nettleton
while researchers and development
practitioners are rightly excited
about the opportunities afforded
by new t#Aecommunications tech-

nologies such as CD-ROM, data broadcast-
ing, small satellite antennas, and remote
database access, there is a tendency for ev-
eryone to overlook perhaps the most impor-
tant telecommunications element of all--the

plain old telephone.
Voice telephone service is still

by far the dominant element
in all telecommunica-
tions networks
around the
world --
par-

(continued on p. 2)

Packet Radio - The "Missing Unk?"
by Gary Garriott

he lack of reliable communica-
tion with remote regions has
posed a difficult obstacle in the
implementation of development

projects for decades. While regions in Asia,
Africa and Latin America are expanding
communications channels through modern
digital switching equipment and even fiber

optic technology, many rural areas con-
tinue to be isolated. The development of
telephone circuits accessible to economi-
cally marginal groups is occurring slowly,
when at all. Inexpensive digital technolo-
gies such as packet radio, however, while
not replacing the lure and utility of voice
telephone, may now be a viable low-cost

(continued on p. 5)

SatelLife: Lifelines throughout Africa
by Kathleen Selvaggio

hroughout Africa, efforts to
spread the news of epidemics,
advise health care workers in
times of need, or simply report

Id administer immunization programs are
ostrated by the inability to communicate

Without the precious resource of timely
and accurate health information, the value
ot health care providers and medicines are
drastically reduced Now, a brand-new
project known as SatelLite is designed to

make this resource available to
health care workers across the re-
gion. Using microsatellites and
ground stations, SatelLife will link
health care providers and health
researchers who depend critically
on up-to-date information to ad-
dress medical and health problems.

SatelLife was conceived in 1985
as initiative of International Physi-
cians for the Prevention of Nuclear

7 (;

(continted on p. 8)
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. . . the Plain Old Telephone, continued from p. 1

ticularly in developing countries. OCR's
own survey in 1989 revealed that the read-
ers rated the telephone as the most impor-
tant information technology in your daily
work (39 percent) followed by regular
mail (17 percent) and personal computers
(14 percent).

In spite of this, the value of telephone
service for health, community develop-
ment, social linkages, education, and gov-
ernment administration remains almost
totally unexplored. The only available
studies assess the economic growth asso-
ciated with improved infrastructure and
are heavily slanted towards convincing
policy makers to invest. Other than these
papers and a few user surveys done in
Senegal, Costa Rica, Egypt, and Sri Lanka,
little analysis shows the impact of the tele-
phone upon the lives of people. The evi-
dence lies in the stories told in villages
without telephones.

Without a Phone
During a stay in a small village in Cen-

tral America, one researcher came across a
man who was fatally injured in an :acci-

dent. The only available car was broken
down. Without the timely arrival of the
researcher, the man would not have
reached a clinic.

An unusual illness hit a remote com-
munity in Africa. Local medical profes-
sionals were unable to contict their col-
leagues to warn them or to access advice.
More people than needed be, fell deathly

Telephone service does more than con-
nect voices far apart in distance. Much of

the "high technology" telecommunica-
tions systems today rely on the fundamen-
tal technology of telephone lines. Fac-
simile, packet radio (see VITA, p.1), and
electronic mail (see EcoNet, p.11) use the
telephone infrastructure. C .e connected
to the outside world by telepiwne, the
complementary technologies are countless
and the lifference in information ex-
change is invaluable.

Waiting for a Line
Despite the clear contribution of tele-
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phones, they are still scarce in many areas
of developing countries. Potential subscrib-
ers in areas that have infrastructure may
have to queue up for years to get a new line
installed and most rural areas do not have
the basic access. Similarly, existing urban
service can be of such poor quality that at-
tempting to make a call during busy hours
may prove frustrating. It may seem that the
transmission of electronic mail or a fac-
simile may not be worth the expense. Po-
tentially poor reception should not be a de-
terrent in deciding whether to build and
improve telephone systems, however. Error
correcting technology can enhance transmis-
sion and the capability of telephone lines
significantly. (see VITA, p.1 for specific in-
formation)

Trends
Significant progress in telecommunica-

tions occurred in newly industrialized coun-
tries where communications was made a
priority by the government. The most out-
standing examples are in Asia, where Hong
Kong, Singapore, Taiwan and South Korea
have attained telephone density statistics
equal or better than countries in southern
Europe. In the 1960s and 1970s, Brazil de-
veloped the best system in Latin Ameeica,
although it has since lost ground due to
insufficient investment. Other countries,
such as Mexico, Malaysia, Thailand, and the
oil-exporting Arab states, have pursued
comprehensive telecommunications expan-
sion programs with notable success. Still, it
is difficult to define the investment in com-
munications infrastructure as a cause or
result of successful development. Either
way, it is clear that all other areas of devel-
opment can be enhanced through the shar-
ing of information.

Recent figures show that over the last 25
years, developing countries in general have
made significant strides towards expanding
telephone service. In 1969, developing
countries (comprising about three quarters
of the world's population) only had about 7
percent of all installed telephone lines in the
world. By 1988, this figure had nearly
doubled to 12 percent with the average tele-
phone line density for developed countries
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at 35.1 per 100 people, compared with (still
comparatively low) 1.5 per 100 people in
developing countries.

This positive development reflects
changes in underlying attitudes toward the
telephone as a tool for economic and per-
haps, social development. Twenty-five
years ago, many development practitioners
would have disregarded telephone service
as a luxury when compared to other needs,
such as agricultural extension, transporta-
tion systems, etc. Today, the question is not
whether to extend basic telephone services,
but who should own them.

The Telephone of the '90s

Even though the telephone still looks
more or less the same as it did ten years
ago, the range of services it can access has
changed dramatically. In nearly every
country in the world, the public telephone
networks that used to provide mainly voice
telephone service are slowly being made
capable of transmitting faster and larger
amounts of information. Behind the scenes,
in the telephone switching stations and
under the streets in the cable conduits, old
analog technology is being replaced by
digital technology and copper wires by
optic fiber cables.

In most urban areas in Latin America,
and many urban areas in Asia and Africa,
one can unplug one's telephone and plug in
a facsimile machine and transmit informa-
t:on as easily as making a voice call. Slow
and medium speed modems can do the
same thing with the textual information
from a personal computer.

Technologies are merging. Whether it is
one person talking to another, one fax ma-
chine talking to another, or one small com-
puter talking to another, the process and
much of the intrastructure is the same. New
technologies such as cellular or mobile tele-
phones also indicate that telephone systems
are expanding into other areas of communi-
cations as well. The network broadens.

Evidence shows that people Yant tele-
phone service. Statistics put out by the In-
ternational Telecommunications Union
show that modern communications tools
such as leased data lines and facsimile ma-
chines are spreading rapidly in the devel-

Table 1

Growth of Number of Facsimile Machines in Some
Developing Countries*

otswànA 122 812 150 620

n.a.

n.a.

20,090

17,090

4alaysz 1,415

1,512

13,702

5,453

* Figures are probably much higher, in reality

Growth of Leased Data Lines* in Some Developing

Countries

11.010.14.1...0

Btazil

1981:

58 20,821 Malaysia. . n.a. 8,206

150 16,314

Ethiopia

13

0

233

11 112

31.=1.w1
13

n.a. 15

lndönesiá n.a. 1,628

aniania

Thailand

11

512

715

38 11,913

* Special digital line used primarily by business to electronic

transfer of large anwunts of data electronically

oping world. (See tables 1 and 2) Loased
data iines are not part of the public network
and are very expensive to use, but they are
one of the few available statistics to show
how much new technology is spreading to
developing countries. (Facsimile statistics
are estimates. and are probably much
higher in reality.)

Development Agencies and the Tele-

phone
Historically, there has been a bias

against telephones in social development
programs. Development agencies and
NGOs are only just beginning to involve

7 2

(continued on p. 4)
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. .. the Plain Old Telephone, continued from p. 3
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woinan can now make calls trom San lose de los
in Central Panama where public telephmws have

-,.cmitio kin installed.

themselves with
these types of com-
munications net-
works. In the past,
where simple tech-
nologies were pre-
ferred, telephones
were unavoidably
"high technology".
On the other hand,
where complex
technology was
encouraged, tele-
phones were often
taken for granted.
Perhaps the desire
for the glamor of a
new, magical solu-
tion to old prob-
lems deterred
them.

In social devel-
opment projects,
where money is
almost always
tight, cost plays a
tremendous role in
determining what
kind of telecommu-
nications technol-
ogy which can be
considered. Newer
but costly technol-
ogy such as cellu-
lar phones, for
example, will prob-
ably not play a

large role in the developing world. Al-
though the purchase of the machine may be
difficult and expensive due to import du-
ties, facsimile can be used for essentially the
same price as a regular phone. At the same
time, electronic mail and linkages to tele-
communications networks can be extremely
cost effective.

There are also institutional problems.
Efforts to expand telephone access are usu-
ally dependent on resolving difficult exter-
nal problems that are beyond the control of
the phone company itself, much less a de-
velopment agency outside of the sector.
Moreover, telephone companies that pro-
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vide poor service are seldom popular with
their users. Finally, the telephone com-
pany in developing countries is almost
always controlled by the government and
can be used as a tool for information con-
trol and public surveillance. The
privatization of telephone services is rap-
idly becoming a focal area to development
agencies. Should public telephone compa-
nies be owned privately, systems could
face a whole new set of assets and liabili-
ties for its users.

Other services outside of the voice tele-
phone network should be considered. In
rare instances, telegraph service, although
very slow, is highly subsidized by the gov-
ernment, and may be the cheapest option
for short messages. More commonly, telex
is still a good communication as option for
some purposes in many developing coun-
tries because it avoids the congested public
telecommunications network altogether
and is therefore more reliable. As a result,
telex is still growing rapidly in developing
countries, even as it is being dropped by
users in the developed world.

When making a decision about whether
to include a telecommunications compo-
nent into a project or to begin the design of
a telecommunications project, it is impor-
tant to remember that the fascination with
the engineering details is far less important
to the eventual success of the project than
is a sound framework of thinking about
needs, users, budlet and the availability of
local infrastructure. While there is usually
more than one wav to solve a communica-
tions problem, and all should be consid-
ered, engineers can often solve technical
problems. The real planning vision is
needed in designing a project that effec-
tively serves the needs of the intended
people and sets the stage for increasing the
capability of the system over time. Today,
as was true decades ago, the telephone is
still the technology of choice.

Greta Nettleton is a private consultant spe-
cializing in telecommunications in developing
countries. For further information, contact lwr at
P.O. Box ;5, Palisades, New York 10964. Tele-
phone and fax: (914).359-051.3.

7 ('tJ



Packet Radio, coittinued from p. 1

alternative in bridging the "last mile" gap
which plagues the distant client or the end-
user with specialized requirements.

What is Packet Radio?
Packet radio combines two mature and

relatively low-cost technologies -- two-way
radio and personal computers -- in a sys-
tem that permits the computers to commu-
nicate with each other over radio circuits.
Analogous to computer communication
via modem over telephone lines, packet
radio is easy to use and permits the trans-
mission of messages, letters, spreadsheets
and reports without the need for manual
transcription or intervention. Packet radio
networks can be simple or complex, de-
pending on communication needs.

The "terminal node controller" (TNC)
or, more simply, the packet controller is
the distinguishing device which marries
the personal computer to the two-way ra-
dio. The TNC performs many functions
including error-checking, where short

Solar Cell
Modules

Computer Terminal Lead-Acid Batteries

Packet Radio Schematic Diagram

bursts of audio tones containing the digital
information are checked. Unlike normal
fax and some other digital transmission
modes that do not check for and correct
errors, the high reliability with which
packet radio encodes and decodes digital
information means that sophisticated com-
puter programs, data files and even graph-
ics can be transferred from one point to
another accurately.

When using packet radio, the radio con-
nections will be about as good as they are
on voice radio, that is, packet tralismis-
sions will probably be acceptable if voice
radio contact: are strong and intelligible. If

signals are weak or interference and static
are high, packet radio will not work as
well.

Some radio frequencies are more suited
for packet transmissions than others. These
are the VHF (very high frequency) which
range from approximately 30-300 mega-
hertz (MHz) and UHF (ultra high fre-
quency) which range from 300-3000 MHz.
While "high frequencies" (HF), typically 3-

30 MHz, are less ideal, distances between
stations can be much longer (1-3,000 kilo-
meters) as compared to VHF/UHF which
are typically within 100-150 kilometers.

In theory, it is possible to adapt existing
two-way radio stations to packet radio
stations when certain characteristics are
present. In most cases, new radios are pref-
erable because later technology more easily
accommodates packet communications. An
analysis of the current system can deter-
mine the feasibility of using existing tech-

nology.

What Has It Done?
Military uses of packet radio have been

widespread. Persistent rur 'ors have
claimed that users of packet radio technol-

ogy have included RENAMO in
Mozambique, the Eritreans in Ethiopia
prior to the recent overthrow of the
Mengistu regime, the contras in Nicaragua,
and some marxist factions in the Philip-
pines. Anti-drug packet radio networks
have also been used throughout Latin

74
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New CDC
Bulletin.Board
Service

The Clearinghouse on
Development Communi-
cation offers a Bulletin
Board Service (BBS)
called CDCNET acces-
sible through computer
communications soft-
ware packages and com-
puter modems. CDCNET
will present listings of
upcoming events of in-
terests to development
communication practi-
tioners and others.

Callers to the
CDCNET BBS will be
able to view and down-
load articles from cur-
rent issues of the DCR.
Issues can be ordered by
leaving a message for
Earl McLetchie or
Valerie Lamont in the
Clearinghouse electronic
mailbox. Technical ques-
tions should be directed
to Mark Prado. Further
information on how to
order Clearinghouse
publications, both from
the US and abroad will
be provided on the
screen.

The service is avail-
able via baud modem by
dialing (202) 296-7778 for
2400 baud modem users.
Individuals equipped
with 1200,9600 and 14400
baud modems can also
dial (202) 466-5353.

Addresses include: E-
mail: Internet cdc@f349.
n109.z1.fidonet.org
Fidonet: 1:109/349 Infor-
mation about the service
is also available by writ-
ing the DCR.

The cost of using the
CDCNET BBS will be
based on the user long
distance telephone car-
rier. Local access is free.

Development Communication Report, no. 75



Packet Radio, continued from p. 5
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America.
The first known humanitarian use of

packet radio was by VITA in 1986 when
two VITA volunteers traveled to Ethiopia
invited by CARE and the Ethiopian Relief
and Rehabilitation Commission. A demon-
stration between CARE offices in Addis
Ababa and Dire Dawa, several hundred
kilometers to the north, successfully ex-
changed logistical information on food sup-
plies for several weeks. Since then VITA
has installed such "terrestrial" networks
and trained local staff in the Sudan, Philip-
pines, Chad and Jamaica. Additional stud-
ies and demonstrations have taken place in
Nigeria, Tanzania, Mozambique; Pakistali,
Afghanistan, Lesotho, and Kenya. The
packet networks in Jamaica and the Philip-
pines have extended preparedness and
search and rescue information to isolated
areas during and prior to disaster relief
ettorts.

What Else Can It Do?

Non-commercial packet experinwnta-
lion in Latin America and in India has also
been extensive. Most applications involve
the transmission ot administrative nws-
sages which either required frequent re-
peats or the use of multiple languages and
have, theretore, been inefficiently transmit-
ted by voice radio, if at all. In these cases,
packet radio facihtates the provision of a

Development Communication Report, no. 75
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hard copy. Because non-text tiles such as
spreadsheets and database result sets can
also be transmitted, these administrative
applications are likely to increase as com-
puter skills beyond wordprocessing con-
tinue to expand.

Perhaps the most exciting application
of packet radio technology is the adapta-
tion to store-and-forward messaging via
inexpensive satellites in low-earth orbit.
When in polar orbits, such satellites tra-
verse all points on earth at least twice a
day. During these "passes" -- typically ten
to fifteen minutes long --hundreds of
pages of text (or the equivalent in other
kinds of files) can be uploaded or down-
loaded to addressees somewhere else in
the world using currently available tech-
nology. VITA has been a pioneer in this
application, beginning in 1983 when the
"Digital Communications Experiment"
developed by VITA staff and volunteers
was launched on a University of Surrey
(UK) spacecraft. In 1990 the "PACSAT
Communications Experiment" was
launched, sponsored by VITA to operate
on special frequencies. Today develop-
ment and relief-related demonstration
groundstations are being installed by
VITA and others throughout the world,
with the emphasis on Africa. Space appli-
cations ot packet radio currently empha-
size information exchange and dissemina-
tion on topics in health, education and
energy/environment as well as adminis-
trative and logistical intormation related
to relief and development programs and
projects. The launch of VITASAT-A in
1993 will mark the first low earth orbiting
communications satellite in history totally
dedicated to humanitarian ends.

What about Installatbn and Cost?
When choosing between terrestrial and

space applications of packet radio, gener-
ally, within-country communication is
best achieved by ground-based packet
radio networks, while packet radio in
space is usually preferred for between-
country communications. Unusually large
countries (Brazil) or dispersed nations
(Kiribati) may also benefit significantly



from packet radio satellites.
Whether in space or terrestrial environ-

ments, experience thus far indicates that a
minimum of one week per station is neces-
sary for installation and training. Two lev-
els of training must be provided: operator
and "systems engineer." Operator training
is usually accomplished within a matter of

hours with anyone who has some DOS and
wordprocessing computer experience.
"Systems engineer" involves trouble-
shooting and problem-solving. This experi-
ence is genefally provided over a period of
some weeks through "on-the-job" practice
and tasks assigned by the more experi-
enced installers. A moderately-skilled ra-
dio or computer technician is a prime can-
didate for the system engineer level of re-

sponsibility.
Determining the specific variables and

cost needed to install and operate packet
radio requires a study of the environment.
Excluding the computer, terrestrial packet
radio station hardware and software can
cost anywhere from $2000 to $10,000 each

(installed), but the cost depends largely on
the quality of the radio required. For ex-

ample, a cheaper radio could be used in a
desert environment where interference is

low. Comparable "fixed" and "portable"
satellite stations can range from $1:500 to
$5,000. In both terrestrial and space envi-

ronments, important variables include the
quality of the antennae system, and the
availability of stable electricity trom mains

or generators or from solar panel/battery
combinations,

Commercial TNC and radio manufac-
turers, primarily in North America, Europe
and Japan, are hotly competing for govern-
ment ane: military contracts overseas,
where per station costs can easily exceed
$20,000. To our knowledge, VITA is the
only organization that has been promoting
lower cost alternatives bv adapting hard-
ware and software made available through
the amateur radio marketplace for relief

and development applications. VITA is

able to provide a series of packet radio-
related services, from conducting needs
analyses and feasibility studies to actual
Mstallation and training and post-project
technical support.

What is the Future of Packet Radio?

The greater the links, the greater will be

the utility of packet radio. Not only can
terrestrial networks separated by great
distances be linked through packet radio
satellites, but they can also be intercon-
nected with inexpensive "landline" (tele-
phone) networks, such as FidoNet and
B1TNET or the Internet. Constant advances
in technology indicate a continued dy-
namic and growing mar' place. Unfortu-
nately, security concerns and regulatory
issues cloud th rapid disemination of
this technology in many developing na-
tions, even for humanitarian ends.

Packet radio is not a panacea for solv-

ing the age-old communication dilemmas
from remote areas. It pn,supposes that
computers have been ,,roduced for rea-
sons other than communication and that
indigenous skills have reached levels
where it is natural to transfer computer-
generated files and programs to other loca-

tions. It also assumes that a progressive-
minded government is investing in and
providing its citizenry with more of the
potential benefits of information technol-
ogy, including those at the socioeconomic
periphery. Much still needs to be learned
about how these systems work best given
disparate geographical and socioeconomic

settings.
The use of packet radio technology is

one way to ameliorate the marginalization
associated with living in distant regions bY
providing connections to other individuals
and networks, nationally and internation-
ally. Packet radio is a "hot" personal me-
dium, meaning that "real human callers"
(popular electronic mail terminology) are
present on each end. For this reason, the
technology deserves the attention and
scrutiny of those committed to the expan-
sion of information delivery systems to-

ward the evolution of person-mediated
"knowledge networks".

Dr. Gory L. Garriott, is the Director ot
Informatics at VITA; 1815 N. Lunn Street, Suite

200 Athngton, VA 22219, USA; (703) 2:6-

18,0.
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The first

known

huinanitarian

use of packet

radio was by

VITA in 1986

when two VITA

volunteers

traveled to

Ethiopia.
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SatelLite, continued from p. 1

War (IPPNW). Incorporated as a non-profit
organization in 1988, the SatelLife made its
public debut in July 1991 when it launched
a micro-satellite called Health Sat into orbit.
Over the past year, the SatelLife has estab-
lished ground stations in six African coun-
tries including Kenya, Mozambique, Tanza-
nia, Uganda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe, and
in Canada. By earlv 1992, the ground sta-
tions will be fully operational.

Alla this is only the beginning. Prospec-
tive users in Ghana, the Congo, Botswana,
and across. the ocean in Brazil are working to
set up ground stations in their countries. The
World Health Organization has expressed
interest in using the system for its immuniza-
tion programs and other operations in doz-
ens of African countries. Alto-
gether, SateiLife expects to add
about 10 more ground stations
by late 1992, and 20 more the
following year. To service the
growing demand, the project
plans te launch a second satellite
into orbit in 1993 or 1994.

Why Africa?

The project has chosen to
focus on Africa because, along
with enduring the world's
worst economic poverty, it also suffers
from severe "information poverty." This
already desperate situation worsened dur-
ing the economic crisis that hit Africa with
tidal wave force in the 1980s. Governments,
under pressure to adjust economies, made
severe cutbacks in health services and
slashed imports that required foreign ex-
change. The consequences have been dev-
astating for the health and medical commu-
nity. For example, a 1989 survey by the
American Association for the Advancement
ot Science tound that, beginning in the
early 19805, medical libraries throughout
the o:mtinent had canceled subscriptions to
foreign medical journals and 'socks and few
had renewed subscriptions since. Only
health practitioners who are able to travel
abroad can review recent literature.

Reportedly, there .ire more telephones in
Tokyo than in all of sub-Saharan Africa
(excluding South Africa). Few African

health professionals can avail themselves of on-line data bases, and those
who can, often personally pay high user fees and line charges. in the field,
health officials have inadequate means of maintaining contact with central
offices for reporting, coordination, and administration. Ultimately, what
this means is that health professionals plan without facts, make decisions
based on out-of-date information, and pursue research that might be irrel-
evant or redundant. "Health care workers' lack of access co information is
one of the single most important obstacles to providing quality health care
in Africa," remarks Firoze Manji, the International Development Research
Center's Regional Representative, Health Sciences Division for Eastern
and Southern Africa.

The Promise of Technology

SatelLife proposes to challenge these constraints by giving health care
providers access to high-tech tools that of ill bring them into direct and
regular contact with one another. The ability to communicate with col-
leagues via electronic mail with other countries in the region and in other

parts of the world will permit health professionals
to exchange information as well as gain access to a
rich pool of research material normally available
only in countries of the North. For example, nurses
and doctors based in rural areas who face a medical
emergency could get expert consultation or back-
up support from doctors and public health officials
hundreds of miles away -- or even abroad. Before
embarking on a research project or formulating
health policies, researchers or policymakers could
consult current research from medical journals
such as the New England Journal of Medicine or
solicit opinions through a computer conference.

And, rather than travel to the capital city to find out where medicines can
be obtained or how many hospital beds are available, they could simply
make the inquiries via electronic mail. With the use of SateiLife's tools,
health professional can make the most of their scarce hunvm and material
resources.

Although the possibilities introduced by SatelLife are exciting, some
skeptics have raised questions about its appropriateness, given Africa's
lack of basic health resources such as medicines. SatelLife's deputy direc-
tor Julia Royall remarks that, when confronted with these objections, Afri-
can health professionals "..are outraged at the suggestion that they don't
need to be part of the expanding global information network."

Still, even those who acknowledge the importance of health informa-
tion question whether high-tech computers and satellites are really the
answer to Africa's health information problems. Would it make more
sense to improve conventional systems such as telephone and postal ser-
vices? Royall responds that improving telecommunication infrastructure
would require enormous investment and years of construction -- require-
ments beyond the capability or focus of a project such as Satellife. Mean-
while, projects like SatelLife can begin serving immediate health needs
faster, cheaper, and more efficiently.

Still others have questioned whether the project serves the needs of
health care providers at the local level, those who suffer most from infor-
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Principles into Practice

mation
underflow,
C:harlie
Clements,
Satellife's
executive
director, ex-
plains that by
locating
ground sta-
tions at uni-
versities, ma-
jor hospitals,
and national
health Offices,
the project is
first engaging
an educated elite. But, he says, this is a deliberate strategy and a first step,

since these centers are likely to have the technical support necessary tor main-

tenance and repair ot the computer and radio commitment. Presently, he

notes, these centers throughout the region are lacking in basic information

resources and cannot effectively serve either researchers or health care field

workers without such a network. Eve»tually, the project plans to extend the

network to healthcare workers at the village level.

,1,1acketr .11cLeaa data L:harit's t-1,.meliN .J1

How It Works
The SatelLife system operates with a few simple components. The satellite

itself weighs only 30 kilograms (aboot 100 pounds) and is no larger than a

beach ball. It travels north to south in low-earth orbit -- 500 miles high -- cir-

cling the globe once every 100 minutes. At this rate, it is within reach of each

point on earth at least twice a day. It is capable ot supporting as many as 300

ground stations, with each transmitting or receiving 100 pages ot electronic

mail per day.
The satellite continuously transmits a signal that can be detected via radio

ground stations. On the earth, the ground station -- consisting of a personal

computer attached to a radio transmitter/receiver -- responds with a recogni-

tion signal, and the satellite then sends any messages "addressed" to that des-

tination and picks up any outgoing messages. Communication links rely on

low-cost, packet radio technology developed by the US-based group Volun-

teers in Technical Assistance (VITA -- see p. I for a more complete description

ot packet radio and ground stations). The ground station can act as a hub for

up to a dozen separate users, who can transmit and receive messages, docu-

ments, etc. through personal computers and modems. The entire comimmica-

lion system linking the satellite, ground stations and users is known as

lealthnet.
To ensure that it is responding to actual needs, the SatelLite project does

not peddle its wares in a country unless there is a motivated group of users.

Before setting up a ground station, a SatelLite representative introduces the

idea to a range ot potential users, including physicians, medical researchers,

medical librarians, computer science personnel, hcalth policvmakers, net-

works ot doctors or nurses, and in-country representatives ot international

agencies. It interest is strong, they are encouraged to form a users council.
,cotamtred p. 10/

The Voices Behind the
Technology

Often in the glitter of high technology
we forget the human element. Technology
can seem so far removed from the people
it serves or from the motivations of the
people who conceptualized its use. But
Sate Life was always meant to be more
than just a "high-tech" network. Its history
is steeped in the effort to empower physi-
cians and health care workers in develop-
ing world communities who could benefit
from improved communication and access
to information.

It was the early.1980s. U.S. President
Ronald Reagan had recently unveiled the
Strategic Defense Initiative otherwise
known as "Star Wars"; a multi-billion
dollar defense program that mobilized the
latest computer and space technology
against the U.S.'s cold war adversaries.
Physician and peace activist Bernard
Lown had another vision: space could be
used for peaceful purposes. It could be
used to unite people across borders
around a common goal of improved
health. In 1985, Sate Life was born.

In an effort to wage peace, satellite
technology was chosen because it offered
present possibilities rather than future
promises. According to Bernard Lown, the

tounder, facilitating communication among
people was the important element the
mechanism was incidental. The people
and the machines together created the
network.

The voices behind SatelLife are real.
Bernard Lown is also the co-founder and
co-pre*Ient of the International Physi-
cians for the Prevention of Nuclear War
(IPPNW), together with Evgueni Chazov
of the Soviet Union. For their work mobi-
lizing doctors against a potentially deadly
nuclear confrontation, Lown and Chazov
received the Nobel Peace Prize in 1985.

The voices who are able to speak
through the Health Net telecommunica-
tions system created by SatelLife are also

real. On a continent not well supplied
with reliable telephones, an electronic
mail system which uses satellites rather
than telephone infrastructure has con-
nected even the most remote voices to
each other at an affordable price. This
achievement fulfills a major goal of com-
municators: to provide systems that really

work.
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SatelLife, continued from p. 9

Once accepted, the council must arrange a site for the ground station,
and locate persons to staff and maintain the station. They also must
initiate the process of applying for a license from the national authori-
ties SatelLife provides them with the computer and radio technology
and technical assistance in operating the system as well as guidance in
gaining an operating license.

Costly? It's Relative
Two questions SatelLife staff commonly encounter are "Isn't it ex-

pensive?" and "Who is funding it?" Since SatelLife officially opened its
doors in the end of 1988, the project has drummed up close to US $2
million in support, about half of which was spent on manufacture and
launch of the satellite. Considering that commercial satellites cost
about $250 million, these costs are low by comparison -- though still
sizeable by the standard of development projects, especially those initi-
ated by private, non-profit groups.

Without doubt, SatelLife reaps financial benefits from the prestige of
its high-profile associates. Its founder, Bernard Lown, is a Nobel Peace
Prize winner (see box), and leading Soviet, African, Latin American,
Canadian, and US scientists and health experts sit on its board of direc-
tors. SatelLife has attracted one half of its funds from leading private
foundations, including US media mogul Ted Turner's foundation and
the Japanese semiconductor maker NEC Corporation, whose corpora'.e
philosophy of ;ing computers to bring people in coy imunication with
one another embraced the goals of the Satellife project.

Future Hurdles
SatelLife has taken measures to anticipate and address technical dif-

ficulties. Colleagues in Africa are well trained, for example, in problems
that plague local telecommunications systems. They have been able to
locate on-site technical staff or users with basic computer experience
who are willing to be trained in the project's operations. SatelLife also
benefits from collaborating with other organizations such as VITA and
people in the field. In a number of pilot countries, for example, amateur
or ham radio operators in the community have been quite helpful in
providing voluntary technical assistance in radio-satellite communica-
tion links.

As with other high-tech communications alternatives, gaining a li-

cense can be slow process. Authorities who closely guard access to com-
munications technology may delay the approval. While this bureau-
cratic slowdown is real, so far, the project has not been denied a license
in any country.

The future of SatelLife and other projects which advocate and adapt
satellites for humanitarian purposes looks bright. In a human environ-
ment where the real needs of food, health care and stability overwhelm
our senses, it is sometimes difficult to envision high technology solu-
tions. But through linking people and information to each other, people
build the bridges; projects like SatelLife only facilitate the process.

For further infurmation, contact SatelLife, 126 Rogers St., Cambridge, Massa-
cl.usetts 02142, USA. Telephone: (617) 868-8522. Fax: (617) 868-6647. E-Mail:

PNSATELLIFE
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Association for Progressive
Communications Member
Networks

Alternex, IBASE, Rua Vicente de
Souza 29, 22251 Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
Tel: 55(21)286-0348. Fax: 55(21)286-6541.
E-mail: suporte@ax.apc.org

Chasque, Miguel del Corro 1461,
Montevideo 11200, Uruguay. Tel:
598(2)496192. Fax: 598(2)419222. E-mail:
suporte@ax.apc.org

Econet, Peace Net, Conflict Net, In-
stitute for Global Communication, 18 de
Boom Street, San Francisco, CA 94107,
USA. Tel: (415)442-0220. Fax (415)546-
1794. E-mail: support@igc.org

Green Net, 23 Beveden Street, Lon-
don N1 6BH, England. Tel: 44(71)608-
3040. Fax: 44(71)253-0801. E-mail:
support@gn.apc.org

Nicarao, CRIES, Apartado 3516,
Iglesia Carmen, 1 Cuadra al lago,
Managua, Nicaragua. Tel: 505(2)26228.
Fax 505(2)26180

NordNet, Huvudskarsvagen 13 nb.,
S-121 54 Johannesshov, Sweden. Tel:
46(8)600-0331. Fax: 46(8)600-0443.
E-mail: support@pns.apc.org

Pegasus Networks, P.O. Box 424, The
Epicentre - Forder St., Byron Bay 2481
NSW, Australia. Tel: 61(66)856789. Fax:
61(66)856962. E-mail:
support@peg.apc.org

Web, Nirv Centre, 401 Richmond St.,
Suite 104, Toronto, Ontario M5V 3A8,
Canada. Tel: (416)596-0212. Fax
(416)974-9189. E-mail:
spider@web.apc.org

GlasNet, Uktsa Yaroslavskaya 8,
Corpus 3 - Komnata 111, 129164 Mos-
cow, Russia. Tel: 7095 217 6173 or 7095
217 6182. E-mail: avoronov@glas.apc.org
or Tocl@glas.apc.org

CornLink, Moorkamp 46, "W" -
3000 Hannover 1, Germany. Tel: 49 511
350 3081. E-mail: D.loebner@link-hh.zer
C.herwig@link-m.zer



ECONET: The Environmental Computer Network
Telecommunications networks and electronic mail are

openMg lines of communication all over the world. Telecom-
munications Bulletin Board systems are already being used in

a number of organizations in Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda, Tan-

zania, Zambia, Zimbabwe and South Africa. The NGONET

Africa project, based out of the Environment Liaison Centre
International in Nairobi is attempting to build networks

among NGOs everywhere. MANGO or Micro-computer As-

sistance for NGOs has a bulletin board in Zimbabwe and

plans to assist in the establishment of a third bulletin board in

Ghana. ESANET (Eastern and Southern African Network is a

project to link researchers at universities in Uganda, Tanza-

nia, Zambia, Zimbabwe and Kenya. llealthNet is operated by

the SatelLife company and is spreading throughout Africa.

(see SatelLife, p.1)
Now there is a netwoik for the environment and peace

called EcoNet.

What is EcoNet?
EcoNet is an international computer based communica-

tions system committed to serving organizations and indi-

viduals who are working for environmental preservation and

sustainability. EcoNet is a community of persons using the

network for information sharing and collaboration with the

intent of enhancing the effectiveness of environmentally-ori-

ented programs around the world.

Where did EcoNet come from?

EcoNet is affiliated with the Association for Progressive
Communications (APO, a worldwide body of member net-

works cremed to provide low-cost global communications

services tor people and organizations working for the envi-

ronment, peace, conflict resolution, health and public interest.

Al'C attempts to empower local indigenous organizations by

encouraging expertise in and technology tor computer net-

working,

How does EcoNet work?
EcoNet, like other electronic mail systems, works by send-

ing electronic messages through tc'ephone lines to nodes or e-

mail centers (for more information about e-mail, see DCR

Win Nodes bounce messages to each other so that a message

of virtually any length can be transmitted from Tokyo and be

received in Nairobi almost instantly at very low cost.
Through connection to a node, your personal computer with

modem can be linked to the EcoNet system--and the rest of

, the EcoNet users around the world. Electronic "gateways"

allow vou to send telex and facsimile messages and mail to

users on many other e-mail systems and international e-mail .

networks.

Dial locally, Act globally

CcoNet offers easy to use tools for posting your events and

preparing joint projects, and finding and discussing current

information oa environmental topics. The resources
available through the EcoNet system include the Sierra

Club National News Report, action alerts and newsletters

from around the world. Users include specialists on vari-

ous environmental topics. These connections allow the

users to be in constant communication with a wide range

of internationally active environment organizations and

Public Electronic Conferences

Interactive public conferences on EcoNet lei you read

and participate in discussions on issues of interest to you.

The public conferences focus on a wide range of environ-

mental issues including: global warming, rainforests,
water quality, energy policy, toxics and environmental

education.

What is Required?
EcoNet is compatible with nearly any personal com-

puter or terminal connected to a normal phone line

through a modem. Most communications software pro-

grams are adequate. in most developing countries, public

telephone companies or national post offices have public

packet switching services which can be used to get cm the

EcoNet network and also correct for errors during trans-
mission (it is possible to get on the network without the

package switching service). A private user can open an

account through the IPS facility or by contacting EcoNet

directly and getting a user's number. While calling costs

are generally very low, membership and connect rates

vary from node to node. If you are outside a country with

nodes, APC or EcoNet can help locate the public data
network through which you connect.

Without the international packet switching (IPS) ser-

vices, the reception will be only as good as telephone
connection. However, IPS services exist in most places

including 9 sub-Saharan countries, 7 Asian countriesind
all but .1 very few I.atin American countries. Electronic

mail users in neigi,boring countries may also be able to

make use of the IPS services. Presently, 92 countries are

using EcoNet many remote areas and in most major cit-

ies. Knawn for its nominal cost to use and the promise of

great communications gains, e-mail and EcoNet could be

the technology of the 1990s,

For more information, contact EcoNet at the address

on the opposite page.

oNIT
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When Disaster Strikes:

Communications Technology in the Sky
by Neil R. Helm

ieview of global disaster statistics over the last 20 years reveals
that there are approximately 50 disasters a year -- nearly one a
week -- that require outside assistance, usually from interna-

;, tional relief agencies. The majority occur in developing coun-
". tries. Natural

disasters such
as earthquakes,
floods, hurri-
canes, and fires
disrupt normal
patterns of
living and of-
ten leave in
their wake
needs for food,
clothing, medi-
cine, and shel-
ter. With grow-
ing population
density, the
number of
casualties, the
level of hu-
man suffering,

and the economic losses from natural disasters are all significantly rising.
These findings are illustrated by the two greatest human disasters on
record that took place over the last 22 years: a tropical cyclone-tidal wave
that swept over Bangladesh, claiming nearly 500,000 lives in 1970; and an
earthquake in Tangshen, China, causing an estimated loss of 700,000 lives
in 1976. Economic losses also continue to climb: current figures reach more
than $10 billion per year, with floods alone accounting for approximately
$4 billion. Relief efforts during times of disaster cannot be limited to work
on the ground. In order to facilitate larger and extensive relief coordina-
tion, communications systems are looking to satellites in the sky.

Floods in the aftermath of Ilurrienne Albert. 1982.

Post-Disaster Communications Activities
Once a natural disaster occtirs there are at least three activities that

require reliable communications:

1 Assessment of the nature of the disaster, levels of destruction, social
upheaval, and the relief requirements;

1 Coordination of relief activities by local, nationalmd international
units and agencies. This coordination involves the distribution of sup-
plies and services to the victims;

1 Restoration of normalcy and pre-disaster conditions.
Reliable communications equipment that can be transported easily to

the disaster site must be an integral part of disaster assessment, relief re-
sponse, and rehabilitation efforts.

Development Communication Report, no. 75
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During the assessment phase, the impact
of the disaster and the needs of the victims
must be ascertained as soon as possible,
normally within a few hours or a few days
at the most. A small number of reliable
voice or data channels are required to in-
form national and international relief agen-
des of the extent of the damage and what
relief response is required.

Relief coordination calls for a network
of telephone and data communications
from the temporary headquarters estab-
lished in the disaster area, out to the na-
tional and international relief agencies, and
back to the staging areas, where the needed
supplies and relief personnel are arriving
and waiting for
direction and
transportation.
The network
should be expand-
able to include
communication
among the many
relief agencies that 4 4

have responded to
the disaster.

The restoration
process may take
many months. It
requires the con-
tinuation of tem-
porary communi-
cation systems
until they can be
replaced with the
communications
infrastructure that
existed prior to the
disaster.

Limitations Be-
fore Satellites

Present disaster
communications
rely heavily on the local telephone or
broadcasting capabilities in the affected
area. These facilities are often destroyed or,

.pi

Relief workers in Kuwait using
?:atellite tekcommunications system

(continued p. 14)



Making Decisions on the Ground
by Dan Prewitt and Ann Sting le

echnology mismatches and commu-
nications failure occur regularly
during relief operations. During
large-scale famine relief in rural

Sudan, refugee influxes in post-war Ku-
wait, earthquake relief and recovery in Ar-
menia, and massive flooding in Bangladesh,
communications systems failed. Too often,
communications efforts have proven inef-
fective due to technology inappropriate for
the setting and a lack of insight into the
audience with which the communications
will take place. The following paragraphs
highlight common experiences of private

voluntary organizations (PV0s)
and outline a planning process
based on the identification of pri-
mary target audiences before
choosing the technology best able
to reach them.

Secuiity
While all nations have legiti-

mate concerns about the indis-
criminate use of communication
technology, they are often height-
ened in developing countries. The
commitment to use satellite tech-
nology or UHF/VHF radios may
actually bring unwanted and un-
due scrutiny to a disaster relief
operation. This reality may
worsen when working in rural
areas far removed from the capital
or when interacting with officials
who are unfamiliar with radios
and other communications tech-
nology.

In 1988, for example, a medical
worker in southern Sudan was
held by local police in poor condi-
tions for over a month because

she had an "unlicensed" short-wave radio
receiver suitable only for listening to com-
mercial radio stations. One can only imag-
ine the local reaction if she had been using a
portable satellite system for communicating
with her headquarters.

In another case, an expatriate relief worker using a licensed radio for
communications from her headquarters some 500 kilometers away was ar-

rested during a disaster situation and the eqvipment confiscated. Why? Be-

cause of a village rumor she was aiding anti-government rebels. She was
eventually released and the equipment returned. The cost to the relief op-

eration? Local authorities permanently stopped activities serving over 5,000

persons in the worker's region and PVO's were no longer permitted in the

area.
Experience also shows that the "higher tech" the system, the more likely

that it will be viewed as potentially dangerous by local officials. This is par
ticularly true of portable satellite systems that are difficult to monitor and

can be transported easily. Ministries of communications and the interior can
be counted on, in most countries, to impose stringent and often impossible
conditions for their use. Recently, one PVO turned down a donation of satel-
lite equipment for its operations in a particular country for this reason. The
organization concluded that the administrative and political costs out-

weighed the increased reliability of the communications technology.

Weather and Technology

The factors which
make disaster relief par-
ticularly difficult in the
third world also inhibit
communications sys-
tems. During the Sahel
drought of 1984-85, for
example, a significant
increase in the number
and length of the notori-
ous "haboobs" or days-
long dust storms made
radio communications
impossible. The oil fires
and sandstorms of Ku-
wait played havoc with
long-range communica-
tions and refugee camps
on the Kuwait/Iraq bor-
der. Power surges in city 071

mains have consistently t
damaged or destroyed E.

electronic equipment of t
all types during disasters c5
in past decades. While
these systems may work F.:

well under normal con-
ditions, technology mis-
hap in times of catastro-
phe is common.
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A one-waw radio is used in the village of Santa
(continued on p.16) Ines, El Salvador.
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New Initiatives for
Disaster Relief

Beginning in 1990, the United Nations
launched an International Decade For
Natural Disaster Reduction (IDNDR). A
major principle of this program is that sci-
ence and technoica can be applied effec-
tively to understanding natural hazards
and controlling the losses associated with
them. In a separate initiative, a group of
experts in communications and disaster
manageinent met in May 1991 in Tampere,
Finland and issued a report with recom-
mendations known as the "Tampere Decla-
ration on Disaster Communications." The
draft Declaration was based on the major
needs identified by the UN Disaster Relief
Organization (UNDRO) Conference on Di-
sasters Communications held in Geneva in
March 1990. The major recommendations
call upon relevant national and interna-
tional agencies to:

I improve cooperation between local,
regional and international entities;

I establish an inventory of equipment
and resources relevant to disaster relief,
and integrated into a disaster plan;

I encourage the UNDRO to maintain an
international inventory of modern com-
munications equipment;
remove national barriers to the access
and use of disaster communications
'equipment, for example, customs clear-
ance, operating licenses, temporary use
of appropriate radio frequencies.

While many of these recommendations
have been made in past conferences, the
Tampere Declaration has caught the atten-
tion of national and international decision
makers and funding sources and therefore
brings issues which have been traditionally
handled on a case specific basis to a globiil
forum. As a result, the prospects for an im-
proved disaster communication system
seem close. In fact, plans and proposals are
now being made for a disaster network to
be largely donated by national and interna-
tional telecommunications organizations,
integrated, demonstrated briefly, and then
given to UNDRO as an operational system.

For more information about the UNDRO
Conference on Disaster Communications of
March 1990, see LINDRO News, March/
April 1991. For a complete copy of the
Tampere Declaration, see UNDRO News,
July/August 1991.

...Technology in the Sky, continued from p. 12

in many developing countries, are nonexistent or overextended even during
normal service.

Amateur (also known as ham) radio operators often provide the initial
assessment and assist in the coordination of relicf for many disasters. Al-
though public service and emergency communications are a part of their
mandate, and their personal dedication and technical skills must be ap-
plauded.. they are subject to certain limitations. Fm example, some countries
restrict the use of the amatew frequencies and in many countries there are
just not enough ham radio operators to provide reliable support for relief
activities. Also because most ham operators are not trained in disaster as-
sessment, they might transmit a misleading appraisal of a disaster's impact.

Local and select military units are often called into a disaster location to
provide communication and other relief support. Altheugh their communi-
cations equipment is often powerful and sophisticated, military authorities
often have difficulty communicating and coordinating with civil authorities
since they usually are assigned different radio frequencies.

Perhaps the biggest limitation is the lack of priority both national gov-
ernments and international agencies give to disaster relief in general and
thus to disaster communications. For example, the International Telecom-
munications Union as well as most national governments have allocated no
specific frequencies for disaster communications, although some provision
is made for marine and aeronautical emergencies and public safety. This
absence of priority is evident at the scene of nearly every disaster, where an
ad hoc group of communications operators can be seen tryir to coordinate
relief ,ictivities.

Local communications are improving in some areas with the introduc-
tion (f modern "hand-held" and vehicular radios, which are lighter, smaller
and cheaper than the earlier generation of radios. This equipment improves
initial assessment activities. However, communications links from the disas-
ter area to national and international relief headquarters are still inadequate.
As a result, it is not uncommon to see donated medicine, clothes, or tools sit
for weeks at an airport or be delivered to the wrong disaster site.

Satellites to the Rescue
A ,iolution to many limitations listed above is the use of reliable commu-

nications equipment which is specifically dedicated to disaster relief and
operated bY trained personnel, arranged in standby teams, who are pre-
pared to respond at the li.st indication of a natural disaster. In reviewing
th equipment and system requirements for a national/international disas-
ter communications network, it is apparent that satellite communications
are able to satisfy the requirements. Satellite capabilities include:

1 systems established bY the International Telecommunications Satellite
Organization (INTELSAT) and the International Maritime Satellite Or-
gani/ation (IIN/MARSAP, both clinsortiums that operate networks of
communications satellites for commercial and maritime use, respec-
tively;

worldwide coverage;
high reliabilit/ -- existing systems work more than 99 percent of the

time;

1 capacity for new services such as television or data communications;

1 the availability of rugged, compact ground terminals. Earth tzIminals
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often survive the impact of disasters, and smaller terminals can be

carried in after a disaster.
Motivated by the series of successful experiments and demonstra-

tions using NASA, INTELSAT, and INMARSAT satellites with small

terminals, a Communication Satellite (Comsat) team designed a disaster

communication system in 1977. This system had small, rugged terminals

appropriate for either INTELSAT or INMARSAT service operating with

larger earth or shore stations that would connect the communication to

relief agency headquarters, or to any working telephone, INTELSAT

-.yen agreed to provide designated international relief agencies with

some free access to its satellites. The technical and operational parts of

the system were developed, tested, and were ready to be integrated into

a disaster relief program. Cost studies concluded that a complete disas-

ter terminal, including personnel, equipment, and terrestrial connec-

tions, could be supported for between $200,000 and $400,000 per year.

R&D Efforts Continue
During the 1980s and to date this disaster communication system has

been restudied, presented, and demonstrated in actual disasters, hut it

has never been integrated into an international disaster operation. Dur-

ing the same period, larger more expensive commercial transportable

terminals with the ability to transmit high quality television via inte-

grated satellite networks are now commonplace at every major sporting

or entertainnwnt event.
INTELSAT has tested a lightweight "fly-awav" or transportable C-

band communications terminal that uses a 1.8-meter antenna and can

provide a single voice channel suitable for disaster assessment. The en-

tire terminal can be packed in fewer than ten sturdy containers that are
easily transportable by air and land.

1NMARSA1' has also encouraged the development of small terminals

for use with their satellites. Several companies have made commercial

lightweight terminals for use with 1NMARSAT satellites that can be

hand-carried by two persons. The US Office of Foreign Disaster Assis-

tance has used such terminals in recent disasters, including the Arme-

nian earthquake. Because of requests to produce a terminal that can be

carried and operated by a single individual, one company recently de-

signed a terminal that contains a 1.2-meter antenna, with a 220-watt

transmitter, all contained in a single suitcase that weighs 29.5 kilograms

((.1 pounds). This terminal was used extensively by journalists and news

media personnel during and after thc recent Alitary conflict in the

Middle East. The capacities of these small terminals can be greatly in-

creased by the addition of graphics and image transmission equipment

such as desk-top computers, facsimile machines, and even slow-scan

video equipment.
Natural disaster cannot be prevented, but our preparedness for it can

be increased. With. the development of reliable, satellite communications

technology, catastrophes can be predicted and people, property and the

environrient can be better prepared for their onset.

Neil R. I klin is a Senior Research Scion:St at the Institute For Applied Space

Research, School ot Vngineering and Applwd Science, George Washington Univer-

s/tit, Washington, D.C. 20052, Fax: (202) 994-0227.

Satellites for Advance Alert
Earth observation or remote-sensing satel-
lites have made dramatic changes in our
ability to forecast weather conditions as
well as impending disasters. With im-
proved predictions on the time and poten-
tial impact of a disaster, an advanced
warning network can be established, not
only for hurricanes, but for earthquakes,
volcanic eruptions, seismic sea waves, and
other disaster-causing activities. In addi-
tion to forecasting impending disasters,
some remote-sensing satellites are able to
provide reliable assessment of the results
of a calamity. For example, within hours of
the nuclear accident in Chernobyl, USSR,
television audiences were able to view the
damage through photo and infrared im-
ages taken by commercial remote-sensing
satellites.
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Making Decisions on the Ground, continued from p. 13

Principles into Practice

Emergency

managers

should be

encouraged to

look closely at

the feasibility

of

communications

systems in

their specific

situations and

to proceed only

after careful

analysis and

tailoring to fit

the needs.

One alternative is military grade corn-
munication equipment. Increased engineer-
ing and fabrication "hardens" the equip-
ment for adverse conditions and often
makes the equipment more resistent to
breakdown when dust, humidity, insects,
extremely high or low temperatures, and
inconsistent power all conspire to exceeo
the average manufacturer's specifications
for warranted performance.

One drawback is the cost. When this
equipment is available to PVOs, it costs
several times as much as "off-the-shelf"
equipment with similar unhardened sys-
tems characteristics.

When technical difficulties combine with
a possible lack of competent technical assis-
tance and difficult import procedures for
spare parts, it is clear that relying on one
high tech system may be risky. Back-up
communications networks should be con-
sidered before a breakdown.

Maintenance and Cost

Predetermining the degree or type of
"user friendliness" can reduce bad choices.
While computers and radios continue to be
relatively easier to use, work forces in many
countries may not be able to install, main-
tain, and operate such systems without ex-
tensive outside help. Rapid advances in
electronic systems design tend to far out-
pace the availability of technical expertise in
many parts of the world. When a technol-
ogy relies too heavily on outsiders to pro-
vide technical assistance or maintenance, it
is probably not going to remain useful or
cost effective.

Both the cost of setting up a system and
the cost of using it are important. The cost
of a satellite-transmitted phone call from the
operations headquarters on a disaster can
run approximately $20 per minute. This
applies to incoming as well as outgoing
calls so that it is difficult to control the en-
gagement of the system and the subsequent
cost incurred. A facsimile message, while
cheaper, costs approximately $10 per
minute. Without stringent controls on use of
the system, the bill for overhead expenses
on a relief operation can soar.
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Planning on the Ground

Given the constraints cited above, how
should a PVO approach the use of current
technology in increasing the --ficiency of a
relief operation? Determining the commu-
nications needs involves knowing the vari-
ous disaster relief audiences. For example,
prior to the cyclone that struck Bangladesh,
hundreds of ihousands of people were able
to be evacuated and their lives saved be-
cause of a basic radio network that had
been established by the Cyclone Prepared-
ness Program throughout the endangered
coastal areas. The network consisted of 57
stations and substations and provided
easy, low-cost, low-maintenance communi-
cation for relief workers in advance of the
storm. It was further used during subse-
quent relief operations to communicate
with headquarters and among relief work-
ers at the substations. In this case, expand-
ing the radio system proved to be an effec-
tive and efficient means of enhancing reli-
able communications.

Know Your Environment

The use of satellites, repeater radio sys-
tems, and other new developments in com-
munication technology should not be dis-
couraged. Instead, emergency managers
should be encouraged to look closely at the
feasibility ot these systems in their specific
situations and to proceed only after careful
analysis and tailoring to fit the needs.
While good communications systems can
save lives, well-intentioned but poorly
executed systems can hinder relief efforts
and even cost lives.

Dan Prezeitt is the International Dekgate .for
American Red Cross and has been Ow head of
tlelegation of the International Federation of the
Red Cross and Red Crescent societies in Sudan,
Kuwait, and currentlu, in Moscow. Ann Stingle
is the InternatUmal Communication Associate tor
the American Red Cross, For further informa-
tion, contact Ow American Red Cross, Corporate
Communications, 17th and D Streets, NW,
Washington D.C. 20006. telephone: (202) 639-
3395.



Choosing Communications Technology
According to Your Audience

Relief staff on-site to other workers in the same or adjacent
geographic area: The cost factors and environmental conditions
may make any "hi-tech" approach impractical. Because the infor-
mation to be transmitted is likely to be a two-way exchange or
question/answer, one-way technology is not useful. Simple
hand-held radios are the most efficient vehicle for rapid informa-
tion delivery. However, due to variables in distance, availability
of batteries and charging, developers of communication systems
may need to look at ways to make short-range radio systems
more efficient. In the meantime, face-to-face communications
will continue to be a primary communications device.

On-site relief personnel to the operations headquarters and
vice versa: Circumstances are similar to the above, except that
the situation often calls for longer range equipment, such as UHF
and sometimes VHF. Preparation is of utmost importance as the
procedure for licensing and permits for such equipment is can be
cumbersome. Similarly, relief workers must be trained to use the.
equipment, which can be difficult in the midst of a major calam-

ity.
Operations headquarters to international headquarters: In

this case, satellites could be extremely useful in letting those who
are sending supplies know what is needed, where it is needed,
and in what quantity and format. it also allows the people in
charge of the operation in-country to know what shipments or
persom.el to expect and when.

From operations headquarters to the media: The media often
have their own transmission equipment tailored to their needs.
The technology needed by the relief organization for communi-
cation may be nothing more than a battery-powered personal
computer or even a typewriter. On the other hand, problems
may arise in some countries where the media, particularly west-
ern media, are viewed with skepticism or hostility. In such cases,
designing the content of the message overshadows the means of

transmission.
From relief workers to the affected population: This may

well be the most critical target audience. Alert systems to evacu-
ate an area, notice of shelter locations, warnings regarding pol-
luted water following a disaster and other urgent health mes-
sages need to be communicated to the potential or actual victims.
Technological requirements for transmission are very basic, as in

the case of radio systems used in the liangladesh Cyclone Pre-
paredness Program. Local media can also be helpful in reaching
certain target populations.Often, however, the communication
tools needed are cultural and human. Accessing the people-to-
people network and offering accurate information through local
leaders and organizations is essential. Satellites cannot replace
loudspeakers for mobilizing a population before or after a catas-
trophe, nor can they be as effective as community leaders or vil-
lage chiefs in affecting the behavior of people at risk.
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The (Solar) Power to Communicate

by Grace Belcher

olar-powered distance education
Sprograms have proven valuable
and effective in rural areas where it
is particularly difficult to attract

and retain high-quality teachers. In one
area in Mexico, high school (t.asses are

broadcast
through solar

=I power over a
six-hour period.
The estimated
cost? Approxi-
mately US
$2,200-$2,400
per school. In

- health, solar-
powered two-
way radios have
been installed as
part of the corn-

I munications
system for re-

&
mote medical
systems in
Mexico, Ecua-
dor, Kenya,
Zimbabwe and

Guyana. In each case the radios operate
efficiently over distances of more than 200
kilometers. In the Gambia, solar-powered
VHF radio communication systems are
being used between health centers in re-
mote areas and the capital city for consulta-
tions and emergency medical assistance.

Developing counuies the world over are
discovering a reliable and loi, -cost source
of energy for small-scale communications
systems: the sun. In the Sudan where mes-
sages were previously c rried by hand for
long distances or by poorly transmitted
telex or radio, the United Nations Develop-
ment Program (UNDP) has designed a so-
lar-powered packet radio system for r)m-
municating data from five field offices scat-
tered throughout the country. UNDP's 311c-
cess has led to plans for similar systems in
the Philippines, Jamaica, Ethiopia,
Mozambique, Tanzania, and Lesotho.
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Solar pureL; will power water-pumping units in Pakistan.

The Solar Alternative
Energy in rural areas has been com-

. . I _ inn 13 nrinri inn 7R

monly provided thnugh gasoline powered
generators. In recent years, however, solar
energy or photovoltaic systems (PV) have
been successfully used in a variety of appli-
cations including electrificatinn, water sup-
ply and as the examples shi mmunica-
tions. PV systems permit cic. intact
between rural and urban centers without
the incessant noise and complicated main-
tenance of a generator.

Over 10,000 PV systems are being in-
stalled worldwide every year. These range
from relatively large telecommunications
systems operated by governments or pri-
vate companies to small radio systems used
in homes or in local communication.
Whether the application is fiber optic cable
systems for data transmission or mobile
telephone, PV systems are cost effective
and reliable.

What Is PV?
All solar energy technology is not the

same. Rather than converting sunlight into
heat to produce hot air or water, solar en-
ergy which uses photovoltaic cells is the
direct conversion of sunlight into electrical
energy using solid-state semi-conductor
technology.

The basic unit of a PV system is a cell
made of silicon. A number of cells are
mounted, wired together on a rigid plate
and sealed, usually with a tempered-glass
cover, to form a module. Modules range in
size from 0.5 to 60 watts of power output
and have typical operating DC voltages
ranging from 3 to 15 volts. Multiple mod-
ules can be joined into an array which pro-
vides the needed voltage and current for
the application. By simply adding more
modules, a PV array can easily be ex-
panded as energy demands grow.

PV-generated energy can be stored in a
battery. Equipment hooked up to the bat-
tery draws power from it. Thus, the PV
array generates electrical current that
charges the battery, while the battery stores
energy and powers the equipment. The
battery also provides back-up power at
night and during poor weather.

The charge controller, another basic
component, regulates the flow of power



from the modules to the battery, and from
the battery to the equipment. Inverters,
which convert battery (DC) power into
standard household (AC) power, can also
be integrated, if desired.

Why Use PV?

PV is ideally suited to the conditions of
developing countries for several reasons.

PV is reliable. It works in remote sites
ranging from dry scorching deserts, to hot,
humid tropical regions, to arctic condi-
tions. PV can be used anywhere the sun
shines and requires significantly less main-
tenance than traditional engine-generators.

PV is flexible. It can provide power for

a variety of equipment with either direct
current (DC) or alternating current (AC)
voltages. PV is modular and can be s.zed
to meet the energy demands of one home
or an entire village.

PV is durable and environmentally
safe. There are no moving parts to wear
out or fail. Modules last from 10 to 30

years and have proven to be more than
97(7( reliable in a wide range of applica-
tions. PV does not create noise, pollute the
air, or produce waste materials.

PV is cost-effective. For loads requiring
few kilowatts or less, as in most develop-

ing country applications, I'V has proven to
be the most economical choice. PV is often
the least-cost option in villages composed
of less than 50-200 buildings where each
building has an annual average energy
demand of less than 0.5 to 2 kilowatt-hours
(kWh) per day. Once a PV system is in
place, it is free from the recurring fuel
costs associated with conventional energy
systems. PV will continue to generate
power regardless of economic or political
conditions that can disrupt the cost and
availability of fuel supplies. Except for the
cost of spares and baUery replacements
(once every five years, depending on the

type of battery used and maintenance), In/
will continue to perform long after donors
have left and aid for fuel and frequent
maintenance have run out.

PV provides opportunities for local par-
tidpation. There is no need for outside or
expatriate technicians. Properly trained, lo-

cal residents can main-
tain the system them-
selves. In fact, studies
have shown that in an
area where PV If-

powers radios
for entertain-
ment and pub-
lic service broad-
casts, residents
have been highly mo-
tivated to maintain
their home PV systems
to keep their radios go- t
ing. Certain compo- t
nents of a PV system including lights, pumps,
batteries, and controllers may also be manu-
factured in-country to lessen costs, provide
employment, and develop a local industry.

In sum, PV is especially suited to re-
mote rural areas where power demand is
relatively low, costs of fuel or connection
to the electricity grid are high, and re-
c.ourc-c and trained technicians are un-

4ilable `or operating and maintaining
engine-gel ierator systems. PV is less appro-
priate in 4reas where energy demand is
high and reliable public utilities already
exist.

The Cost Hurdle
While the main concern regarding PV

continues to be its high initial system cost,
PV will still be the most cost-effective op-
tion in most remote areas today. Through
advances in design, fabrication, and mate-
rials technology, the cost of PV modules
has been significantly reduced. During the
last two decades alone, the cost per kWh of
PV-generated electricity has dropped from
US $60 in 1970 to $.30 today. Although this
is still four to six times the cost of bulk
utility power generation from fossil fuel,
the paybacks for using environmentally
clean solar energy increase over time.

Meanwhile, according to a study of in-
ternational PV projects published by
Sandia National Laboratories, project de-
velopers have found that installation costs
can be reduced by designing systems to
meet present needs and increasing system

(continued p. 2W
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The (Solar) Power to Communicate, continued from p. 19

capacity only as needs and financial re-
sources grow. Systems which are properly
sized to meet the power requirements will
reduce excess expense.

Requirements can be measured on a "per
module" sis. A radio or transceiver PV
system vs, tu typically require one module
and cost approximately $700-$1,000, based
on typical U.S. retail prices. A system to
power lights and a radio or a small black-
and-white TV for homes also would require
one module. A one-room school using a
color TV and a video recorder (or a satellite)
six hours a day would need a system using
two or three modules. A one-room rural
health clinic using lights, a one-cubic-foot
refrigerator, and a two-way radio, on the
other hand, would require three to four
modules and cost between $2,100 and
$4,000.

Although initial costs are relatively high,
the purchase of a PV system basically in-
cludes paying for a 20-year supply of en-

Jtt
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Mauricio Ortega, physicist, showing solar cell panels used to power a water well pump.
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ergy, rather than facing the recurring costs
of fuel supplies. PV rnakes economic sense
for rernote devdoping country applications
when compared with the costs of grid ex-
tension, or operating and maintaining a
generator over the life of the system.

Setting Up a System

Mounting modules on devices that track
the sun's ny vement throughout the day
increase energy output and allow the re-
duced generation of electricity during
cloudy days, although it adds to the cost
and complexity of the Fystort. Choosing the
appropriate site and selecting components
with care will enhance the system's utility
and performance. Batteries designed to
work with Py systems are easily main-
tained, recharge slowly, provide power
over long periods of time, can withstand
numerous recharge cych!s, and last five or
more years. Automotive batteries are not

well-suited for PV system use, but will
work and operate from one to two
years, depending on system use.
Nickel-cadmium batteries have longer
life expectancies and are able to with-
stand extreme weather and charge/
discharge conditions, but are signifi-
cantly more expensive than lead-acid
batteries.

Stand-alone PV systems arc ad-
equate for renerating power to rim a
radio; a ho. re with lights, a radio, or a
television set, and other smali appli-
ances; or a small health clinic For criti-
cal uses where reliability needs to be
close to 100%, a system using PV in
combination with engine-generator,
battery, or wind technologies is often
recommended. The most common
combination is the PV/engine-gerts.a-
toe hybrid, where PV and a generator
both charge the same battery. PV
serves as the main source of power;
while the e.,enerator provides back-up

ver tor peak demand periods, or for
battery recharging following periods
of cloudy weather.

Installing and maintaining a stand-
alone system is simple and can be
done with minimal training. Systems
should be checked periodically to



clean dust from the
arrays and check bat-
tery electrolyte levels.
Technicians can be
trained and based in
larger communities
or urban centers to
provide needed re-
pairs and to service
generators in hybrid
systems with a few
simple tools such as
an electrical meter,
hydrometer, pliet,
screw driver, and a
crescent wrench.

Simplicity at Work

People don't need
to grasp PV's techno-
logical complexities
to understand that
the sun can do more
than grow crops or
dry rice. It can also
provide water and
lighting, assist them
in emergencies. help
educate their (-1,11-
dren, and bring news
and information
about the world into
their homes.
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Reader's Page 01'

Continue to keep us informed of your reactions. We welcome the input of our readers. In

response to the :4rticle "Tips for Documenting and Transferring Local Knowledge" in DCR #74,

we received this leaer.

Dear Editor:
Many thanks for the Development Communication Report. I don't think documentation of

indigenous knowledge requires multi-disciplinary teams. This is wine, essary advice by

people who actually may not have done much work. I have never used such teams. I am not
saying that teams cannot do it, but it is not such an important issue to be mentioned as the
first requirement. We need demystified messages.

You have missed several importent dimensions (to acquiring and preserving indigenous
knowledge], for example, ldiscoverg] practices tried but discontinued and varieties not yet

cultivated.
Best wishes and don't mind the slightly angry response.
P.S. I liked the news of Minka magazine.

Anil Ompta
Centre for Management in Apiculture

Indian Institute of Management
Ahmedabad, India

Resources

The International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) makes its sizable collection of

films and videotapes on telecommunications
and electronics available free of charge to
people all over the world. Topics cover gen-
eral productions made for public informa-
tion, promotion of telecommunications ser-
vices or products, technical research, and
technical training films. Requests for films
should be made one month in advance. They
are sent by air mail and must also be re-
turned by air mail within three weeks of
receipt. To obtain a fihn catalogue; contact:
ITU Film Libraiv, Place des Nations, CH-
1211 Geneva 20; Switzerland. Telephone:
(41-22) 730-5248. Fax: (41-22) 733-7256. Telex:

421 000 UIT CH,
Voliinteers in Technical Assistance (VITA

-- see article o. 1) has initiated a public com-
puter conference on technology in interna-
tional development. The discussion forum,
called DEVELL, will permit exchange of
ideas and information on a wide range of
topics, including the role of communication
technology in development. To participate,
you simply need a computer with a modem.
To subscribe, send a message io
LISTSERV@AUVM (or

LIS ISERV4AUVM.BITNET), or contact:
VITA, 1815 North Lynn Street, Suite 200,
Arlington, VA 22209, USA. Telephone: (703)
276-1800. Fax: (703) 24: .65.

You can get an entire library about ap-
propriate technology in a container no
larger than a shoe box and weighing only
19 pounds. The compact, portable library
stores books on microfiche, plastic cards
containing reduced images of book pages
that can withstand even humid or tropical
climates. More than 1,000 volumes covering
major topics about appropriate technology
in development, including communication
technology and nonformal education and
training, are stored on the microfiche. An
updated collection will be available bv
April 1992 for approximately US $900. Be-
sides the microfiche library, you simply
needs a desk-top microfiche reader, which
car be obtained from the project for $225-
$575, depending on the model. Contact:
Appropriate Technology Project, Volun-
teers in Asia, P.O. Box 454'3, Stanford, Cali-
fornia 94309 USA. Telephone: (415) 326-
8581 or toll-free (800) 648-8043. Fax: (415)
326-3475.
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New Telecom-
munications
Network

The International
Development Computer
Users Network (IDCUN)
is a newly formed net-
work of computer users
and information manag-
ers both in U.S. and in
the developing world.

IDCUN's objectives
are to foster commtmica-
tions among interna-
tional de% elopment or-
ganizations, explore
efficient ways to inte-
grate computer knowl-
edge and systems into
the developing world,
and promote the under-
standing of telecommu-
nications and resources.
Membership is free for
the first year. To learn
more about IDCUN or
workshops on telecom-
munications, contact Joe
McKinney at
Technoserve, 49 Day
Street, Norwalk, CT
06584, USA. telephone:
(203) 697-6222. fax: (203)
838-6717. or Ellen
LeCompte at PACT, 777
United Nations Plaza,
NY, NY 10017, USA.
telephone: (21'4, o97-
6222. If you have general
questions about telecom-
munications operations
or lieed resources in
your region, contact
Gary Garriott at VITA
through one of his many
teIecommunications
addresses. 1815 N. Lynn
St, Suite 200, Arlington,
VA 22209. Telephone:
(703) 527-0186. fax: (703)
243-1865. Internet: ViTA
@GMUVAX.GMU.EDU.
FidoNet: 1;109 \ 165

-What's New, What's Coming

Photography Contest
The United Nations Environment Pro-

gram is organizing a worldwide photogra-
piw competition in advance of the United
Nations Conterence on Environment and
Development (UNCED), which will take
place in Rio de Janeiro in lune 1992. Both
amateur and professional photographers
are invited to submit photographs that
document not only the earth's environmen-
tal challenges, but also the beauty of the
planet. Entries must be submitted by Febru-
ary 29, 1992. Winners will be announced at
the UNCED conference and will receive
prizes, medals, cash awards and commemo-
rative certifi..ca.es. r o obtain an entry form,
contact the Clearinghouse tor Development

ommunication at the address, phone and
tax numbers listed on p. 2.

Conferences
The African Council on Communica-

tion Education (ACCE) invites papers
fo- presentation at its biennial confer-
e..ce, scheduled to be held in Cairo,
Egypt, in October 1992. Papers should
relate to the conference's theme, "Com-
munication and the Environment in
Africa: Challenges tor the Future." Sub-
mit abstracts by March 1992 and full
papers by lune 30, 1992 to: ACCE Execu-
tive Coordinator, PO Box 4795, Nairobi,
Kenya.

Courses
From lune 3-lune 30, 1992, Cornell Uni-

versity will hold its twelfth annual seminar
on "Communication Planning and Strat-
egy," open to all ministry officials and
project directors who use communications
in their work. The course %yin cover plan-
ning a strategy, analyzing audience's, mes-
sage design, media selection, small group
communications and evaluation, Cost:
53,575, including accommodations. In addi-
tion, it offers five graduate-level communi-
cation courses, scheduled trout May
through August. They include Participatory
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Communication and Research (May 27-
June 17), Video Communication I (May 27-
June 17), Video Communication II (June 22-
August 4), Participatory Video Research
(June 12-14 and 19-21), and Communica-
tion for Social Change (June 22 - August 4).
Tuition costs S1,085 tor most courses. Con-
tact: Department of Communication,
Cornell University, Kennedy Hall, Ithaca,
New York 14853, USA. Telephone: (607)
255-65()0. Fax: (607) 255-7905. Telex:
6713054.

From April 6-luly 24, 1992, the Interna-
tional Extension College in London will
hold a tour-month course on "Distance
Education for Development." The course is
open to graduates or trained teachers with
some experience in distance teaching and
who are fluent in English. Cost: L 5,130, not
including accommodations. To apply for
scholarships from the Overseas Develop-
ment Administration, contact the local
British Council office. For more informa-
tion, contact: University of London Insti-
tute of Education, 20 Bedford Way, I.ondon
WC1II OAL, UK. Telephone: (44-71) 612-
6606.

The Centre of Adult and 1ligher Educa-
tion (CAHE) at the University of Manches-
ter offers post-graduate courses in Com-
munity Development in a Third World
Context. These courses have been supple-
mented in recent years with educational
studies normally found in non-educational
institutions such as Rural Development
and Primary I With Care and Adult Lit-
eracy and Development Cimununication.
For turther information contact: The Secre-
tary, School of El non, University of
Manchester, Oxford Road, Manchester
M13 91'L England. telephone: 061 275 3463.
fax: 061 275 3519

New Resources
"CommunigiOnonos, Ia!" 23-minute

training video and 58-page facilitator's
guide. Jointly produced by UNICEF and
the Nutrition (Zommunication Project, US
Agency for International Development. In
Spanish. Aailable tor US 510 in VI IS or
13etamax, PAL or NTSC tormat, from



UNICEF and USAID offices in Latin
America and the Caribbean, or from the
Academy for Educational Development,
1255 23rd St., NW, Washington, DC 20037.

In order to monitor and promote
children's growth, village health workers
and nurses must be able to communicate
effectively with mothers. This video and
companion facilitator's guide are designed
to be used in lialf-dav training sessions to
strengthen field worker's interpersonal
communication skills. Together, they pro-
vide a basis for discussion on how health
care workers communicate with mothers
about their children's growth; identify six
key actions that they can use to improve
communication; and demonstrate ways to
build better communication into growth
monitoring activities. Trainees are encour-
aged to draw on their own experience to
identify ways to improve 0.)mmunication.
The video and guide were planned, tested
and filmed in collaboration with health staff
and community workers in the Dominican
Republic, Bolivia, and Guatemala.

Action tor Yonth: AIDS Training Manual.
Geneva: League of Red Cross and Red Cres-
cent Societies and [he World Organization
of the Scout Mov ,ment, 1990. 184 pp. Avail-
obit: for 20 Swiss francs from the Red Cross,
1 lealth Department, PO Box 372, 1211
( ;eneva 19, Switzerland. Tel; (41-22) 734-
5580.

The manual is designed to help youth
workers assist Young people to develop the
knowledge, attitudes and skills they need to
prevent the spread of the HIV virus and to
alleviate discrimination against those sut-
tering from the virus. It contains basic facts
about 1.IIV ;AIDS, a guide to planning AIDS
health education programs with youth, and
ideas for community activities. Many ot the
training exercises involve games, discus-
si(in groups, puppetry, role-phiy and other
participatory activities. The manual's am-
ply illustrated pages arc organized in a
two-ring binder for easy additions and up-
dates. French and Spanish vers:ons are
available, and in 1992, it will also be avail-
able in Arabic.

Oistancel earn '91-'92. The Institute for
Distance Learning, The State University ot

New York, Regents College 1450 Western Av-

enue, Albany, New York 12203. Tel: (518) 457-

4850.
This database provides up-to-date informa-

tion on nearly 5000 quality courses and credit-
by-examination opportunities available at a
distai,:e. The entries are offered by U.S. re-
gionally accredited colleges or nationally rec-
ognized testing agencies. Selected courses use
technology such as video, audio or computer
to enhance the learning experience. Informa-
tion about external graduate degrees is avail-
able through the system. Distance Learn runs
on any IBM-compatible PC with a hard drive
and MS-DOS and allows users to locate
courses or exams by subject, delivery system
and a variety of other criteria. No special com-
puter knowledge is required to install or oper-
ate. It is easy to use and features on-screen
help.

Vanguardia Indoor Solar Radio
Citing the shortage, expense, and environmental pollution which re-

sults from battery powered radio, Vanguard Trust has designed a solar
radio which can will last longer and cost le3s, Produced and available in
China, the SR-2 low-cost solar AM receiver features one 4-inch speaker,
high-power efficiency circuit board, and 1-watt (peak sunlight) photovol-
taic solar panei. They hope to make this available outside China for ap-
proximately US $40 by summer, 1992. Six radios are estimated to be able

to provide coverage to 150 students presently using Interactive Radio
instruction. The Vanguard Trust is also developing indoor ambient light
solar models which will maximize solar energy use in low light. For

more infor-
mation, con-
tact The Van-
guard Trust,
HC 02 Box
14765,
Arecibo,
Puerto Rico
00612. tele-
phone: (809)
880-4707. fax:
(809) 878-
6246.
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The Information Revolution
Need Not Exclude the Poor

by Sheldon Annis

In theory, nearly everyone on the globe is now potentially connectable
to everyone else. Virtually all information can be converted into digital
form, stored indefinitely, accumulated infinitely, and transmitted immedi-
ately. With each passing day, the physical web of interlinked communica-
tions networks grows thicker and more powerfully integrated. The result
is that millions of minds, not just machines, are newly joined. Indeed, we
are on the verge of a kind of wired, collective intelligence that neurobiolo-
gists can describe by analogy as a single, multi-circuited global brain. Is-
sues such as the environment and the world economy can now be concep-
tualized and analyzed at global meetings of the mind.

But that is theory -- or at best, partial reality. In practice, we know that
everyone is not connected. Even in the United States, one out of four chil-
dren lives in poverty. In developing countries, 40% of the adult population
is still not literate, much less sending e-mail to each other. Powerful scien-
tific computer networks strengthen connections within and between re-
gions that are already well connected, reinforcing the disparities between
the technological haves and have nots.

In light of poverty, illiteracy, and technological inequality, how are we to
think about our connectivity? Where and how deeply is new technology really
making a difference -- and to whom? People from devel-
oping and post-communist countries often believe that
technology holds the key to how to become rich. From
fisherman to government bureaucrat, people everywhere
are aware of and want the power of new technology. But
wealth and power are elusive. While the recent techno-
logical gains made by the poor are real, those already
privileged are also getting richer ininformation and tech-
nology. Money, information, and power beget more
money, information, and power. Overall, gaps are widen-
ing. Communications miracles, it seems, are as inequita-
bly distributed as is everything else.

If global communications for development is so attractive, and it is,
what can be done to extend these miracles to the poor? How do we fight for
equal/ within the Information Revolution? Concretely, I believe, we need to
focus new energy at five levels of support:

First, back to basics: developing countries must continue to devote their
highest priority to eliminating illiteracy. At its core, the communications
revolution is driven not by glitzy high tech, but by knowing how to read
and write. To the extent that adult literacy in developing countries rose
from 43% in 1970, to 60% in 1985, the trend is moving in the right direction.
But the going will get harder. Increasingly, policy makers will have to con-
front painful choices between high technology invesrient programs and
technical education that is demanded by the middle class, and basic educa-
tion for the rural poor. Universal literacy must remain the priority.

Second, development institutions should immediately focus their atten-
tion on new programs that directly assist the poor to enter the information
age. They can do this through their lending and investment for telecommu-
nications infrastn :ture and information technology, and their openness
with information. Their policy advice should encourage privatization of
staw-owned telecommunications services, technology transfer, and support
for new technology in education. Information and communications is-not

only an economic opportunity, but more
importantly, a social opportunity.

Third, governmental bodies, foundations,
and international organizations must learn
to make themselves more accessible to the
poor. They must work to bring grasseoots
organizations into the same informational
and communications networks that they
themselves occupy. That rneans efforts to
dramatically extend access to computer
hardware, support for training in the use of
new tools, and developing direct working
relationships within expanding networks of
organizations.

Fourth, grassroots organizations need to
stop thinking of themselves as individual
organizations, but instead as webs, networks
and movements. They need to build elec-
tronic, human and organizational connec-
tions among themselves. This work can be
assisted through communications clearing-

houses and the creation of
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poverty oriented training
programs in the use of new
technology.

Finally, individuals need
to be convinced that they
can act globally; and
through accelerating tech-
nological and organiza-
tional networking, they can.
"Widening social participa-

tion" refers n A just to the incorporation of
poor people who have traditionally been
excluded from decision making. It also im-
plies person-to-person, cross border engage-
ment with scientists, educators, and activ-
ists. New kinds of alliances and political
equations are in the making. The rules for
the future are not yet written. The Informa-
tion Revolution need not exclude the poor.
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Sheldon Annis is an Associate Professor of
Geography and Environmental Studies at Boston
University. His most recent book is Poverty,
Natural Resources and Public Policy in Central
America, ed. (Transaction Books, 1992). He
works closely with the Telecommunkatiors Coop-
erative Network and the Center for Strategic Com-
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